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This thesis is concerned with .the application of air photo inter-
pretation techniques to problems in urban and regional planning; An 
interpretation procedure is developed and demonstrated for the purpose 
of accomplishing responsive,.comprehensive resource survey and manage-
ment analysis in support of planning objectives. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PLANNiNG PROBLEM 
The United ~tates i$ experiencing metropolitan expansion unparal-
leled in its hietory, This expansion results from: (1) a population 
explosion whioh is conservatively estimated to rise from a current 
level of 200 million to over 300 million by the year 2000; (2) a dynam-
ic economy which·h responsive to radical, advances in all fields of 
technology; and (3) rapidly changing social attitudes and living-
working habits on the part of a society which has more money, mobility, 
ftee time and education than at any time in history. To· satisfy the 
physical i-equirements of thts population explosion, ru:i:-al land is being 
converted to urban use at a rate of more than 3, 000 acres a day." The 
impact of this development, which is shaping the American landscape for 
years to come, is be:f.ng felt today throughout ~etropoUtan areas in 
terms of virtually every form of environmental pollution. Even if 
ful+Y effective programs were to start immediately, which they will 
not, these problems would get much worse before they could be retarded 
and reduced. Of equal importance, and very much related to the pro-
blems of urban sprawl, are the literally explosive problems found in 
the urban core of the nation's metropolitan areas. Taken in total, 
the problems of the metropolitan region raise serious doubts as to 
society's ability to produce a viable 1i ving environmen.t. 
1 
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· 'The'ehailenae· t.~··piannin~, whether'at the urban ·or regional level~·· ... 
is, therefore, to provide a physical and ac;lministradve framework which 
will provide for thcf·most expeditious elimination of all forms of 
,ocial-econom:Lc s·tra:Ln · caused by pollution of the physical environment, 
and to provide for orderly,· compatible growth and change throughout the 
,·,••,·,·.,,. m~·t'tc,~'ol:iit.an;''cbtni,'il~\':,,,1:lt:i/nitis·t'bl''einphaia'lz•d''that' tbe''challenge· to 
planning is not .to. promote a particular form. of urban environment, but 
rather to c~eate .a sound, yet fle:dble, framework which allows a broad 
range of choice for every individual in the metropolitan society. 
Potential Value·of Air Photo tnterpr•tation 
1~ should be readily apparent that the problem• of urban and 
re1:t.onal pl1nn:tn11r1.uoq th• molt compl1x f1c1d by 1oci1ty. Th• 
. ' 
comple>e:1.ty of plannin1 problem• inf1r1 the ne@d for• m@thod of inv11• 
t:Lgation that will be fully comprehensive rather than merely a mean1 of 
compiling maases of information from uncorrelated, ;Lsolated 1tud:l.11, 
each based on different sets of conditions, or even on different pre-
mises. lt is essential that a planner be able to view the many facets 
of a planning probl1111 at one t:Lme, to aaseas riot only their individual 
charac:terisUcs and effects, but also their characteristics and effects 
as parts of a total system~ This requirement implies a comprehensive 
information system capable of c:ollec::t:Lng, storing, retrieving, ana- · 
.,,,, lyzing and disseminating information ~onc,rning every element .of the 
eystem as well as the syetem as a whole, Following the assumptions 
I 
that all physic:al pla,:ming problems a~e, or soon b.ecome, probleme of 
engineering; and that all engineering problems are directly related to 
the physical environment in which they exist; and that all aspects of 
'! 
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the physical environment can be c:Jieplayed to some $ignificatit degree 
. ~ . . 
·. . . 
in a visutl manner; then, dependent on the exposure of land form, the 
quality of photo coverage, and the experiertce and competence of the in-
terp~ete:i:, an unlimited amount of significant information concerning 
the physical environment can be derived from air' photos. Of particular 
significance are the following characteristics of air photo interpre-
tation: 
1. lnformat;l.on can .be co;Lleq.ted easily, quickly, reliably; and 
e1;onomically v;La a:1.r photos. 
2. Xnfo'tmation can be stored easily and permanently in air 
photos. 
3, lnformat:l.on can be :retrieved from air photos quickly, at 
any t;Lme~ and by any number of interprete:rs • 
.. 4.. lnfc,rmat:Lon can l>e analyze4 at the .convenience of the inter ... 
p;eter·and.to 81).'Y de$reeof detail h11 desires. Information 
Qtl;.an .air photo :ls ea,ily. compared w:1..th information on other 
photos or with the actutl a:rea photographed. 
5. Unlimited amot::4nt of in£orm1:1tion can be disseminated via an 
air phC()tO •. tn. thi,s -dissemination, information is presented 
in terms o~ t~e total diversity of itsinter:-relationships 
,rijtlle{ J:han, as,:_,some, st~ti11Jti~1;1l average •. 
. 6~, A:l.r photos a11,w unlimited pe:rspectives of the phyeiical en-. 
7. I>ue to its .pe:r:manence, information in ~n air photo is not. 
lost t,y an interprett:ition failure, but :ema:f.n13 -available for 
unlimited re-:l.nterpretation~ . 
8. Virtually any planner, provided he is competent in his field, 
can interpret and analyze air photos easily and effectively 
with only a very minimum amount of training. 
9. Air photos are perhaps the most extensive, most responsive, 
most reliable, most economical, and most convenient resource 
survey and analysis tool available to a planner. 
Previous Research and Development 
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The value of air photo interpretation has long been established 
in most of the .f·ields of physical science. Virtually all geologists, 
soil scientists, foresters and agronomists appreciate the capabilities 
of airphqto interpretation as appl~ed to their fielder however, de-
velopment of a similar appi:ec:Lation by plann,ra has been generally 
lacking, possibly due to the apparent lack of an appreciation fqr 
physical science that is evident :l.n much metropolitan planning, 
Early work of pa;t:1.cular importance_ is that of Witenstein (1954-56) 
who used air photo interpretation to analyze physical structure (land-
use/building-type/accommodation density) as a measure of social and 
\ 
economic factors in urban living. Green and Monier (1957-59) demon~ 
strated the capability of air photo interpretation in evaluating the 
socio-economic .status of urban residential areas. Wagner (1963) demon-
strated via interpretation of sequence aerial photography the ability 
to accurately and economically evaluate land-use change in ,developing 
areas. Very recently NASA and the u. St Geological Survey have jointly 
11ponsored an extensive research program involving the use of remote 
sensing dev:(.ces for interpretaticm purposes. 
The objective of this thesis has been to develop a program for 
... •. co11prehe-ii.e:Lv~. resou.rce 11urv'ey and management analysis using air photo 
inte:rpretado~ techniques and to demonstrate the application of those 
techniques to a wide range of urban and regional planning problemlll 
in the sh,rman. 'l'@XH, metropolitan area. 
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Chapter ?I discus1es a general program for a re;ponsive, compre-
hensive ur'ban and re1it:1nal resource planning capability and prHturts 
an exten1ive interpr@tation outline lllUpporting lllUCh a proaram. Chapter 
lU prHen1a:1 repreHnttUtlve appUcaUon1 of the air photo interprets .. 
Uon tHichniqu; to urb&n &nd r@aion&l problffllilll in the lh1n·m1n, T@iuu,, 
metropolitan area, Chapter IV br!@fiy 1ummari~@1 th@ main t@Kt and 
offer1 propo1al1 for continued re1earch and development, App@ndi~ A 
p:1rnvid@1 a mor@ thorouah di111eruuion of tundam@nM:l 1;til" ph@t(;l inter= 
pf@tijtiijfl t@ehniqY@s, App@ndic@s D thr@Yjh D provid@ b1;t@k1r@Ynd in= 
formation conc@rnin; th@ ;eology, 1oih and hyd.rl}lo;y of th@ Sh@fffUiln, 
T@xas, metropo1it4n area and r@pr~sent the @Kt@nt of information c~n~ 
that a planner .!Y.!!:. understand, Bppreciate and ~ccount for Bt ~very 
stage in. hies work, Virtually all @Horte of mll:rv mr(.\ of secondary iffl"" 
pact when compared to th~ regional impact of th~sQ ba~ic elem@nte of 
our physical environment; thus, whenevar pouibl.lil, ph,nn:tng ehould 
attempt to work~ these elements rather than again~t them. 
The main text has been advanced on the assumption that the reader, 
in addition to a full understanding of the various criteria required 
in urban planning, has a basic understanding of the material referenced 
in the appendices. If, however, this is not the case, it is recommended 
tnat the reader refer to the applicable appendices before continuing 
further in the main text. 
CHAPTER II 
AIR PBO'l'O IN'l'ERPRETA'llION AS,A BASIS FOR COMPREHENSIVE 
RESOURCE SURVEY .AND ,.,MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS 
An understanding of the physical environment h essential il;l pro"' 
viding a framework f'or responsive, comprehensive urban and regional 
planning, In order to make decisions concerning the proper use of 
physical resources, planning objectives must be formed. These objec-
Uvea should then be tHted against: 
l, Applicable aocial, ec.onomie, and physical environmental need; 
of the entire resion, These ne,ds should include those of 
plant and animal development as well as those of human deveJ. ... 
opment, 
2, The characteristics of available physicai resources, This 
evaluation should consider all resources, both developed and 
undeveloped, with respect to a hierarchy of needs ranging 
from local to regional. 
These requirements suggest a need for a responsive, comprehensive 
capability for resource survey and management analyses. The survey 
must identify: 
1. Relevant physiographic factors in the planning area. 
2. Current use of resources. 
3. Physical factors ~hich significantly limit planning options. 
The relationships observed between needs, resources and specific 
6 
site conditions will reveal: 
1, Where restraints exist for particular types of land use. 
2, Where existing conditions create opportunities for particular 
types.of land use development, 
3. WhJ're existing land use should bt conserved because change 
' 
would diminish the quality and extent of the asset it 
repre11enta, 
4, Where existing land use should be rehabilitated because the 
quality a~d extent of the asset it represents have been allowed 
to deteriorate to a point where it i1 potentially detrimental 
to the overall environment, 
5, Where ex:l.1tin1 land u1e 1hould bo redeveloped becau1e tho 
quality 1nd oxtent of tho a111t it one, r1pr111nt1d hav@ b11n 
I 
the overall environment, 
Baaed on 'the results.of such a survey, a hierarchy of land uae 
priorities can be established to a:Ld in the development of management 
policy for the alloc.ation of land use needs among available resources, 
Such policy should thus ensure that both valuable and marginal physical 
resources are.used in the most appropriate manner; that their assets 
i,.re conserved where they have unique value; and that deficienc.ies are 
corrected where necessary, This policy must. be based on the concept 
of introducing change and development to deficient areas which might 
otherwise be denied the resources necessary to correct their deficiency. 
At the operational leveJ.,planning must not become merely a rigid 
mapping of land use proposals developed at a particular point iQ time 
under premises tied to conditions existing to a large degree. only 
during that point in time. Rather, planning must be tied to a policy 
framework that acconunodates and guides a process of change. This ap-
proach will provide a wider range pf site and location.choices to all 
land us-rs, more realistic accommodation of a step~by-step development 
procese for the planning area, and, provided that explicit site plan 
and petfot'lllance standards are developed and enforced, more effective 
regulation of the quality of development, 
On the following pagee are: (1) an outline for conducting a Qom-
prehensive resource survey using air photo interpretation techniques, 
. . 
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and (2) an outline of potential application of air photo interpretation 
techniques to the managemen; analysis stage of urban and regional 
plannins, 
In cloling thie chapter it must be amphHhed that the planni'n1 
proces11, in add1Ucm to b@ins compr@h@m1iva, mul!it b@ continuoul!I; H"" 
pecia11y at present, since chanse is taking place at a rate ;reater 
than our ability to reco1nize ;nd ad@quately accommodate it. Thu1, 
there is a vit•l need tor planning tools and methods which allow for 
flex:Lble ;esponse to ever chang:1.ngand growing needs, 
COMPREHENSIVE :RESOURCE SUB.VEY FOR 
URBAN ANO REGIONAL PLANNI~G USING 
.. AlR. PHOTO -tNTE!U'UTATlON -
TECHNIQUES 
I. ttttroducrt1on ta Study Area. R.Hearch non ... photo reference 
material fo, data concarntn11 
A. General location 
a. c1:111u1te 
C , .JU,1 tOf)' 
D, . B11ic 11ocio ... ecoi\omi~ chat&ct@r 
:n. Topoar,ph1c Analys:h 
A, · Locate aanaral elevated 1u:ea111; eatiiftate he:Laht -
B. Locate aeneral depressed areas; estimate depth 
c. Locate primary drainage areas 
D. Locate ch:a;Lnage eystem divides 
E, Classify slopes __ within dr$inage areas 1H: 
l, Flat (-G-3%)' 
2. Moderate_ (3-7%) 
3. Steep (7+%) 
III. Natural Vegetation Analysis 
A. ·Locate areas supporting nat-ural vegetation 
B. Locate areas of natural vegetation apparently being used 
. for domestic purposes 
9 
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C. Locate areas .of ..vegetation which.apparently hav.e been arti-
ficially derived for non-agricultural purposes (conservation) 




E. For each forest subarea~ locate subdivisions according to: 
1. Primary patterns of stands 
2. Estimated densities of stands 
3. Estimated heights of stands 
4. .Character of undergrowth 
5. Broadleaf or needle-leaf tree type 
6. Recent clearance and selective cutting 
7. Probable species 
F. For each brush subarea, locate subdivisions according to: 
1. Primary patterns of stands 
2. Estimated densities of stands 
3, Estimated heights" of stands 
4, Recent clearance and selective cutting 
5. Probable species 
G, For each grass subarea, locate subdivision according to: 
1. Mi~ture of trees and/or brush 
2, Primary patterns of stands 
3, Estimated densities of stands 
4. Estimated heights of stands 
S. Recent clearance 
6. Probable species 
IV. Hydrologic Analysis 
A. Coastal Hydrology 
1, Locate .coastlines of large water bodies 
2, Identify general coastl:Lne characteristics with respect 
to: 
(a) Shape 
(b) Probable depth along shore 
(c) Distribution of beaches 
(d) Land form along shore which modify coastline 
3, For offshore areas: 
(a) Locate features, disturb,ances, and tonal pattern, 
on and in the water 
(b) tocat1 ar1a1 of Abrupt ~h1n11 in d@pth; 11tim&t@ 
dcapth1 
(c) Locate submerged features.near water 1urfac1 
(d) ·Locate land forms which are temporarily or per-
manently exposed 
4, For foreshore and backshore areas: 
(a) Locate basic land form features 
(b) Locate.beach areas 
(c) Locate bedrock areas 
(d) Locate areas of active and stationary sand dunes 
(e) Locate inlet and other coastal drainage features 
(f) Locate old shorelines 
B. Mainland Hydrology 
1. Locate areas of natural permanent and seasonal surface 
water storage 
11 
. 2. Locate areas of artificial permanent and seasonal sur-
face water storage 
3. Locate water sheds for surface water storage areas 
4. Locat~ first-order streams: 
(a) . Locate water sheds .for each stream 
(b) Prepare reprel!3entative profiles and cross seat:fons 
for ea.ah stream valley 
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S. LoCiat~ a~at:md and third @rdet stream1H loaate water sheds 
and prepare str@1m profiles and aross seations as required 
by study 
6. Oatartttl.n@ .tha g@n@ti.1 tUt@HiUGJne of fltiw; lGJaat@ poifits 
of ihatp ch1ng@ in dit@atitin of flow or v~ttiGal ah~nge 
in i u•@am 
7. Loaat@ and identify attifiaial dr1in1ge f@atut@s; identify 
area drained 
8. Provisionally locate areas with apparent underground 
drainage or water storage 
9. After correlation with subsequent geologic and soils 
analyses: 
(a) Locate areas of probable ground water 
(b) Locate areas ,Of probable recharge 
(c) Locate areas of probable discharge 
10. Locate flood plains 
(a) Identify .. extent of recent flooding 
(b) Identify extent of maximum flooding 
V. Geologic Analysis 
A. Locate areas and points of rock outcrop 
storage 
B. Locate areas where surface configuration appears to be con-
trolled by bedrock near $Urface; estimate depth to bedrock 
C. For the above areas: 
1. Locate sand and gravel pits, quarries, open-pit mines, 
and mine-head installations 
2. Locate subareas of probable: 
(a) Sedimentary rock 
(b) Igneous rock 
(c) Metamorphic rock 
1:3 
3. Locate and identify significant structural features such 
as faults and fractures 
D. For areas of apparently thick unconsolidated materials: 
1. Locate sand and gravel pits 
2. Locate areas of probable: 
(a) Fluvial land form 
(b) Marine and lacustrine land forms 
(c) Aeolian land form 
(d) Glacial land form 
3. For each of the above: 
. (a). L<:>cate areas primarily resulting 
(b) Locate ,areas primarily resulting 
from deposition 
ftom erosion 
(c) Locate and. identify signifi~ant features 
VI. Soil Analysis 
A. Evaluate each area of. unc<:>nsolida ted material according to: 
l, Physiographic location 
2, As~ociated land form 
3,. · Topo,r-aphic pos~tion 
4, -Beundary conditions 
s, su1fal'lt .tone .. character:Lstios 
6 •. Surface texture character:1.st:l.c11 
· 7. I>r~inase. pattern 
8, Eroa:Lon features 
9, . Veaetat:Lo_n ,c'harac te,::Lat:l.cs 
10, Land u11 
. . 
a. Oorrilate .the above evaluations and prov:La:Lonal1y identify 
ao:1.1 1irea, 1ccord:Ln1 to probable •oil 11l'll.e1. type• an~ 
ph••• 
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c. Oqmpar, charact•r:L1tic1 .of :Lnt1~,...r1t1d 10111 with character• 
:L11::l.c1 of known or 1u,p1ct1d ~ra;.1 of 1:l.m;l.11, 101111r:1.11. 
type, and phase 
D, F:l.nal:1.ze soil :Lnterpretat:Lona; a99;Lgn associated enginea;ing 
characteristice 
VII. Land Use 
A. Locate area, -in agr:Lcuitural use: 
l, · Cultivated areas: 
· .. (a} -Beins prepa~ed for planting 
. (b) . Upde!!! cult:Lvat:l.oin ident:l.f}' crop 
(c) Harvested 
(d) In .exten11v, use 
Ce) ·Iu .. inteaaive use 
(f) Abandoned or idle 
.. (g) ,In.probable a.ommerc:Lal development 
2 , Range · areas ; · 
(a) Active; identify using animals 
(b) 'Abandoned or idle 
(c) ln,p~obable ,comme~cial development 
B. Locate farmsteads ,and othe·r farm structures 
C, Locate probable .proper:t;y boundaries 
D, Locate resional non-agricultural µses: 
l, Locate population centers; det1;1rmine si1e 
2, tocata areas containing major transportation elements; 
:Ldant:Lfy: 
(a) Major tfanaportation corridora 
(b) Major tra~sportation node, 
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(e) Tr1n1portation line1 connectin1 th@ nod11. d1t1l'lllin1 
capacity 
(d) General transportation pattern for the region 
.(e) ~jor transpottation terminals: 
(1) Determine terminal access characte:istics 
· (2) Determine if transportation service changes 
modes of transportation at terminal 
(f) Other major transportation elements 
J, Locate major transportation elements which appear to be 
temporarily or permanently abandoned·or· t'dle; identify 
or.iginal ,,use;, locate ·alt,ernate elements' 
4, . Locate areas cc;>ntaining major ut:l.l:ity. systems; identify 
utility .corridors containing: 
(a) · Watel;' supply systems 
(b) Waste disposal systems 
(c) Storm dra.inage and .flood cpntrol systems 
(d) Energy distribution systems 
(e) . Communications networks 
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5. Locate areas containing major concentrations of military 
personnel and material: 
(a) Fixed installations 
(b) Temporary or mobile installations 
(c) Function: 
(1) Supports ground operations 
(2) Supports airborne operations 
(3) Supports naval operations 
(d) Distinguish between elements of an installation; 
dete;mine use 
(e) Locate access to installations 
(f) Locate commun:Lty/suppott areas 
(g) .Locate military facilit:i,es which appear to be 
temporarily or permanently abandoned or idle; 
identify original use; locate alternate facilities 
6. Locate areas containing major industrial elements not 
associated with a population center: 
(a) For each industrial area: 
(1) Locate individual factories or integral units 
(2) Distinguish between older and newer parts 
(b) For each individual unit, locate: 
(1) Transportation access 
(2) Storage areas for raw materials 
(3) Power and heating plants 
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(4) Storage areas for finished products 
(5) General f.low of material through the unit 
(c) Identify each industrial unit according to ex-
traction, processing.," .or f,abrication functions; 
locate those which are exploitive 
(d) Classify use as intensive, intermediate, or 
extensive 
(e) Locate industrial units which appear to. be temporar ... 
ily or permanently abandoned or idle; identify 
original use; locate altern•te facilities 
7, Locat, major institutional facilities .not associated 
with population centers; identify functions as: 
(a) Civic or governmental administration 
(b) Educational 
(c) Health and welfare 
(d) Public safety 
8, Locate commercial centers~ located within a population 
cente',t'; 
(a) Regional shopping centers 
(b) Farm markets 
(~) Isolated rura:j.. commercial facilities 
9. Locate non-farm residences .!12..t located within a popula-
t;!.on center 
10. Locate regional recreadon activities; identify function 
as: 
(a) High density area 
(b) General outdoor area 
(c) .Natural environment area 
.. (d) " .. Unique .natut:.al feature area 
. (e). .Primitive area. 
I 
(f) Historical or cultural area 




Loe4te areas containing any type of transportation 
element 
(b) Locate maj,or transportaUon cor.ridors; identify 
func;Uon: 
(1) ltoa4 system 
(2) Railroad system 
(3) Waterway system 
(4) Pipel;1ne system 




(3) Grade separation 
(4) Transfer facility 
(d) Locate transportation lines connecting the major 
transportation nodes; dete~ine capacity: 
. (1). .Number of lanes 
(2) Number of trac~s 
(3) Width of waterway 
(4) Probable diameter of pipe line 
(e) Determine general transportation syst~~ patt~rns 
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(£) Locate major .transportation terminals; identify 
function: 
(1) Bus or truck terminals 




(a) General aviation 
(b) Commercial 
Porta 
Pumping and receiving stations 
! 
(g) Deteniine terminal access charac.ter;l.atics 
(h) Dete1iUline if .transportation service changes modes 
at the terminal 
(i) l)etei,nine .conditon of transportation facilities 
(j) Locate and identify other major transportation 
elements such as bridges and canal lacks 
(k) Locate major tra'nsportat:Lon elements which appear 
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to be temporarily or pe~manently abandoned or idle; 
identify original use; locate alternate elements 
2. Utility 
. (a) · Locate areas containing .any type of utility element 
(b) Locate major utili.ty networks; identify function: 
(1) Water·· suppiy 
'(2) Waste disposal 
. (3) Storm. drainage control 
(4) .Energy distribution 
(5) Communications 
20 





(a) Water supply reservoirs 
(b) Water pumping facilities 
(c) Water treatment plari,ts 
(d) Elevated storage 
(e) Ground storage 
Cf) Water mains 
(1) Area served by mains 
(2), Waste disposal: 
(a) S~wagf treatment pla~ts 
(b) Lift: sta t:r.ana 
(c) Sewer mains 
(d) Area served by mains 
(e) Open dumps 
(f) Sanitary land fills 
(g) Old car dumps 
(h) Incinerators 
'(1) Disposai barges 
.(3) Storm drainage control: 
(a) Storm sewers 
(b) Flood-retention facilities 
(c;) Catchment basins 
(d) Area served by drainage control facilities 
(e) Discharge areas 
(4) Energy distribution: 
. (a). Power plants 
(b) Steam heating plants 
(c) Transformer stations 
(d) Power lines 
(5) Communications: 
(a) Telephone/telegraph facilities 
(b) Telephone/telegraph lines 
(c) Radio/TV atations 
(d) Navigation aid facilities 
(d) Locate and identify other utility facilities 
(e) Determine condition of utility facilities 
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(f) Locate utility elements which appear to be temporar-
ily or permanently abandoned or idle; identify 
original function; locate alternate elements 
3. Military 
(a) Locate areas having any type of military activity 
.(b) Locate major concentrations of military personnel 
and material 
(c) Identify installations as: 
(1) Fixed 
(2) Temporary or mobile 
(3) In support of ground operations 
(4) In support of airborne operations 
(5) In support of naval operations 
(d) Locate: 
(1) Operational areas 
(2) Training areas 
,., .. ,. ,, 
(3) Administrative areas 
(4) Communications -a~d ,control areas 
(5) Housing areas 
, (6). ijaterial and maintenance ·sup.port .. areas 
(7) Community .,support areas 
(8) iecreat'ional areas 
(e) Dist:Ln1uish between,new and older areas; determine 
condition of facilities 
(f) Locate access to installation ·/ 
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(1) Locate m:Ll:Ltary ... faciU.t:1.11 which appear to bia 
tampo1ar:L1y or p1r.m1n1nt1y 1&1ndo~,d or :l.dl11 :I.din· 
tify .or:l.1:l.1111 u111 loc1t1 1lt@fn1t1 f1c:I.U.U11 
4. 1ndu1tr.:l.1l 
.· . 
. (a) , · Loc&tl u·eaa .cont&:,htl.q any typ1 of indu1trial 
act:Lv:1.ty: 
. (1) . Rest:i:::Lcted :Lndustr:tal parks 
.. G2) , .Non""restr,:l.cted iuduatr:lal parka 
(3) . Unplanned ,industrial districts 
. (4) ... Isolated industrial units · · · 
. (b) .. For. each industrial area: 
.(1) .. Locate indiv:l.dual factories or integral units 
. (2) D:Lst:1.nguish be.tween older and newer parts 
(c). For .each .industrial unit: 








(f) Truck parking 
(g) Auto parking 
(2) Locate storage areas for raw materials; 
(a) Open storage 
(b) Covered storage 
(3) · Locate power and heating facilities 
(4) Locate storage areaa for finished produati: 
(a) Open storage 
(b) Covered storage 
(S) Determine general flow of material through 
the unit 





(e) Classify as light, testricted, medium or heavy 
(f) Classify as intens~ve, intermediate, or extensive 
in use of land 
(g) For extractive and exploitive units, locate the 
sources of material being used 
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(h) For all units, identify the material being produced 
(i) Determine condition of structures: 
(1) New and/or .well maintained 
(2) In need of maintenance 
(3) In .need of .removal ... or replacement.. 
,(j.).. Le;,cate.industrial .units which appear to.be tempo-
.... ra,::ily. a'f?andoned or idle;. identi:.fy. ·o;t:iginal use; 
locate alternate facilities 
S, . Institutional 
(a). Locate areas containing any type of institutional 
activity; identify: 
(1) Governmental administrative fac:U:Lties: 
(a) Local, county, state, federal offices 
(b) Maintenance areas 
(c) Court hou1es 
(d) Poat offic@a 
(2) Civic and cultural facilit.:f.111 





(e) Churchea and related religious facilities 
. (3) Educational facilities: 
(a) Colleges and universities 
(b) Industrial and commer.cial training centers 
(c) High schools 
(d) Junior high schools 
(e) Elementary schools 
(f) Schools on church property 
.(4) Health and Welfare facilities: 
(a) :·Hospitals 
(b) Nursing homes 
. (c) . Heal th institutions 
(d) Welfare facilities 
(e) Medical and.dental clinics/centers 
(S) Public safety facilities: 
(a) Fire stations 
(b) Police stations 
(c) D-tention facilities 
(d) Natural di,sa.1ter and fallou.t shelters 
(b) Determine. condi.t:Lon of institutional atructurea; 
(1) New and/or well maintained 
(2) In need of maintenance 
(3) In need of removal or replacement 
(c) Locate 1cc11a and parkins for all inatitutional 
faci1:iU11 
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(d) Locate inat:l.tutional fa.ciliUes which appear to b.e . 
tempo,ar:Lly or permanently abandoned or idle; iden-
.tify original use; locate alternate facilities 
6, Commercial 
(a) Locate areas containing any type of commercial 
activity 
(b) Locate main business. thoroughfares: 
(1) Pattern of streets 
(2) Changes in street ~apacity 
(3) Access to commercial areas 
(4) Capacity of business thoroughfares 
(5) Traffic control on business thoroughfares 
(c) Locate ,the Central Business District: 







(2) Determine. condition of structures: , 
(a) Naw,and/or well maintained 
(b) In need of maintenance 
(c) In na@d of romoval or rapl11.c1ment 
(3). D@t@rnttn@ ttdUe flow e.h1ra~t@rhUes I 
. (a) Acrn@u to mm 
(b) Direction of tlc,w through CBD 
(c) InterHction/RR r.rroning · c.ont::rol 
(d) Street capacity in lanea 
(4) Inventory p,rrk:tns: 
(a) On-street 
(b) Off-street 








(6) Condition of structures 
. ( e) .. Loe ate .unplanned shopping ,areas accerding to the 
criteria .described above 
. (£) Locate wholesale districts: 
(1) Warehsuse/covered storage 
(2) Open storage 
(3) Truck access and parking 
(4) Condition of structures 
(g), Locate :isolated or miscellaneous commercial 
act:Lvit:I.H: 
(1) Minor commercial 1trip1 alona hi1hw1y1 
(2) Ga1 1tation1 
(3) QuiQk•1top mark@t1 
(4) Du1in@11@i loQAt@d in hom@i 
(5) Auto HlH nnd ,~rvic@ f1@UiUH 
(6) Used ,CHU and u·an~r HlH lots 
(7) Junk yards 
(8) . Entertaimnent fadliUes 
(9) Accen 
(10) Parking 
(11). Condition of structures 
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(h) Locate commercial facilities which appear to be 
temporarily or permanently abandoned or idle; iden-
tify original use; locate alternate facilities • 
. 7 •. Residential 
(a) . Locate areas containing any type of residential 
structure 
(b) Locate neighborhood units: 
(1) . Street patterns 
(2) Lot size 
. (3) Boundaries 






(f) Fire 1tation1 
(5) Determine acce11: 
(a) Local 1tr11t1 
(b) Colleetor str@@t1 
(c) Arterial streets 
(d) Pedestrian ways 
(6) Locate: 
(a) Single family unit areas 
(b) Multi-family unij: areas 
(c) High rise apartments 
(d) Trailer parks 
(7) Determine condition: 
(a) New and/or well maintained 
(b) In need of maintenance 
(c) In need of removal or replacement 
(8) Locate transition areas: 
(a) Between established residential areas 
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(b) . Between .. non ... ,r.ss,idential areas .and resi-
dential areas 
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(c) Between rural areas and res.idential areas 
(d). Detemine the direction of transition 
(9) Locate residential structures which appear 
8. Recreation 
to be temporarily or permanently abandoned or 
idle 
(a) Locate areas containing any type of recrea.tional 
activity 
(b) Classify areas as serving a: 
(1) Regional area 
(2) Community area 
(3) Neighborhood area 
(c) Classify function as: 
(1) High density 
(2) General outdoor 
(3) Natural environment 
(4) Unique natural environment 
(5) Primitive 
(6) Historical or cultural· 




(1) Golf courses 
(2) Trails and bridle paths 
(f) 
(3) . Playing .fields,· stadiums and arenas 
(4) Marinas 
(S) Swimming beaches and pools 
(6) . Shooting ranges 
( 7 ). .zoos,. aquar:iums .and animal parks 
.. (8) .Access and parking 
For each neighborhood unit, locate: 
(1) Play lots 
(2) Community center/school 
(3) Pub Uc swimming area, skating area, 
fields 
(4) Podostrian ACCHS 
(S). Vt\hkl.Cil•pedes tritl,n Hp{U'llUon 
and play 
, (g), Determine condition of all rec;eation .. facilities 
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(h) Locate recreation facilities which appear to be 
temporarily or permanently abandoned.or. idle; iden-
tify original use; locate alternate facilities 
9. Open 
(a) .. Loo.ate any areas in the urban region not in use for 




(1) Agricultural lands 
(2) Vacant or idle land 
. (3) Cemeteries 
(4) Active or abandoned exploitive areas 
(5). Flood plains 
(6) .Wooded areas 
(7) Ar.eas of steep slope 
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MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS 
OF AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
I. General Planning Applications 
A. Regional patterns of settlement and communications 
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1. Investigation of factors causing coalescence of.' ur:bart areas 
2. Investigation of central place hierarchy and other spatial 
theories on human settlement 
3. Investigation of the influence of major land forms on 
regional settlement patterns 
4. Investigation of relationships between changes in rural 
land use and urban growth 
S. Location of sites for new settlements 
6. Investigation of the influence of communications on 
regional development and change 
7. Investigat;ion of physical factors causing growth, decay 
or stagnation in regional settlement patterns 
8. Investigation of the influence of federal installations 
and activities on regional settlement 
B. Historical evolution of the city 
1. Investigation of time-space relationships within the 
urban area using sequence photography 
2. Investigation of the influence of topography (and ~n-
directly, geology), soils, drainage (and other hydrologic 
factors), and -lines .of .,commuriication on the development 
of settl,ements. 
3 •. lnvest:Lgat:l.on -of basiq changes in la,nd use requirements 
using.sequence photography 
4. · lnvest::isa~ion of .the ·influence of changing modes of 
-tra~sportation on urban growth 
s. Inveet::igat:l.on of the influence of changes in base and 
service industry on land uae pa.tterns 
c. Functio-nal structu,:e of the a:f,ty 
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1, XnveaUgate forces behind land use pattetns. .Teat; con ... 
cepts such as the concentric, sector and multiple nuclei 
~heories of urban land use 
2. Inveat:l.gate nat~re of transition a:eas; determine general 
forces, such as anticipation, which govern land use· 
policy in transition areas 
3, tnvestigate the economic bas_e of a region or urban 
center; determine classification as manufacturing center, 
etc.; dli!termine the infl,uence of this classification on 
land use patterns 
D, Social structure of the urban settlement 
1. ~nv~stigate relationships between social patterns and: 
(a) .Ei;ological sit1,1.ation 
·(b) Dwelling condition and density 
·. (e) Local -land•use characteristics 
.2.. Invest;Lgate the poE1sibility -that recogniti.on and analysis 
,of particular land use patterns will di'!;'ectly and 
'.l:'eU.ably idenUfy certain critical, though dormant, · 
socio..,.economic problems so that -recognition and cor-
rective.action can be made -before the problems reach an 
explosive stage 
II. Transportation.Planning Applications 
A. Investigate relationships between traffic generation and 
land use 
B. Investigation of traffic flow characteristics 
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C. P1:1rking analysis; inv:.estigate relations between walking dis-
tanc~e from a parking area and various types of land uses 
D, Engineering studies for maintenance and development of 
traffic facilities 
E. Investigation of traffic control devices 
F. Location of primary tr1:1-ffic corridors 
G. Transportation site selection 
H. Location .. of special transportation facilities such as scenic 
by-ways 
I. Investigation of spatial distribution of traffic units at 
various times 
J. Inves'tigation of weak elements in a transportation system 
K. Investigation of inter-relationships between various trans-
portation modes 
III. Utility Planning Applications 
A. Engineering analysis for utility site and corridor selection 
B. .Investigation of relationships between land use and utility 
system requirements 
C, Location of reservoir sites; investigation of multiple use 
potential 
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D. Lc:>cation of critical land forms affecting the siting and 
operation of utility systems 
E. Investigation.of.flood plains and .flood plain manaijement 
policies 
F. Investigation of po1l1,1tion. aq.d pollution contro.1. policies 
G. Location and investigation .of incompatible land uses involving 
utility systems or sanitation elements. 
H .. Investigation of service performance 
IV. Military/Civil Defense .Planning Application 
A, InvHtigat:Lon of the .effect of l'!lilitary installations and 
activities on surrounding civil land use 
B, Invest:Lg~t;ion of actual or potential incompatible land-uses 
involving military .act:l,vities, particularly with regard to 
~ir field approach zones 
c. Investigation of the effectiveness of land use management 
within mil;itary areas 
D, Location of structures suitable for Civil Defense,shelters; 
I 
determination of -sites r.equ:Lring d·eve1opment pf 'shelters 
E. Investigation of potenti~l sites for military installations 
or activities, particularly where the area is inaccessible 
from the ground 
v. Industrial Planning Applications 
A. Site selection investigations 
B. Location of industrial resources 
C, Location of access to industrial resources 
D. Investigation of basic land use requirements associated 
with industry 
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E, . Investigation of incompatible ,land .use practices involving 
industry 
F, Inveetigat:Lon of accesei requirements of indus.t.r:Lal facilities 
with ,respect .to ,pt!ima,ry transportation systems 
G, ;J:nvestigatici>n of the effect .of industrial· ,traffic on urban 
and regional t~ansportatici>n systems 
Vt, In1titutional Planb:Lng Applications 
A, Institutional site selection 
B, Investigation qf the infl1,1ence of advanced educational facil-
ities Oil the location of research-orie~ted industries 
C, Investigat:l.on,of .benef:l.cial and.detrimental land use effects 
associated with institutions 
· n~ Investigation of access and parking requiremen.ta 
:e. Determination of service .area for fire stations, .police 
stations, m~intenance facilities, libraries, hospitals, 
schools, and post offices 
F, Investigation of the distr:tbution and service areas of 
~eligiaus institutions 
G •. lnvestigation o.f .land use .benefit;s or liabilities as re-
lated to concentrating or disperSing institutional facilities. 
H. Investigation of fac;;ilities or areas warranting historical 
I 
preservation 
VII, Commercial Planning Applications 
A, Commercial site selection 
:s. Investigation of trade areas 
c. Investigation qf commercial l~nd use densHy and distribu-
tion within a region or urban area 
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D. Investigation of the .effect of satellite commercial centers 
on the Central Business District 
E. Investigation of factors causing decay in the CBD 
F. Investigation of incompatible land use practices involving 
commercial aetiviti~B 
G, Investigation of the possibility of recognizing particular 
land use patterns, such as highway strip commercial zones, 
which can be used as reliable indicators of detrimental 
land use 
H, Investigation using eequence photography of the.spread of 
decay caused by incompatible commercial land use 
I, Investigation of blighted area or areas subject to explosive 
social instability 
J,. Use of photos for administrative purposes such as mortgage 
and fire risk appraisal, discreet appraisal and acquisition 
of real estate, and tax assesement 
K. Investigation of the land use benefits or liabilities of 
various sized consolidated commercial units versus dis-
persed units 
L. Investigation of the success of planned commercial areas 
versus unplanned areas 
M. l;nvestigation of the effectiveness of land US'9 controls 
VIII. Residential Planning Applications 
A, Investigation of sites for individual dwellings or sites 
for subdivisions or whole suburbs 
B .. Investigation of areas likely to receive future population 
distribution to determine whether suitable land is available 
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to support that growth .. 
C. Investigatien ef residential paut:erns to determine relatien-
ships between status and physical environment':" 
1. Lot she 
2, Traffic facilities 
3, Sidewalks 
4, Community support facilities 
S, Density of land use 
6. Land use m:l.x 
7, Condit::l,,on of ttructure-nd grounds 
D, Invest:1.1at::t.on of residential patterns to determine areas 
need:lns conservation. rehabilitation. or redevelopment 
polte:Lea 
!, Inveatiaat:Lon of the influence of suburban sprawl on access 
and trip time between residence, work, shopping and enter-
tainment 
F, Investigation of the quality and extent of neighborhood 
units; investigation of sites for potential neighborhood 
units 
G, Investigation of land use patterns indicating potential ex-
plosive social problems 
H, Evaluation of the effectiveness, from ·a land use viewpoint, 
of urban renewal projects 
I, Investigatien of the rat~~ of change of neighborhood status 
J. Investigation o:f: .relationships betwee;n development of new 
residential units;and the decline of existing units, 
particularly the change of units from owner occupied to 
rental status 
K. Investigation of .relationships between development of new 
high· density residential units and surrounding land1 11s1;:s; 
investigation .,of,··ir9w house. and garden apartment land use 
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1,. Investigation of incompatible land uses involving residential 
units 
IX. Recreational Planning Applications 
A, Recreation site selection~ 
i, C@fflfflYHity Yi@ 
l, tae&l ar n@!ghbarh@ad Yi@ 
B, tnvofiti;atian of ar@ao nat ouitable far 1nteni1V& development 
.. • 4s:,;e:tbher·1:fot:l.ivre,i,oiMll:pai'8s:l:v.e·:r.ecreattc:niv:i\~itt~i-t:ti:.~·1-'.;lip.,.• ... ·· .··..:LH;; .. 
,Ji, 
C, Investigation of the service area of recreation facilities, 
particularly intensively developed community centers, zoos, 
etc, 
D, Investigation of the sufficiency of recreation resources 
within a.region.or urban area 
~. Investigation of recreation resources within blighted 
residential areas 
F. Investigation of ace.ass to recreation areas 
G. Investigation.of .acreage .and distribution requirements for 
recreation facilities 
H. Investigation of potential multi land-use schemes involving 
recreation facilities (i.e., fl.ood plains, reservoirs, 
------~---------- -- -------- --- -- -- - ------- - --- -
conservation areas, etc.) 
I. Investigation of incompatible land use pracd..ces involving 
recreation resources 
X, Open,Space Planning Applications 
A. Investigation of factors causing open sp11ce to be found in 
intensively developed areas 
B, Investigation of land use practices in rural areas on the 
urban fringe 
C, Investigation of the desirability of maintaining low in-











Areas allowing movement of air and admittance of light 
D. Investigation of land taxation policies as they influence 
land use and change 
E. Investigation of the effectiveness of land use control and 
reservation policies (i.e., policies, such as those of 
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Oklahoma City, which are designed to insure the availability 
of adequate land for future expansion) 
XI. NOTE: While this outline of potential applications of air photo 
interpretation is e:ictensive, it is by no means complete. Paten-
tial applications are limited only by the experience of the 
plaQ.ner and degree of analysis required. 
CHAPTER III 
REPRESENTATIVE APPLICATIONS O~ AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
TECHNIQUES: SHERMAN, TEXAS, METROPOLITAN AREA 
Sherman, near Lake Texoma in north-central Texas, i.s the southern 
city in an expanding twin city industrial complex designated by the 
u. s. Census Bureau as the Sherman-Denison Standard Metropolitan Sta-
tistical Area, This complex is developing into the northern anchor 
of a line of metropolitan areas extending from Lake Texoma south 
;hrough Dallas~Fort Worth, Waco, and Austin to San Antonio, This urban 
system, containing major concentrations of water, communications, in-
dustrial, human, technical and educational resources, is vital to the 
ec:onomic development of the Southwest. 
In approximately 100 years Sherman has developed through stages 
as a p~oneer settlement and a railroad and agricultural .center to its 
current status as a modern, diversified industrial complex.. While 
traditional industry and agriculture are still important elements in 
the area's economy, Sherman's future appears to be governed by its 
ability to attract and maintain research oriented industry. Base in-
dustries in this category are Texas Instruments; IBM, Johnson and 
Johnson and Kaiser Aluminum. Other major industries in the area are 
Anderson-Clayton, Hardwicke-Etter, Burlington Industries and Perrin 
Air Force Base. Oil and gas field production and tourism (Lake 
Texoma) are added economic benefits in the area. Sherman's growth is 
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dependent on two related factors:: (1) the immigration of people from 
rural areas, and (2) the location of base-type industry seeking sites 
which provide adequate water, communication, and personnel resources. 
It can be assumed th~t a very large majority of Sherman's .. future popu-
lation will be attracted by new industrial development and that these 
immigrants (typically young, wel~: paid, well educated, and very mobile) 
will have a profoun~ influence o~ the character of the community. Thus, 
the only significant restriction :on Sherman's growth potential appears 
to be the community's ability to manage its available resources so 
that the physical and socio-econo~ic environments are conducive to at-
r1r 
tracting and holding industrial ~ntrepreneurs and a productive popu-
' 
lation. All urban and r~gional planning must be directed towards this 
goal. This chapter is devoted .to illustrating, through representlit:ive 
examples, how air photo interpretation can aid in this,effort. While 
th,se illustrations are intended to show the comprehensive capability 
of air photo interpretation tec~niques, it is not the intention of 
this theds to conduct a compreliensive urban and regional planning 
h 
study for the Sherman area. 
Materials and equipment use~ in these interpretationswe:re: 
:!,•, 
stereoscope; dividers and-measuting devices; topographic charts of 
scales 1:125,000, 1:62,500 and 1:24,000: and black and white stereo 
:pair ae.rial photography of scales: l: 13, 500 (provided by the u ~ s. Soil 
,, ' 




· A comprehensive air pho,to interp~etation study begins with an 
investigation of. the bas:f.c .topogr.aphic ,f,eatures o,f. the study area. 
While each topographic feature will subsequently receive .more specific 
analysis regarding its natural vegetation, hydrologic, geologic, soils, 
and land use characteristics, it is first necessary to become oriented 
with the region, Figure 1, a photo mosaic, and Figure 2, a topographic 
chart, illustrate the topography of the Sherman-Denison .area. Study of 
these mat-.rials (with additional stereo photo study) reveals a gen-
erally rolling ttrrain, heav:Uy .eroded by a drain.1!.ge, oyHtem which 
locally drains to the east and Houtheast, but regionally .drains north-
east into the Red River, The planner is primarily interested in deter-
mining what influence topography hu had on regional settlement pat-
terns and local land use.. Study 0of the Sherman-Denhon area suggests 
that .topography has had .moderate .to .major influence on.x:egbnal set-
tlement .patterns ,in.that virtually all communities have developed on 
major drainage syst.em divides, 
There is an interesUng, and somewhat unique, feature concerning 
the c~ose similarity in .size, age and location that exists between 
Sherman and Denison ... Cegtral Place Theory is· a· regional settlement 
theory which, in essence, states that each urban center is: (1) the 
nucleus of a ring of smaller communities (at a given. radius) comprising 
its service area; arid (2) an element in a s:im:Uar, but much greater, 
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Figure 1, She~man-Denison Topography 
Figure 2. Sherman-Denison Topography 
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ring surrounding .a.larget.aommunity. · This theory has been .applied 
extensively at1,d .has .been found .generally .valid in rural .. areas of the 
mid-west and southwest, According to this ,theory, eithe:r .. Sherman or 
Denison would .have .to become clea~ly .subordinate in size and .economy 
to the .other ,comm.unity, However., .this .has .obviously not been the case, 
and it is very probable that some unique .and economically significant 
natural feature has .been responsible. 
Grayson County developed primarily as an agricultural area, and 
it was topographically and geograpqically logical that Sherman should 
develop as the center of that activity, Study of the settlement pat-
tern in eastern Grayson County tends to support Sher~n as a central 
place, except .for its relation to Denison (which does not display 
central place characteristics),. Thus, it would seem pertinent to in-
vestigate the natural resource characteristics of Denison .. to determine 
why it has been able to maintain an economic position generally equal 
to Sherman's. Denison developed as a railroad center., .most likely 
because of: (1) readily available ground water suitable for locomo-
tive use; (2) . timber for ties (still an important industry in 
Denison); and (3) a desire on the part .of railroad management to have 
a central .place location in north-central .Texas, but also to pe able 
\. 
to control development of the comm.unity (which probably .precluded 
their locating in Sherman and apparently caused them to compromise on 
a slightly offset position at Denison), Thus, as long as railroads 
were a very major industry in north-central Texas, Denison was able 
to support its position in relation to the "theoretically dominant" 
Sherman, However, in the past decade, Sherman has begun to transition 
from an agl;'icultural central place to an even larger industrial 
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. . 
cent;ral place, A~ the 1ame · ti;e, tthe ra!l:road •. inchist~y l,as .decl:1.ned in 
. ii· .. 
Denison. 'l'hetefo:re; ,unleas l>e'!l:lson -can develop a -n-.w ... ec.oia,aic :.position 
. . 
·. based. ·OU some ,\)a,ig\ae ;aad 8COD(!)lll:lQ8lly s11n:tf4eaat·· 11,atural. ·t'eJ9ource, .one 
. . ·. . I, ' ' : 
I 
would expect D,nison to bec0111e inct•as:f,.ngly an· eQo,;iomia. .... satellite of 
Sharman, If'. this :Ls to be the case, it ;Ls essential. that both urban 
a.ii,. reg:lona.1 · .. p1a,ni~ proceed· accorditigly I ·· 
' ' ,. . ' . . ' 
Stud)' c>f Figure, ·1 and. 2 further susaests tba~ •. locally, topo-
gx-a..phy nas hacl only moderate :LJ\flµ.epce on land use, Both .,Denison and 
. . . ' ,' ., . . . 
Sherm1n d:l.,pl1y 1arge1y rect:1.liQoa,· str,et patterns,· Den!Lson has a 
custtmary o.orth•aouth sr:Ld pa.t1a1ri,,, · wh:Lle ·Sherman', 11r:Ld· has ·a slightly·. 
no,:th·northwest 1:o:1e>uth•~ou1;hwest.or~eQtat:Lon which s~ggests some 
local to1011aph:f.c ii,f l\111Qce (most. 1:Lkely · tl\e. boun.da,:y of . th• 4ua,:in 
qhalk aa,·t at Po•t Oalc. Creek),·.· Aar:l.c1.1lt:u~al land .al\d, iur.al. roads dis· 
. . ' . . . ' . . 
p11y relatively rec~U:l.n••i: patterns r,110 ... 1iy; howevet, ... locally these 
elements di$play pat:te;rna ind:1,catlng moderate to: !ilttong topogJ;"aph:Lc 
. . ' . . 
i.nfluenc-e, Railroads appear to be very responsive· to topog'taphy, p.1!1,r-
t;lcularlynear Den:Li,on where railroads follqw· pathsinflue1:1eed by 
t9pograph)" while :nea;by roadeappea'J!' litt;le inflitenced by the same 
topography. 
Topography will great_ly :i.nfluenee · iridl.ist;ial expansion in the 
Denison: area, ;tndustry customarily requires large, relatively f~at 
. ' . 
sites; however, such sites are severely U.mit.ed in the hiJ.ly ter~ain 
around Denison. If DeQ:l.son's economic fui:ure ;I.ate depend on attract-. . . . . 
:J,ng ba&1e-type industry, then all available suitable sites must be in-
ventoried and protected by soae means of lanc;l use control. 
Refer:ring aga;t.n to Fig1J1Tes 1 and 2, it is noted that Sherman and 
·Penison lie in the Choctaw C:reek wa.tershed; that the watershed is 
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roughly deUned by the commun:lt:l.es (reading c:ounter-clockw:lse from the 
north) of Denison, Pottsboro., Perrin Air Force Bas•, Dorchester, Howe, 
Tom Bean, :s,ils and A.inbre>•e; tha.t Choctaw Creek drains northeast to the 
Red. River; 1nd t:he.t local drainage in the metropolitan a;r:ea :Ls generally 
. . 
east •nd so~theaatL to Choctaw Creek, ·With:1.n th.e wat;ershed, the dra:ln-
aJe patte1:in · ts se1.1.,ral3.y dendr:J,t:l.c (tree .. l:lke), ·wh;Lch suggests flat-
laying, .. 1Jn:l.fo,;,nly r,sistant :i:ioc;k, probably sed:l.mentaiy •... Choct•w Creek 
and all of·its prima.ry tributaries display recent.flood plains and 
show evidence of severe sedimentation, a problem of growing concern to 
. . . . . 
p.J,.ann.ei-s. ln t'ural areas soil !lonserv1;1. tion,. measures (alllall dams, con-. 
tour plowing) are in evidence; however, roughly· fifty percent of the 
farm land doas not appear to be p,:,otectedby.soil conservation.measures 
and continues to erod.e. Su,ch stream pollution and land waste can be 
pbserved in area A 01;1 Figure l •. This area still.shows evidence of 
former field bounf;laries even though sheet and gully erosion have ap-
parently caused the fields to be al;,andoned or converted to less in-
· tensive use. 
In urban areas two factors are combining at a.n ::lnct1easing rate to 
erode valt.iable land, increase stream sedimentation, and aggJ:"avate flood 
c;;ont'i:'~l pro'l,)lems ~ The fi',l!'st. factor arises when construction sites are 
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cleared of protecting ground cover, leaving exposed soils highly 
vulnerable to erosion. Secondly, once development takes place; the 
ground surface is usually much more impervious than previously, re-
sulting in·much greater surface water run"'."off.rates. · Thus, the greater 
volume and velocity of-run-off couples with more vulnerable,soil to 
greatly increase erosion.and sedimentation, (The U. S. Soil Conserva-
tion Service estimates·that, under such conditions as described above, 
as much as 80% of .run-off may be sediment.) Only one of the many pro-
blems derived from sedimentation is the filling in and damming up of 
floodways, thus increasing the level of subsequent flood water. 
Area.Bon Figure 1 and the western portion of Figure 3, West 
Sherman, illustrate sheet and gully erosion around developing residen-
tial areas west of Post Oak Creeko Sequence photography taken between 
1957 and 1969 shows extensive growth in erosion features on the 
western slope plus greatly increa!?ed sedimentation .in the bed·of Post· 
Oak Creek, It is pertinent that the two greatest floods on.record.for 
this stream to.ok place within the past three years o Flood plain analy-
si~ is of two fold importan\Ce to the planner in that: (1) the location 
and ex.tent of past and probable future floods must be determined and · 
evaluated as they effect land use development (this application will be 
covered in a later.section); (2) flood plains, provided·they drain areas' 
containing granular ,parent material, are often major sources of con.,. 
st.ruction materials so vital to urban development. Area;; D and Eon 
Fi.gure l illu1:1trate two composite flood plains,· Potential granular 
deposits can be identifi.ed by light soil tones in the bends of streams; 
abandoned channels; meander sc:t'olls; tops of flood banks; and exposed 
sand bars where stream configuration has reduced,velocity of the flowo 
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Figure J. Urban Area Erosion 
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As x-eiaited ;Ln Appendix B, the geQlogy of Grayson Coun,tf is very 
sigu.U:lcal'lt and ;l.nt,resttng; hqweve;-, it :ls also very complex and it is 
f.nc:pect;ed that tew pla?:ineia :will· have the e~tensive geol~fical education 
and experience nece$sa,ry for photogeology. However, the planner can 
anli must be famili.ar with ba$iC geologic refet'ences for his study area; 
consequently, us:lng a geolog:l.c reference such as the chi~ft in Figure. 4 
e.s a guide, he '11\llY' us.e air photos very prof ital>ly to familiarize him-
self with the area's basic geolog:l.c charac;iter and extent •. Of particular 
concern ai;-e those geologic featutes directly infh1encing land use 
policy. St'ijdyt:ng area C qn the mosaic: i:n Figure l 1;1.nd its large scale 
blow up ip. :t;gure S, the planner will note: (1) a hilly topography 
/ 
witlt fairly slia;p v,rtical ~lopes bordering a flood plain to the north; 
(i) a decreaJe inc;iensity of the local drainage pattern (i.e., fewer 
I 
gull;J.es); (J)i a more t'ect:tlinear drainE1-ge pat;tern, in contrast to the 
I i 
. I 
surJ;"ounding Jendrit;ic patte:im; (4) an increase in natural .,vegetation 
along slopea.,. ... appare!ltly a moderately sized species of. broadleaf tree; 
(5) an abse!lc:e of cultivit;ed fieldis alo'!lg the bluf!; and (6) a light 
tone in e~po1;1ed ai:iealil along the bluff, Taken in total, these factors 
are "Usually indicaUve of a relatively thick, fliilt.,.laying sandstone 
formation,· CQmparing this evaluatiott with data relating to Figure 4 
. . .l 
shows the format:l..011.s in area C to bi:n 
1, Templeton membe:t (Kwt;), Woodbine formation, consisting 
of int;:erpedd~q sia,ndstone and ~hale, 75-95 feet thick. 
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Figure 4. Geologic Chart 
Figure 5. Woodbine (San~stone) Outcrop V\ vJ 
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2r · Lewisville member (Kwl), Woodbine formation, con-
s1st1ng of interbedded sandstone, shale and olay, 75 .... 95 
feet th1ek, 
J, .· Red :eranoh member (Kwl), Woodbine formation, oon-
s1st1ng of 1nterbedded sandstone and shale, 2.5 ... ao feet 
thiok, 
4, Flood plain deposits (Qal) 
Therefore, the a.1:rphoto inte;rpretation as sandstone was gen-
erally oorreot in area c. An important ohai,aoterist1c of 
sandatone is. 1 ts poro,1ty, wh1oh, when bounded by relat1 ve ... 
ly impervious forma.t1on,, ll1$.ke11 a sands·tone formation a 
ma.jorso'"roe of ground Wl!l.ter, Appendix D 'bears out this 
fa.ot, ,·how1ng tha.t the Wood'b1ne for1.11at1 on is currently the 
pr1no1pal aquifer f~r Grayson County and a ma.in souroe of 
Sherman•, domeet1e water, 
Fµrther 1nveu,t1gation · of interpretation materials re-
veals that area O is a major outcrop of the woodbine forma-
tion, a.no. is, therefore, of JV1tal importance to the entire 
region as a 1reohuge area for the Woodbine aquifer, Poten-
tial land ueee for this area will be analyzed in detail 
latef in this chapter, 
Geologic analysis greatly expedites the search for 
construction materials, Old coastal plains, such as the 
Sherman.Denison area, a.re not generally good sources of 
(}On.struotion mate:r~alss consequenf;ly, location and develop .. 
ment of scarce granular resources are of great importance 
to the planner, In th.is region 'bhe two most likely sources 
of gra.p.ula.r mate;t'1als, a.side f:r;-om recent flood plains, are 
old fluvial terraces and the outcrop of sedimentary rock 
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formations. Photo identification of rock outcrops has been 
demonstrated above; a second outcrop area can be viewed in 
area Fon Figure 1. This area demonstrates the very light 
tone and evidence of quarry and gravel pit operation common-
ly associated with consolidated granular deposits. North= 
eastern Grayson County contains many remnants of fluvial 
terraces. . Studying area G on Figured: .1 .and 5,. the planner · 
will note: (1) an orchard; (2) a flat, bench-like land 
form (in contrast to the surrounding hilly terrain); (3) 
a general absence of surface drainage; (4) and light soil 
tones. These features ar~ indicative of a granular terrac~. 
Further photo study tends to confirm this evaluation in 
noting that: (1) stream courses from the upland areas 
dissappear upon discharging onto the terrace; (2) drainage 
channe1s reappear_on.the lower lying flood plain at the 
base of the terrace; (3) short, steep, relatively V-shaped 
gullies (indicative of sandy gravel) dissect the eastern 
fa6e of the terrace; and (4) braided channel markings (in-
dicative of gravelly soil deposited by the stream that ori-
ginally constructed the terra6e) run along the terrace par-
allel to the stream valley. 
· Upon locating a granular deposit, engineering studies 
(both air photo and field) may be conducted to determine: 
(1) the quality and extent of the deposit; (2) the amount 
of site preparation required to begin excavation; (3} site 
access; and (4) haul road design. Evaluation of this data 
determines the economic;:usei,of:" the graveL material.:· ,,' :. _, 
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So11 Analysis 
As related in Appendix C, soil 1s the product of 011-
mate, l1v1:rJ$ organisms, parent materials, topography and 
tiui.e, 'l'hus, to understand the s1gnifioanoe of soils native 
to the Sherman~Den1son area one must assimilate a vast a-
mount of 1nformat1on·relat1ng to those five factors, this 
prooese, nee4less to say, oan ~e exceedingly complex, How-
ever, t~e more intensively land is developed, the more im· 
portant is a tho~ough uindersta.nd.1ng of related soils. 
As related in Append1; C; the Department of Agr1oulture 
is C)ond.uoting an extensive soil olass1f1oat1on programs . 
however, most of this mapping does not inolude urban and 
urban fringe areas, Second, there has been considerable 
difficulty in introduo1:ng standard. classification procedures 
aorQss the na.t1cm ( primarily due to the time required to 
re,..Qlassity so1l areas by field .~rocedures), making it dif-
ficult to correlate various data, Third, urban development 
can rad;tcally change soil environment, causing the original~ 
agriculturally-based soil classifications to become obso-
lete, It .1s therefore, essential that the planner have 
access to soils data which is meaningful to planning prob-
lems. 
It ha, been found that a basic classification of soil 
can be reliably c:letermined Via a1r photo interpretation, 
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Th1s interpret•tion is 'based on an evaluation of 'boundary, 
topographic, drainage, tone and land-use charaoteristios of 
soils as they appear on aerial photography, 
As in the oase with geologic analysis, comprehensive 
soil analysis via air photo interpretation is 'beyond the 
capability of most planners, however, the planner oan use 
air photos in conjunction with other ref'erenoes as a means 
of determining soil information sufficient for most plan~ 
ning decisions, Later engineering analrsis oan be oond.uct· 
ed. 'b;v specialists (using both air photo interpretation and. 
field oheoks) to determine more speo1t1o data, 
An understanding of the geologic history of an area's 
soils is eesent1al in that 1 t. helps the interpreter deter ... 
mine a s911 1s parent material and recognize associated 
I 
boundar;r and topographic features pertinent to soil olass1 ... 
fioation, 
As described in Appendix B, Sherman and Denison are 
eituated. on an ancient coastal plain. A complex history of 
submergence and. em,,rgenee 'by the sea, combined with second-
ary erosion by streams and rivers, has left a relatively 
flat, though hE:3av1ly dissected, land form composed of inter-
bedded and intermixed sands, silts, and clays (which have 
largely eonsolidated into stratified sedimentar;l~ 
formations), In geologically recent t1me-s 0 streams have 
er9ded the coastal.Plain c:reat1ng flood ;plains which were, 
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1n turn, eroded by smaller streams forming new, lower flood 
:plains 'below remnants of the old (which now appear as~ 
taoes), 
4 
Ono, thei parent land form and material ha've 'been iden.,, 
t1:f'1ed the 1nterprete:r oan r.eduee the num'bi!r of fa1sf;r;1r1 pe,:r, ... 
t1nent to soil olass1f1oat1on down to a manageable level, 
Drainage pattern and gully plan, profile and oross seo-
t1on are perhaps the most important visual olues 1n olassi~ 
f'y1ng a speo1:f'1o soil area, Gullies are formed as the re .... 
sult of erosion by water runoff and serve as a reliable 
1nd1oator of looal surfaoe soils, In general, fine grain~d 
silts and olays, be1ng relatively impervious, have many 
gullies developed on their surface; whereas sands and gra-
vels, being relatively permeable, have few or no gullies, 
Using air phpto interpretation surface soil can be 
classified generally as1 
1. cohesive silt¥ cla¥s and cla¥s having an elpngated 
broad plans a wide V-shaped cross section; and a 
low, uniform gradient (profile), These soils are 
commonly associated with lake beds, marine terraces 
and clay and shale formations. From an engineer-
ing st~ndpo1nt, these soils are commonly highly 
,~1Jb!Jillilli!:S~e ( slow percolation rates), have high 
liquid and plastic limits (severe shrink ... swell 
ratios), are highly corrosive (destructive to 
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. ut111 ty lines), may have great depths to bedrock 
(poor foundations) 0 ma;r have high water table 
(susceptible to flooding), have poor bearing val-
.. ~ . ' 
ues ( low tra:f:f1:4~1support1ng oapao1 ty) o and are . ·- .1., 
highly erod.1ble·(unstable outs and fills), 
--- 2, moderately cohesive· silts , .. (,s1lt;y; .l,9am_,_.:·.~?-i· . !.ll,ty 
ola;y:+10111 having u-shaped. oross seotion, and a 
compound gradient. - These soils are commonly asso-
ciated. with loess and alluvial format1onso From 
an engineering standpointo these soils are common ... 
ly poorly to moderately well drained., have moder.ate 
to high liquid. and plastic l1m1 ts o a11e moderately 
to highly corrosive, have great depths to bed.reek 
(though are generally a good :foundation 1f the 
water table is low), are one-sized. in grain (re-
quiring mixing with other materials for oonstruc-
t1on and traffic supporting purposes), and are 
moderately to n~ihly erodible (unstable cuts and 
fills) • 
.3. moderately c.ohes1 ve _ aand;y, olays_o ~sand;y_ _ cla;yt,,1:.2!mo 
~ loam, and loams having au-shaped plan, a 
rounded u-shaped cross sect1on 0 and a compound 
grad.1ent, These soils are commonly associated with 
001stal plains and many bedrock outcrops, From an 
,-;j•, 
engineering standpoint these soils are commonly 
poorly to moderately well drained (dependent on 
their proximity to the water table), have moderate 
I 
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to high liquid and plastic limits, a.re moderately 
to highly corrosive, have variable depths to bed-
rock (variable foundation capabilities), a.re moder-
·, 
ately impermeable (moderate to slow percolation 
rates), and have poor to moderate traffic support~ 
ing capability. 
4. non-cohesive ~NJ.ds, sandz loam, loamy~. and e;ra.-
..!!l.! having av-shaped plan; av-shaped cross sec-
tion, a very steep gradient when the soil is pre;,. 
dominantly coarse material, and a very short, steep, 
uniform gradient when:{r,tbe!tf;,i1'.\M~ffl~:ii~!,fl!~~~1i~;~lit/lfft~ 
jl , .. 
of sands and gravels, These soils a.re oommonly as ... 
soo1ated with terraces. From an engineering stand· 
point these eo1ls are generally moderatel;y- to well 
drained, have low to high liqui~ and plastic limits 
(sl1ght to severe shrink-swell ratios), are moder-
atel7 corrosive, may have great depths to bedrock 
(though are often good foundations), and have poor 
to moderate traffic supporting capabilities, 
An e,bsell;oe of drainage patterns or gullies may indicate 
porous rooks, granular material or soluble rocks (lime-
stone). In general, coarse textured (widely spaced chan-
nels) drainage patterns develop over pervious or massive 
formations, while fine-tectured drainage patterns develop 
over impervious, eas1ly eroded formations where internal 
qra1nag~ is severely retarded, 
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Tone 1 Ve5etat1on and Land Use 
Tones are invaluable aids in establishing the extent 
of soils 1n a pattern, as even minute changes i.n a .soil are 
usually reflected, 1n its color or tone. However 0 the use of 
tones 1s limited. to the study of' relative differences in 
shades. 
Vegetation is a reliable index of climatic conditions 
and the presence of water, In some cases, tpe presence or 
absence of certain types of vegetation will reliably estab· 
l1sh the texture and permeability of the soilu . ' 
,Land. uses, such as quarries• gravel pi ts• certain ag:r:·1 ... 
oulture, eto,, give 1nd.1oat1ons ot a soil's oharaoter. 
Figures 5 through 10 are provided to illustrate the 
soils associated. with sed.1menta.ry rock outcrops, te:r,raoe 
and flood plains, Figure 11, a cha.rt, correlates the 
areas represented. PY Figures 5 th.rough 1.0. These analy·ses 
will be referred. to in later land-use applica.ti.ons. 
Figure 5 has earlier been used to illustrate the in-, 
terpreta.tion of a granular terrace (Area G) having an over-
~urden consisting of sandy loam (soil consisting of a mix= 
ture of sand, clay or silt, and organic material) and loamy 
sand; and a sandstone outcrop (Areas Hand I) having a thin 
layer of sandy soil. In additionp a composite flood plain 
(Area J) can be viewed across the top of the photo. This 
area can be interpreted as a deep formation consisting of 
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IJJ.a1nly fine silts (in backwash areas of the covered flood 
pla1n) although coarse silts and sand oan be expected along 
the meandering elements of the flood plaind Visual evidence 
of these granular deposits are the streaks of very light 
tone found along the levees and in the stream bed.so The 
silts are identified by their dark tones and. ba.~kWash loca-
tions, 
Stu.dying Figure 6, N.orthea.st Sherman, one will recog-
nize 1 ( 1) a :rolling terrains ( 2) roughly circular depres· 
s1ons, (:;) intensive oultivati.on, e:x:oept on the ur'ba.n 
fringe where previously cultivated. land. has 'beoome 1d.le8 
(4) a generall;v grq sc!.-1 tone, exoept in the depressed 
areas which are very dark toned.a and (S) erosion soars ap-
pearing as very light streaks~ Th$1U! features are ind.ice. ... 
tive of a limestone for~ation (field data on this area 
shows it to oons1st of 1nter'bed.ded. limestone, oha.lk and 
marl), Surface material derived. from suoh a foundation can 
be interpreted as consisting of ela.y and silty clay over-
laying a thick subsoil oo~sisting of clay and ma.rlo The 
short, shallow erosion soars and light tones suggest a 
resistant limestone Qr chalk formation. The engineering 
c](l.ar~oterist1cs of these soils (using the criteria described 
in ~ppend.ix C) are high shrink-swell ratios, slow percola-
tion rates, high oorrosivity and low traffic supporting 
capability. They are rated as fair sources of topsoil and 
poor sources of borrow. 








Figure 6. Soils, Northeast Sherman 
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Figure 7, Soils, Southeast Sherman 
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Figure 8. Soils, Northwest Sherman 
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similar to those in Figure 6, suggesting an underlying 11me-
stone/ohalk formation (note light oolored erosion soars and 
sink holes in the upper right hand portion of the photo), 
However, t·onee a.re generally more even o suggest1ng a deeper 
overburden of olay and ol~ loam throughout the area. In 
area K, one notes a l1shten1ne; ot soil tone, 1nd.1cat1:ng a· 
Engineering oharaoteristics associated. 
; I 
with these 10111 a.re severe shrink-swell ratios, slow per• 
· oolat1on rates, his~ oorros1v1t:v and. l,ow traffic supporting 
oapab1l1ty, They are rated. as good sou.roes ot tcpsoi1 a~d. 
! 
poor souroea or borrow, 
F1gure :S, North'."'eat Shermano :reveals a variety o:r gullitl 
l1 oharaoter1st1oe, ,augge1t1ng a w1d.e variety of' soil t1pe111 
The upper left or the photo ( 41'•• A) shows evid.enoe ot will 
developed., gentl:i, ourv1ng d.end.:rttio drainage patterns 1:nd.1c ... 
at1v, of a shaly area, Soils in thia area are :interpreted. 
. ' 
as sand.;y loams and. clay loam,, ~heir ens;1neer1:ng oharaot~r~ 
1st1os are generally moderate shr1:nk ... twell rat1oso slow 
J •'•. ' 
peroolat1on rates, high oorroeivityo and. low traffic sup~ 
porting capability, Ther ~e rated. as fa.1r sources or top..; 
soil and poor sources of borrow. 
In the left center (area B) erosion soars, very light 
in tone, suggest an outcrop of limestone or ohalko In 
area c, dark, even tones on a composite flood plain suggests 
silty soils however, in the strea.Jli bed at area D, there is 
evidenoe of extensive dredging for gr~ular materials~ 
·. Soils in area E present a very uniform dark tone u a lack of 
developed surface drainage, flat topography, and evidence 
of high .water table -- all indicative of a frequently 
flooded plain. 
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Figure 9, Southwest Sherman, again gives extensive 
evidence of clay and clay loam soils. Areas A arid B pre= 
sent erosion scars exposing light subsoil and rock near the 
surface, Dams at A, c, and D give evidence that the local 
soil is relatively impervious. A very dark tone in area. 
E gives evidence of runoff infiltration onto the flood 
plain from relatively pervious upland. The engineering 
characteristics.of these soils a.re generally high shrink-
sw:ell ratios, s;i.ow percolation rates 9 high corrosi vi ty ~ low 
traffic supporting capability, frequent :flooding (in the 
area at the right of the photo), and shallow depths to bed-
~ock in the upland areas. They are rated fair sources of 
topsoil and poor sources of borrow. 
Figure 10 is a.n aerial photo of the planned inter-
change site between u. s. Highway 82 (presently under con-
struction) and Farm Road 1417. The interchange site can be 
identified by turn-outs already constructed at point A. 
Study of background ref ere noes ( Appendices B and C) 1nd1·· 
cates that this area. lies astride the transition zone be~ 
tween the outcrops of the Eagle Ford shale (generally west 
of highway) and the Austin chalk ( generally east of high ... · 
way). Study of Figure 10 reveals topographic 9 drainage 
pattern, and gully features common to those outcrops~ 
Areas denoted as B present gully features (U=plan, 
Figure 9. Soils, Southwest Sherman °' co 
Figure 10: Soi1s, Highway Interc~e Site ~ 
'° 
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u-oross section, compound gradient) associated with clay 
loams (which are commonly- derived. from shale formations), 
The engineering oharaoter1st1es of these soils are usually 
moderate'to severe shrink-swell ratios, severe corros1v1ty 0 
slow percolation r.ates and moderate tratf'1o supporting oa- . 
pab111ty, · They are rated. as good. souroes of topsoil and 
poor souroes or borrow, 
Area C represents reoent·alluv1al soils; which because 
or the nature or soils 1n the watershed, are also clay 
loams, Engineering cha.racter1st1os ot these 101ls ar.e gen ... 
erall7 11m1.la.r to those or area!, with the exoeption that 
. the lower sc,111 a.re 1ubj1ot to trequent tlood.1ng and have 
higher cor:to11v1t1 and 1hr:l.nk•11,rell :rat1nga. 
Soila in area :O.preaent streaked.,. light tones on their 
slopes and suggest a sand.r loam with ens1n•er1ng ohAraot,r~ 
1st1os s1m1la.r, but r,nerally; l•s1 l1m1t1ng than the clay 
loams, The farmstead in area D has apparentlr been located 
so as to take advantage or the best drained. site· in the 
area., 
Areas d.eno'.be4}\by D are relati vel;v level and uniform in 
1' I, 
gated, broad plan and. low, uniform gradient, Areas E, F 
and G present erosion soars of varying light tones. Taken 
togethe~, these features are indicative of a massive olay 
formation such as those associated with ~he Austin ch~lk~ 
The light erosion soars suggest chalk formations at varying 
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Figure 11. Photo Area Correlation 
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depths, Soils in this area oan, be interpreted as clays and 
s1lty loams. Their engineering oharaoter1stios consist of 
moderate to' severe shrink-swell ratios and severe oorrosiv1~ 
ty ra.t1r1gs, In add1t1on, they have variable, but generally 
poor, traft1o supporting and percolation capab1l1t1es, They 
a.re rated as fair sources ot topsoil and poor souroes of 
borrow. 
Stud.1 o:r r1sur1 12, a photo morsa1o of the Shermat1."" 
X)eniaon uea, reveals ma~or highway and. ra1lrollU1 oor:r1d.ot"1 
passing east~west through Sherman and north .. aouth through 
both Sherman and Denison. 
The extensive network of individual railroad lines, 
1nd1oat1ns use of the area by an unusually large number of 
railroad companies, ad.knowledges the area~s role as a major 
railroad center, The influence' ot the railroad is readily 
observed 1n both o1t1es, however, the railroad land use in 
Sherman 1s much less than in Denison, supporting the lat-
ter's position as the predominant railroad center in the 
region, Railroad land use data is presented. 1n Figure 1.'.3. 
Sherman has two relatively small yards (areas A and. B), one 
for ma1ntenanoe (northeast), another (downtown) for ser-
vicing local customers. Denison, on the other hand, uses 
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apporoximately f'ou:r times as muoh land for railroad uses. 
Thre~ .large yards (areas c, D and E) oa.n be observed, all 
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of which appear tc;, have more of a ma.1ntena.noe function than 
a service function. La.ck of maintenance a.long several lines 
indicates that they have been abandoned or are little used. 
As the railroad industry continues to decline in the Sherman 
Denison area, a major concern of the planner is, (1) to 
maintain an awareness of how declining railroad land use 
may be influencing other land use; and (2) how lands cur-
rently in declining railroad use can be best re-developed, 
A1~ photo interpretation a.ids 1n both problems by• (1) 
providing him with timely and accurate records of land use 
ol1.ange1 and (2) providing him with information concerning 
the physical env1.;t:"onment which restricts planning options. 
Study of Figure 12 reveals that the four-lane, divided 
highway running between Sherman and Denison, in addition to 
serving as a major interstate route, is having a major 
influence cm land use a.long 1 ts corridor and appears to be 
eau.ij~,:r:1.g h1ghway~oriented ( evidenced by extensive parking 
areas) commero1Etl functions of the two cities to coalesce. 
While a prime goal of metropolitan planning is the develop-
ment of sites and functions which can serve two or more ur~ 
ban centers, there are serious problems associated with un-
planned coalescenQe. In this case, one can observe thatp 
because there is unlimited access to the road.way, intensive 
[ 
development all along the corridor is beginning to cause 
traffic congestio;n which in turn, defeats the purpose of 
suoh a road.wa,y, ( Development oor1oepts will be di soussed 
lat,r,) 
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'I'he ea.st-.wee;t h1ghw-.;y running through Sherman is two-
la.n~ and. p:roba~l1 1nt:rasrbate 1n nature, · Figure 14 · 111us ... 
trates the urban :f'o;xim She:rma.n would theoret1oally have 1£ · 
1t were tot•lly respons1v, to transportation land use, Such 
a tl:leo~y suggest, th-.t u,:,ban development takes plaoe aooord-
1:ng to 1sc)'b1me ( t1me contours) ret'leot1ng dr1 ving time to 
the urban core v1a the most e:f't1o1ent tra:f'f1o routes, It 
o~ be seen that (3h.e~man responds to th1s·theor1 to.a oon-
s1derable degree, ·on1.1 areas 1n the northw:e2:1t and southwest 
ditter f:rom·the tl'l.eoret1o•l :rorm, ~tud;y ot: Figure 12 (and 
F1g~resi and .) reveals that development in the southwest 
seotor has been restricted because of a flood plain (wh1oh 
has only been res~r1ot1 ve beoause ~~?,\1the laok of eoonom1o 
1m;po:rtanoe of the western highwa;y). The northwest seotor 
has experienced more development·than theor1zed, partially 
due to tne influence of a se~ondary ~~ghway (FM 131), Of 
interest to the . planner· 1s the problem of determ1n~hg:i:w.hat 
1nfluenQe new tra.ff1e routes will have on urban form and 
land US$, A 0correla.t1on 'between theoretioally der't:·ij'ed 1so-
t1ms and phys:1oal .restr1ct.1ons (which can be easily deter-
Jn1ned by photo 1nterpreta.t1on) qan give a relatively re-
liable an1;1wer, 
F1gure·14, an aer1al photo or.southeast Sherman, pic-
tures Sherman•s c:;.ommun1ty a.1rport, Airport fao1l1t1es and 
tne1:r 1nfluenoe·on land use are or1t1oa.J. planning problems. 
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Figure 14. Transportation Influence on Urban Form 
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St1,:ui1~s by the Federal . .Arv1at1on Adm1n1strat1on have ob .. 
served that an airport. is a:'t~f~fj:1i~mp:1:>i~'ftt factor in attrac-
t1ng new industry to small and med1um s1.zed oommunit1es. 
Poss1bl1 beoa1.1ee ofthe closeness of Dallas• Love Field, 
this observation has not been born out in Sherman, however, 
the o~mm'l1n1ty.1e very interested in developing a oommero1al 
and. ~nd.ustrial air tr-.niportat1on oa,pab111ty, As revealed. 
1n Figure 14• even a very small airport takes up a sreat 
deal of lan4 .... usuall;v more land than oan be afforded. w1th-
_1n an urban N'ea, In ad.d.1t1on, · an airport is a very poor 
ne~ghbor tor many land.uses, In this oase, the hospital at 
A, the .elementary sohool at :a, the ohuroh at C, and all or 
the residential areas in the airport approach zone suffer 
... 
from airport noise :pr~~lems, (There is an additional safe .. 
ty hazatd. ) · Though th1E! · a1rport is :primarily used by gen-
eral av1at1on, there w~ll be an increasing demand for use 
by l~ger, more noisy aircraft unless another faoil1ty ~s 
provided, The Pl•nner m~ use air photos to great advan-
t"'6e 1n seeking a proper looation for an airport, H1s 
t 1r$ t s tf',p;J,~Jf~1ht;:'.qFs~~:l~(~~,gf{1;}1');~~Jl:fnta:Hi.';;;l*1~~ · •1,h:t: i~l~~l\1.ffJ!?}l}':; .;:(;;.!•},·· 
the s.1r f1eld1 (2) supporting facilities and ground access; 
( 3) approach zones (under which land· us·e should be str1otly 
controlled) 1 and air E;ipaoe (llfith respect to other airports). 
The· ·planner should next blook out areas (residential areas, 
; hospital :a:ones, schools,. etc,) _w:ti1eh · oan afford no noise 
enciroa.Qhme~t~ He then l?lay 'Lise topograph1o; soils, ground_ 
transportation,. wind orientation, and other land use or1J:aria 
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Figure 14. Sherman Airport 
,, 
in determ1nl:ris a. loea.t1on for h1s airport, Whenever pos-
sible, he should give serious oonsidera.t1on to the use of 
existing airports (that meet his ,looa.t1onal criteria.) be-
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' . ti 
ca.use :f'ew communities (of' any size) oa.n afford the prolifer-
ation of' a.1r traffic facilities, His next consideration 





;: serving two or more oommuni ties, 
' 
1; 
Figure 15 illustrates the present thoroughfare plan 
for the Sherman-Denison area, Areas A through H represent 
; .. existing or planned. interchange locations in the thorough-
~ 
1 :f'are system, Experience in other areas ha.s shown that such 
:;interchanges a.re frequently subject to very 1ntensi ve com-
··) 
,mercial and industrial development due to the convenient 
l,oca.l and regional access such sites offer. This type of 
ila.nd development is already taking place in area c, where 
~:, 
)i :,a. ~egional shopping center is being constructed to take 
ti:1~dva.ntage of the soon-to-be constructed interchange between 
. ~ :'! 
,f~ignwe.ys 7 5 and 82, The development potential of area A ,,, 
·, (~ . ' 
~111 be studied in details however, areas Band D through 
l 
fl all possess some significant degree of development poten-~· :J, • 
~( :: 
, kcia.l by virture of thi$ transportation phenomena.. At pre-
·i·, 
'A I , 
·' tsent, area c represents the most certain development po-
'.{tent1al, primarily because the area is already an esta.b-
r: 
)"\ 
1).ished highway-oriented 'commercial sector, The interchange 
,'.1·. 
\'\location will 
~ . . A 
'lenterp:rise, 
'YI 
be very attractive to any regionally oriented 
Ti 
;•; Should plans to construct a. by-pass Highway 75 north 
Figure 15, 
/ 
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of Sherman ever mater1al1ze, area B w111 have even greater 
development potent·1.al as a regional oommeroial center than 
.. · . . 
are'a( 0, · Betortf making .. the final d.eoisi'on on the location 
o:t 'thts' intie±'oh&nge:, it '1s essential• that an analysis be 
oo:n.d.uo·ted. to 1nsilre that the' 1:nteneive development almost 
o'$itiiiii t;o'.:t6ll6i o'EL?i be properly supported without adverse ... 
i:, '.etfEi6'tf11g:':the :l'arld us• :balarioe of the areao Moving the 
location of"the.1:nter~ha.nge or road.way only a small amount 
ma.f·have:·,t:te'm•ndous; impact on the quality of development 
pot'ent1al to~ thfJ 1:nte!?'ohange, .area • 
. ,;The'current· :thoroughfare plan seems to give only se ... 
condary thought: ~o th,·: development requirements of East 
Sher-.n,(the:re ax-e reasonsrfor this, suoh as the difficulty 
in providing ·'titil'1t1es·· t;o. some of' the area, but such prob ... 
lems are o,f'se~on4~7·1mportance in relation to the problem 
'of;:,cea,t~bl.1:slliing,:)a:,,ba:Lanoed lan¢t-use program) • Consequently o 
while areas:, D,,. i; and F presently show little or no develop-
ment potential, they could and should become important ele-
ments 1n a more comprehensive development program for East 
Sherman, Area G is partially located in a. well planned 
1ndu$trial oomplex south of Sherman, Major industries have 
already.established themselves on the west side of Highway 
75. Compatible institutional land-uses (firf) station 0 high= 
way department) have been established in the southeastern 
sector I however, small highway oriented businesses ( itJ:(,;:a,.:,s., 
gen,rEi.lly deterio;rated oond1tion) and a small subdivision 
occupy t.he northeast sector, These land uses are not ~f$f'Mii,· 
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oonduo1ve to the proper development o:f' this valuable land. 
A pol1oy of' re-development should. be oons1dered. for the 
sector, particularly for the subdivision, even though it is 
in relatively good condition. The small businesses are 
apparently biding time until they can get a good price for 
their property, thus, it is only a matter of time before 
a more intensive non~residential land use develops in their 
place, This land use will make the subdivision increasingly 
susceptible to d.eterioration by the same forces of anticipa-
tion that are currently taking place with the small busines--
ses. Such conditions often create economic and social 
liabilities for the community of sufficient magnitude to 
warrant taking oor;reotive action at this early stage. (To 
a certain degree. this policy should. be considered in all 
areas of changing land use. There are many means of con-
<iucting such a policy-... one means is that of taxing proper-
ty according to its potential value rather than its present 
value.) 
Area H represents a potential development sector at an 
existing interchange, Low intensity commercial development 
has already taken place in the area, but in an unplannedv 
uncoordinated manner which brings little economic benefit 
to the location. The topography of the site and a large 
health institution in the northeast sector limit the area's 
potent:tali; however, ;residential land use is likely to de-
velop around this area, creating a need for a local or 
community shopping center. 
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Continued surveillance of the planning area, using 
air photo interpretation techniques will allow the planner 
to keep track of problemriareas such as those described 
above, He must continuously weigh existing land use with 
several potential land uses. Observing land use forces 
in aot1on via air photos will be invaluable 1n this efforto 
All ur~an development is dependent to a large degree 
on the availability of utility serv1oe. The planner oan 
use 1,1t111t;y planning as a major tool in controlling land 
use, Air photos, used 1n oonjunotion with projeotions of 
land use :requirements 'based on e:x:peoted population growth, 
oan be used to determine, (1) serv1oe areas for utility 
systems, (2) corridors for lines, (3) sites for plants, 
(4) area.a seriously limiting utility developments (.5) main-
tenance condition and probable eff1o1ency of above ground 
systems, and (6) areas requiring pollution control action, 
Figure 16, an aerial.}photo of West Sherman, illustrates 
the use of air photo interpretation in determining service 
areas and corridors for a sanitary sewer system, Sewers 
(both sanitary and storm) should utilize drainage topogra-
phy wherever possible, This topography can be easily de-
termined in an air photo. Areas whioh can not use natural 
drainage features for sewer systems must have lift stations 
constructed to transfer sewage into another sewer system. 
Drainage topography in the Sherman area does not 
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Figure 16. Sanitary Sewer System Analysis 
severely restrict the siting of sewer systems~ however 9 
as noted under soils analysis, shrink-swell 9 oorrosivity, 
and flooding oharaoteristics must be carefully accounted 
f'or in all engineering design. 
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Air photo interpretation has proven to be an extreme-
ly valuable aid in pollution control. The planner can use 
air photos to looate ex1~t1ng and potential sources of pol~ 
lution oaus~d by sanitary, industrial and solid waste dis~ 
poeal praot1oes. Study of area Din Figure 17 (Southeast 
Sherman) will reveal a sanitary fill operation located 
v1rtu$.lly on top o;f' a major stream, Th1s ca:n'be inter .... 
preted as an almost oerta1n source ot serious water pollum 
-- t1on, Waste disposal sites oan be readily located by air 
pJ:loto interpretation using drainage and soils criteria that 
protect against ground and surface water pollution. Further 
south (out of the photo, but located at area X on Figure 13) 
is Sherman's sewage treatment plant 0 another existing or 
potential source of serious water pollution. Pollution 
can often be detected on air photos by changes in water 
surface tones and patterns caused by the customarily warmer 
pollution. 
Industrial 
The survey and analysis of base-type industrial loca= 
t1on is of vital importance to a community (particularly one 
which is heavily industrially-oriented) because it is com= 
monly found that the following land use 1:,,ycle takes places 
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Figure 17. Sanitary Land Fill 
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(1) base 1ndustry looates w1th respect to existing (primari-
ly natural) resources, (2) residential areas locate in sup-
port of ha.bi tat needs of' industrial wo:kers, ( J) service 
industry (wh1oh 1noludes all remaining land uses) locates 
1n support of' both the base industry and its workers, (4) 
the eoonomio resouroe base 1s thv.s inoreased, attraoting 
'more base industry·· wh1oh oausee a new development oyole, 
(A land use Phenomena of' vital 1mportanoe to planning is 
that, the larger and. more stable a oommunity becomes, the 
more se;rv1oe 1ndustrr-oriented 1t beoomes.) 
The industrial base of the Sherman-Pen1son area 1s 
1llustrated on Figure 1J. Sherman's south 1ndustr1al area 
1s extremely well. planned, but the area still requires very 
thorough oonservat1on and development policies, Of parti-
cular concern a.re transportation aooess (which oan be ob-
served as being- particularly over-taxed in the Texas 
Instruments ar~a), protection against i~oompatible land use, 
and waste control (which industries should individually or 
colleotiv~ly provide for because community systems are sel-
dom capable of handling industrial waste loads). 
Figure.18 illustrates a zoned industrial area south of 
Denison on Highway 75 near Iron Ore Creek. Previous analy-
sis of this area has revealed 1t to be a major outcrop area 
of the woodbine (sandstone)t'format1on and, consequ~ntly, of 
vital importance to the entire metropolitan area as a prin-
cipal recharge area fo~ that aquifer. Two land use restrio-
ttons ~uet be enforoeda (1) the ground water reserves must 





not be polluted, and (2) the surface of the recharge area 
must remain h1ghly-pervtous (in order to maximize re-supply 
Qf g;round wate,;-). Either ot these restr1ot1·on is of su:f'· 
f1o1ent 1mportan~e to, (1~ prohibit all but very low in· 
tens1t;y land u,e (natural reserve,eto.) 1 and (2) el1m1nat·e 
all ex1$t,.ng 1ntensive .. type land use. ( Because or the over-
lap that exists in all land use planning, 1ndustr1al s1te 
evaluation will be illustrated at th~ end or this chapter 
in conjunction wi~h other land use,,) 
' Air photo 1ntex-pretat1on can be used to sre•t lid.van ... 
ta.se in d.etezim1n1ns the cU.1trl'but1on, ola1,1r1oa.t1.on, 1,r ... 
v1oe azieas, ,nd 1ntluenoe of institutional land uses 
(sohools, public and sem1-publ1Q ad.m1sn1strat1ve activities, 
fire stations, ohurohes, libraries and post offices). 
Study of Sherman area aerial photography taken be-
tween 19.51 and 1959 reveals that schools have probably 
been the single most important influence on neighborhood 
development. Figure ~9 illustrates ex1.st1ng school sites, 
their olass1f1oat1on, and probable service areas. Figure 
20, an aerial photo of Northeast Sherman, illustrates the 
:proposed. site (area A) of a new high school, Assuming that 
th1e school will generate res1dent1al growth of considerable 
' 
magnitude, the planner should. 1nvest1gate the surround1:ng 
area's phys;1oal oharaoter to determine 1f-the expected 











Figure 20. Proposed High School Site 
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have indicated this area to have serious limitations for 
a~y type of intensive development, however, most problems 
(utilities, drainage, shrink-swell, impermeability, erosion, 
oorrosivity, and traffic support capability) can be managed 
through proper planning and. engineering, Study of Fi,gu:re 
20 reveals several potential problems with respect to sur~ 
rounding land use, suoh as a growing highway-oriented busi-
ness strip along Highway 82 and a drive-in theater at B, 
As previous:).y mentioned, this area 1s 1n the approach zone 
for the airport in southeast Sherman, making the proposed 
school and res1dent1al land uses potentially in.compatible• 
however, it 1s more feasible to relocate the airport than 
the proposed land uses. Further analysis of Figure 20 re-
veals severe traffic access limitations for the hi.gh school 
site, Virtually all of the school's service area is west 
of the site, making the development of cross-town arteries 
a h1.gp. priority o~ immediate concern, 
Continued aip photo investigation of this land use 
phenome~a will reveal the space-time relationships that 
exist between the land use ~enerator (in this case, the 
high school) and its surroundings. 
Comme:r.oial 
Figure 21 illustrates Sherman's Central Business 
District (CBD). Study of this photo allows the planner to 
readily determine the extent, access, land use and relative 
condition of the CBD, Figure 21 delineates the extent of 
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Figure 21. Sherman Central Business District 
.. ; .i !.f 
the CBI) area and its inner oore. The sh~:pefi'6f ·:\ihe?;l:tnner 
oore again reflects the influence of transportation. The 
oore 1~ elongated 1.n the north-southacoess, reflecting 
the predominant economic 1nfluenoe of old Highway ?51 and 
1s more oonstrioted in the east-west axis, refleot1ng the 
lesser 1ntluenoe of Highway 82. 
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Stud.y of F1gur• 2.3 reveals, (1) primary aooess routes 
(denoted. by ca.rrows), their oapaoity and. direction of flow 
(many are one .. wa.y), (2) on-etreet parking, ( such as at A)., 
oapa.o1ty, and extent of use, (:3) off-street park~rJ.g:(subh 
as at B), its location, oapao1ty, extent of use and dis-
; 
ta.r).oe from shopping areas, and (4) oovered. off-street 
parking (areas c and D), its l~oation, probable oapao1ty 
and distance from customer destinations, 
A problem of particular concern to the planner is 
· that of locating parking facilities so that they are read-
ily accessible from outside the CBD, and yet are centrally 
located within the CBP, In addition, multiple and t1me-
stage~ use of parking facilities by several activities is 
a major goal, 
Study of Figure 2; will allow the planner to determine, 
primarily by land use associations, probable uses of indi= 
vidual.struotures and areas, The large structure at A, by 
virtu.e of its shape, p~king and proximity to several large 
atnlet1o fields dan be interpreted as · a high se.hool. The 
structures at Band Coan, by virture of their extensive 
ground, prominent positions, and mult1~story heights be 
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Figure 22. CBD Access/Park ing 
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,. 1 • ·Fi"gure 23. CBD· •Land Use 
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interpreted as municipal and. county o~f'1oes; respectively. 
Structures Dan~ E, by virtue of their size, unique shapes 
and pro:m.1nent positions can be interpreted as churohes, The 
long, narrow buildings along the main business street (area 
F) can be interpreted. as retail stores (the width of the 
structure indicating to a large degree the size or number 
-of products sold), The structure at Goan be readily iden• 
t1f1ed. as a railroad. station, while that at H 1s, by virtue 
of its shape (particularly the sli,ape or its roof'), large 
size, extensive parking and. detached. location, a large 
grQcery•chain store, The large structure at I, by virtue 
ot 1te s-u.rl:'ound.1ng land. use, size, and tell-tale vent1la-
tionlstaoks in '-ts ro9f, oa,n 'be interpreted as an industrial 
strueture, 
The oond1t1on of CBD structures oan be readily deter-
mined from very large scale air photos (such as the 1a200 
scale color photos being used ln the Sherman-Denison Urban 
Transportation Study), however, even with smaller scale 
blaok and wh~,te photos, such as Figure 24, the planner o by 
associating various land use indicators, can determine areas 
requiring, (1) oonservationr (2) re-habilitat1ons and (.3) 
re~development, Study of Figure 24 suggests that CBD com-
mercial activities located outside of area A are probably 
on the declines consequently, their structures can, by vir= 
tue of their probable old age, be interpreted as in need of 
major repair or removal, Structures in area A, while their 
enterprises may be eoonomioa.lly sound, are probably old and 
< 
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Figure 24. CBD Condition 
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in need of extensive repair, Structures in area B, by 
virtue of ev1denoe of recent construction, are relatively 
new and, thus, well ma1ntaineds however, a strict oonser-
vat1on policy 1s required beoause of their weak, off~set 
position from the CBD, 
~ea C 1s a relatively new, and apparently well main-
tained peripheral shopping oenter (located as a result of 
the nearby 1nterohanse), This area 1s challenging O:SD land 
uses however, there 1s insuff1o1ent spaoe, traffic aooess 
and. control. tor 1t to 'be an eft1o1ent oommun1ty center, .A 
great danger ez11t1 that it will generate an extensive 
oornmero1al strip to the OBD, further oonstr1ot1ns aocesa .to 
the latter. 
Studying Figure 25, West Sherman, the planner can 
easily d.eteot patterns in residential areas whioh are 1n-
d.ioative of their age, condition, approximate value 0 and • 
the sooio-eoonomic status of their occupants. Areas desig-
nated as A reveal large structures, oonto~red street pat-
terns, and large, well landscaped lots 1nd1oative of high 
value homes belong;i.ng to prominent citizens, Areas desig-
nated as Bare relatively new, moderately large, well main-
tained homes, most likely occupied by persons of middle 
+ement eoonomie status, Homes common.to c areas are 
(
similar 1n status to. B, exoept that the structures are 
older, smaller and ~how1ng need of minor repair. (These 
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Figure 25, Residential Area Analysis 
areas will rapidly deteriorate if' a str1ot oonservation 
and rehabilitation polioy 1s not followed.) D areas are 
still older res~dent1al areas requiring more extensive 
rehab1l1 tat1on. E areas are fairly old ( as evi,denoed by 
mature trees throughout the areas), small to moderate 
sized homes in need of seleotive or area wide removal. 
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Area F 1s a trailer oourt, whioh, by virtue of its oonfigu-
ration and spaoing between trailers, seems 1n moderately 
good condition, Area G is a new medium value su'bcUv1s1on, 
Due t:o 1ts pos1t1on on a flood plain 1t will require care-
ful management attention. 
Study of Figure 26 reveals several oommonly 1moompati"'fY 
ble land uses 1n residential areas, A railroad. aoross the 
top of the photo has been a major deterrent to residential 
development in area A, however, the same railroad has not 
restrained very high quality residential development in 
area B, A hospital complex in area c has had little no-
ticeable restraint on residential developments however 0 
access to the hospital is constrained by the residential 
$,ized streets in the area, A very serious situation exists 
in area D where a commercial strip is rapidly developing. 
In addition to the traffic congestion these developments 
cause, there is an additional deteriorating force on re-
sidential areas in the immediate area (primarily due to the 
anticipation phenomena. discussed earlier). Areas E, F, G0 
H, and I are all s~bject to frequent flooding. Area Eis 
a high quality subdivision which can probably recover from 
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Figure 26. Residential Area Analysis 
severe floods while its structures are still relatively 
new, however, the other areas will liltely deteriorate ra ... 
pid.ly as a result of frequent floodingo 
Reoree.tional 
Air photo interpretation has :received wide use as a 
means ot invento:ring ·rec:re·a:t1o:i:l sites 1 : however, metropoli-
tan area requ1remen·bs are pr:tma.rily 1 ( 1) 1ntensi ve play 
eu,eas, p1on1o grounds, camping ground.so trails, and scenic 
d.r:1.ves, .Reoreat:ton becomes 1noreasingly important as so-
o1ety gains free time and mobility, also 0 as sooiety be~ 
cQmes more urbanized, oQntact with the natural environment 
beoomes more essential, 
Reoreat1one.l land use has an advantage in site selec·'" 
t1on over most other land uses in that it does not require 
intensive development, In partiaular 0 recreational func-
tions can frequently be accommodated on land that can not 
be p;roperly used for other purposes, An example of this 
practice is illustrated in Fi~re 27. As determined ear-
li~+• this site (the outcrop area. of a principal aquifer) 
should not be used by any intensive-type land usei howeverv 
low intensity recreational land use would be acceptable, 
Study of Figure 27 reveals existing recreational land use 
in the form of a lal-ce ( area: A) 9 picnic ground~ and ft._rther 
., 
south (off the photo), a coµntry club and golf course. The 
wooded ravines on either side of Highway 75 are both con-
duci ve to the di) opment of natural areas with trailsp 





bridle paths, small reservoirs and low density picnic and 
oal'!1p:).ng fao111t1es, Roadways and structures should be 
held to a m.inimum and designed so as to minimize surf.ace 
run~off, Urban recreational land use will be discussed 
in conjunction with open land use, 
Open Land 
Air photo interpretation aids the planner in deter ... 
mining which undeV,eloped areas should bes (1) reserved 
for open land use (floodway, recreation, agriculture, trans-
portEil-t1on and some very low intensity utility, 1ndustr1al 
$nd oommeroial uses), and (2) planned for more intensive 
develQpment, 
The 'planner is particularly interested in getting 
multiple benefits from open landr specifically, many low 
intensity land uses can be supported on the extensive flood 
plains that ex,.st in most urban areas, 
The flood plain 1n area A of Figure 28 represents an 
open area which must be conserved because intensive devel-
opment (in a~dition to being highly impractical) would 
g:i;,eatly restr:tct the flow of flood waters, creating, in 
turn, greater flood damage upstream. Earlier Soils analy-
sis has indicated that, even if this site were geographic-
ally desirable for recreational use, the soils conditions 
would be very unsatisfactory, However, agricultural use 
of the. land is both compatible a:nd prof:1. tabl~·i Because 






' . . . 
fairly permanent, the ·planner should encourage the most 
intensive agricultural development possible on this land. 
Figure 29 delineates several existing parks (A through 
I) and an extensive flood way system, Most of the parks 
have been situated along the floodways. Some (B and E) 
appear totally unusable as recreation faoiliti.es, while 
others are severely limited in size and access, (though a 
very extensive park has been developed at A), Air photo 
interpretation readily reveals. the location of current 
floodways. and the extent 6f past floods ( the areas dell.nea-
ted), The floodways in the northeast and central areas are 
too narrow ( wtih ste·ep, · highly erodible !:!lopes) to be ef·~ 
:f'eot.1 vely developed for recreational or agr1oul tural uses 8 
however, the floodways 1.n the northwest and. south offer con-
siderable opportunity for both uses. Particularly in the 
northwest, floodways · can be developed into parkwe.ys which 
tie various neighborhood units together. 
The second aspect of the planner's open land analysis 
is the location of sites for new, intensive development. 
As mentioned earlier, such development can be expected.in 
the vicinity of highway interchanges. 
Figure .30 illustrates the interchange site for Highway 
82 and Farm Road 1417, The physical characteristics were 
discussed earlier under Soil Analysis. In that analysis it 
was determined that natural conditions in this area pre-
sented·moderate to severe land use restrictions due.to such 
soils engineering characteristics as: (1) moderate to high 
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shr1n,k .. swell ratios, (.2) moderat.e to high oorrosivity1 {3} 
slow peroolat~on rates and m.oderately im.permeable conditions 
(4) low to inoderate tra:f:f'io supporting oapabilitys and (.5) 
susoeptib1lity to flooding 1n low lying areas. These soil 
Qharaoter1st1os plaoe major restr1ot1ons on virtually every 
type or· poss1ple land use tor the area, however, this does 
not m.ean that developm.ent is prohibitive, The ratings pri· 
uiartly EU'e guides tor determining, (1) how to take best 
adva,ntage o:f' natural oond.1tions, and (2) what oharaoteris-
t1os must be oorreoted or proteoted against 1n order to 
have safe and e:f'teot1ve land use development. Ea.oh poten-
tial land use will be evaluated aooord1ng to these guides, 
1, n:ssporpat1o;Q, Traf:f'1o s.upport1ng oapabil1 ty 
o,a.n.iit~I!!):' f~ic,!,,'efifb •. ~.·::.~7: . .;;,;,;v:e:r·a:1' ./~e.:thods depending on 
transportation requirements. The ratings given 
apply primax'ily to unsurfaced roads, which are 
seldom used in ur~an areas; surfaced roads can 
be designed to correct for poor soil cond1.t1ons. 
If the roadway must traverse a ;f'loodway, it may 
be necessary to design a bridge with piles ex-
tending to bedrock or sufficiently deep into the 
soil to support the bridge. In this area bridges 
or culverts should be constructed over all large 
gullies and stream beds because of frequent 
flooding conditions, The floodways should not be 
oonstri:~ted· any more than absolutely necessary. 
2, Ut111 t::t;, High oorrosi v1 ty ratings make ca.hodio 
protection of underground utilities essential. 
3. Industrial. Light and restricted industrial 
development must account for shrink-swell, cor-
rosivity, and topography (area must be relative-
ly level). Each of these problems can be man-
aged in this area through proper engineering de-
sign. The sandy loam soils immediately west of 
FM 1417 (area A in particular) are slightly more 
suitable for large structures than the clay loam 
soils further west or the clays to the east, 
Heavy industry is severely restricted in this a-
rea due to soil characteristics, the close prox-
imity of residential areas and building height 
limits in the Perrin AF.B approach zone. 
3, Commercial and Institutional. For large 
structures or complexes, the above industrial 
evaluation applies. Care should be taken not to 
constrict floodways 0 a restriction that consider-
ably limits the amount of land development im-
mediately west of the interchange. 
4. Residential. Land use evaluation must consi-
der two separate conditions, (a) the site is 
serviced by public utility systems, in which 
case this area's soils would present only mod-
erate restrictions in the form of shrink-swell 9 
surface drainage and corrosivity problems~ and 
(b) the site is not serviced by public utility 
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systems, in which case this area~s soils offer 
severe to very severe restrictions i:n the form 
of slow percolation rates and shrink-swell ra·-
tics as they effect septic tank systems. 
5. Rec:r.eati911.§lJ.. '.:Che soils and terrain of thi.s 
area offer moderate :restrictions on the deirelop-
ment of intens::l've play areas o camp:Lng grounds O 
picnic sites and trails. Most serious restr.ic,~ 
tions arise from flooding, EJlow percolatio:ri. tn 
impermeable sotls O and poor trafficabiltty cha·-
racteristics. 
:l.13 
Using these indi vidu.al land use capability ratlr1gs O 
the planner next attempts to establish priorities among 
competing demands, Considering only the soil capab:'l.lity 
ratings, it is noted that the area offers only sl:lght to 
moderate problems for properly planned and engineered trans,~ 
porta.ti on 0 i.nd.ustria.1 0 commercial o ir.i.sti.tutio:nal and recrea-
t1onal development~ howe·ve.r o moderate to severe restr.ic-
tions are placed on residential development ( pr1ma:r1ly be,= 
cause this land use is not suffi.cden.t:ly inten.si ve to a.ff ord 
the costs of correcting or protecting agai.:nst prc»bJ.ems as= 
' . . . ' -~ 
soctated wi.th the soils a..Yld topography). 
J;i'urt.her e·valuation ta'.kes into account area wide land-
use require1nents and existing or expected trends. It is 
noted ... that residential developments are rapidly moving in 
this dir~ction.from Shermans however 0 1n addition to the 
above me:riti oned. soils 1 tations 0 the planner notes that 
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this area is very near a Perrin A.F.B. approach zone. Re~ 
sidential development in this area would be totally incom-
patible with existing land use. Many institutional la:nd 
uses ( sohools in part1.cular) would be similarly restricted. 
This analysis reduces potential development to transporta-
tion, industrial and commercial and recreational land uses. 
All of these uses are generally compatible with each othero 
provided proper codes and zoning regulations are enforced. 
In a.dd1t1on, these land u1e1 ar1 generally ecmpat1ble with 
the Perrin approach zone, the oil field.1 and. asrioultural 
land. u1u111 existing in the immediate uea., At this poi:n.t 
a land. use plan 1b.ould. be prepared. and. oo:rela.ted w1th local 
zoning oft1o1al1, 'I'his plan is not absolute, but 1t should. 
not be oha.nged unless it can be proven that 1uoh ohange 1~ 
benef1o1a.l to the overall land use program of tne area, 
CHAPTER IV 
ST,JMMARY 
It is becoming increasingly apparent that urban and regional 
planning must become more responsive and more comprehensive. These 
requirements .demand an infomnation system which is ~apable of con-
veniently, .rapidly,. economically, and reliably collecting,. storing, 
retrieving, analyzing .and,disseminating data pertinent: to.planning 
problems. A:l.r-photo,inte:rpretation provides these capabilities pos-
sibly more.effectivelyi than any other·planning tool. or procedure. In 
addition, air photo,interpretation techniques can be r$adily learned 
and applied .. by any .planner. The potential of air. photo. interpreta-
tionr: in ~urban and .:regioiial ,planning is limitless.; however' ·.J..ts er .... 
fectiveness is .directly related.to the.planner's understanding of his 
field. It is in.·this.latter .area ,that much progress must ,be matjle; 
the planning ,prof,ession .. ,has .only begun to -develop. a comprehensive un-
derstanding of urban and·regional settlement phenomena. 
Proposals for Continued Research and Development 
Development of Compr.ehensive Interpretatio'n.,Techniques for all Forms 
of Remote·Sensors 
Intensive research is presently being conducted by government 
( 
agencies, universities, and research-oriented ,industries in an effort 
to develop hardware ~nd applications for the many forms of remote 
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sensors. Of particular significance to urban and regional planning 
are infra-red sensors, K-Band radar sensors and color photography. 
Much effort is being applied towards the development of automated in-
terpretation techniques; while such a capability is practical and in-
valuable in many areas of environmental science (particularly in 
natural resource inventory and pollution control) it is unlikely that 
it can be practically applied by the average planner. Rather, the 
planner should rely on his own ability to observe and evaluate the 
environment. In this regard, manual interpretation allows the air 
photo (or other remote sensing records) to be merely an extension of 
his ability to observe. 
Development of Interpretation Keys 
Resource survey and management analysis in urban and regional 
planning is very conducive to the use of interpretation keys. The keys 
can be of great assistance in allowing the planner to extend his ex-
perience and competence in identifying and evaluating environmental 
phenomena. 
Development of Photo Depositories in Each Urban Center 
At present several federal, state and local agencies use air 
photos for specific needs . In Sherman the Soil Conservation Service 
works with 1951 photos, the Soil Stabilization and Conservation 
Service works with 1956-1958 photos, and the Texas Highway Department 
works with 1965-1969 photos. Only the Highway Department uses color 
photography and none use other remote sensing materials. Each of 
these agencies, and numerous others, has a vital need for photo 
coverage taken over ·the y.ear.s, taken at different· scales, and taken 
in differ~nt mediums, (p:~nachromatic, color, infra~·red, ... radar., and, 
possibly, laser). ijc;,,ne of these .agencies can individually afford to 
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obtain and maintain such coverage; therefore, it :ts proposed that con-
sid.eratiotl, be given to establishing a central depository.for these 
materials and other reference materials pertinent to. environmental 
planning, wi:t;h the ,·cost of -the d&p·ository operation being distributed 
among all users •. Implied.in· the establishment of such: a depository 
is the ·pc;>licy ·that photo ,coverage ··be Updated and exp.anded ,whenever 
ecanomically feasible.·,, In add::L:tion, it! will be necessary to ·develop 
automated handling devtces for s.tori-p.g, retrieving, viewing and dis-
seminating (reproducing) photo ~terials. 
• 
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APPENDIX A 
FUNDAMEN'l'ALS OF AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 
Air photo.interpretation can,b, defined as: 1 
The utilization ,.of ,systems, .techniques, or processes for 
analyzing.photographs· that enables skilled scientific or pro-
fessional personnel, by.virtue of their individual experiences, 
to produce significant,. reliable, and detaileq information con ... 
cerning the.natural.o:.cult,ral.featuies of the area photo-
graphed.and to determine orinfer the fa~tors that the ob-
servable .presence, .condition, .or use of these features imply. 
Air photo .. interpr~tat:ion.has,been called a "tool science" in that 
it is essentially. .,an analytical tool· which can be used in an unlimited 
number of ways. The.principal advantages of air photo interpretaf:iott 
are: 
1. Its tecnhiques can be,learned effectively ,witl;i only a 
minimum of training by any person with a good back-
ground in natural science. 
2. Its speed, timel;Lness,and abUity to reco»d the tqtal 
state.of .the area photographed. ,at.a partiqular instant 
in time. 
3. Its expense, which .when-compared with conventio:nal 
ground survey methods, is extremely economical. 
Many of the above .advantages stem from the unique characteristics 
of the aerial photograph, in ~articular: 
1. The vantage point of an air photo is such that very 
large areas of the earth'.s surface can be wi,,ewed in a 
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single photo. When viewed stereoscopically, a three-
dimensional terJ;"ain model is created for the 
interpreter. 
2. The resolution of good quality aerial photography is 
much finer than that of the human eye; consequently, 
the photo is able to record objects which could not 
be detected by the human eye from the same vantage 
point. 
3. The ability to perceive outside the visible spectrum 
allows the photograph to record objects and/or con-
ditions which can not be seen by the human eye. 
4. The reliab:U:Lty and geometric Udel:ity of an air photo 
providH an unbia1uad, infinitely datailod repraaent:a-
tion .of all the obj.ects and/or conditions being 
photographed. 
S. The permanency .of the .air photo allows it to be viewed 
at the convenience .of the interpreter and under con-
ditions of his choosing. 
6. The versatility of the air photo in that it can be 
used by an unlimited numbet of interpreters for an 
equally .infinite number of analyses. 
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In general, applications of air photo interpretation techniques are 
limited only by the itlterpreter '-s imagination, his ability to obtain 
ueable photography and his ability to exploit the information contained 
in the photo. The last factor is primarily dependent on the inter-
preter's background experience and .analytic skill. 
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Air photo interpretation is but one division of a very.complex 
photographic sc:lence. The effect:t;veness of a.ir ·pho,to interpretation 
techniques is responsive to developments, pro4,ucts and limitations in 
most. of -the other divisions . of. photographic science.· A prerequisite 
f q,r competent .,interpretation ,,:(s a ,fundamental understanding of the 
photographic process, of basic matter ·and. energy relationships, of the 
atmosphere, an,d of, aviation. ·The reader is. referred to the references 
U.sted at .the .end .of this appendix should information be desired con-
cerning ,other d:Lv:La:Lons.o:e photographic science, It should be remem-
bered that the ,balic p:d.nc:Lpl11 of" a:l.r photo interpr.etat:ion are. un-
chan9ed, resardle'8 of the typ11 or cha_racter of mater:i.all, proc111dn1 
and .-quipment involved, 
Aerial photography :includes both ima1e f orm.ing. and ,.non•i:inage 
forming sensors, Both forms·are :l.mportant, and usually.complementary, 
in oomprehensive phC:>to interpretation. While this paper is limited 
strictly to image forming sensors using the visible spectrum, attention 
is called to the ex:l.st.ence.of other sensor forms. These.sensors, 
c.alled collectively remote sensors, are defined as, opU.cal, mechanical, 
or electrical-devices which record data relat;ing to physical phenomena 
sepa::r;ated- by some ::l;n.tervening distance from the recording instrument. 2 
Sensors are designed t.o be sensitive to rad-iations within a speci-
fied portion ef the electromagnetic spectrum. The physical properties 
of electromagnetic waves within these different ranges .result in dif-
;ferent types of data and different data-gathering .. CE)'nstraints for 
various sensors. These p:,;operties are summarized as .follows: 3 ·. 
1. Sensors using visible light;. record types of tonal and 
texti,tral variatbn visible to the eye and produce.an optical 
image or phetograph. In the case of the conventional camera 
a photograph is equivalent to an image; image, however,·is a 
niote general term because it refers to ·all visual represen-
tations of .the object surface, itrespectfve of.the way in 
which the visual representations are produced. At present, 
sensors utilizing.visible light possess higher resolution 
capabilities than other operational systems since they dis-
cern variations of a smaller spatial extent. 
2. Inf rared sensors register· the tpermal emissions of ob-
jects by recording impulses of longer wavelength than those 
of visible light, The impor.tant difference between infra.red 
sensors a1;1ci visible light sensors is that radiation levels 
at different poirtts within the object area are recorded 
electronically, not optically, to produce an image. Reso-
lution is a function of the sensitivity of the original re-
cording equipment. At present, resolution levels achieved 
by infrared sensors are not so high as for conventional 
systems; however, they are not limited to daylight, haze-
free operation, and they possess some ability to penetrate 
clouds. 
3, Microwave and radar sensors utilize still longer wave-
length pulses, Essentially, they measure the roughness of 
the object surface, and by a sequence of operations similar 
to that for infrared sensors an electronic imaa~ 11 pro-
duced, Current imaging radars poss~s~ the pooreat resolu-
tion capabilities among sensor types, but they compensate 
for this by the ability to cover from the same altitude 
much larger areas in one image than either of the other 
types of sensors~ An important additional advantage is the 
ability to operate effectively both day and night under 
virtually all weather conditions. 
The different properties of these sensors make it necessary to 
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analyze their various capabilities to determine which sensor, or com-
binaticm of sensors, can most effectively obtai·n data for a given 
problem. 
There are two basic approaches one can take in interpreting air 
photos. The first, and most common, is referred to as "logical 
search." In this approach, the interpreter (who is us1,1ally a specialist 
in some field of natural science) begins by rapidly scanning the study 
area as a whole looking for probable indicators of objects or condi-
tions in which he is interested. He disregards all information which 
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;ls not likely to contain.the desired information. Upon.locating a 
probable indicator of the object or condition for which he is searching 
he conducts an intensive study to ob.tain whatever information he needs. 
This approach is fast and .efficient .when ,only a narrow .. r.ange of in-
f()rmation is required; .,however, .it ,.requ:Lres considerabl.e,. experience 
and analytical skill.on,the part of the interpreter. 
The second·approach might best be referred to as "systematic 
search," It is less commonly employed because it takes more time and, 
to be effective, requires a fundamental understanding of the entire 
range of natur,1 science by the interpreter. 1However, .this approach 
is absolutely essential for any type of comprehensive analysis of an 
area. Because ... the .purpose .of this .paper is to illustrate the applica-
tion of.air photo interpretation techniques to problems .::Ln comprehen-
sive urban and regional planning only the "systematic search" will be 
described, 
be: 
It is recommended that the steps in the interpretation sequence 
1, A statement of the basic problem to be studied, 
2, A delineation of the study area on a map. 
3. A determination of photograph requirements. While the 
smallest usable scale photography,· obtained with the 
film and filter combination, that provides the best 
subject/background contrast usually yields desired 
answers most economically in the "logical search" ap-
proach, rarely is one set of photos sufficient for the 
comprehensive analysis requiring the "systematic search" 
approad1, Whenever possible it is advisable to obtain 
photo .coverage of the study area in large and small 
scale, for different seasons, and.for different 
years (the latter is essential if detection of 
change is pa.rt of the problem) , Interpret.ations 
should invariably be more accurate and complete when 
more than one set of photos is used. (Note: The 
entire United States has been photographed from the 
air at least.once~ Most of this photography is 
suitable for general photo interpretation problems. 
Most of the available coverage was flown for the 
U, S, Department of Agriculture and is commonly 
vertical, panachromatic-minus-blue film and filter 
combination and of sct1le 1:20,000 in a 9 inch ~quare 
format. Other sources of photography are the u. S, 
Geological Survey, U. S. Forest Service, U. S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, NASA and the various state high-
way departments.) 
4. Research of all available background information, such 
as topographic tllaps, soil maps, geologic maps, water-
shed studies, etc., which may be pertinent to the 
problem under study. 
5, A study of .any available.photo interpretation keys 
which may be pertinent to the problem. This step is 
particularly important.if the information to be ex-
tracted during the interpretation is to be based solely 
on the study of images, 
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6~ Set up a work area and assemble materials and equipment. 
A great advantage of air photo interpretation is the 
flexibility available during this step. While many 
complex and c.ostly instruments are ,used for special 
purposes, .the essential elements of .the interpretation 
can be conducted at any locat:l.o·n with three simple and 
inexpensive items of equ:i.pment.: a. stereoscope, a. 
colored pencil and a measuring device. Although stereo 
study is not absolutely necessary for all interpreta-
tion tasks it is essential whenever the significance 
of three-dimensional fotmi!i h critical, Stll!reo study 
permits the int111rpt:eter to !i!H a minutdy detailed, 
precisely acc1.rrate three-,dimendcm.d terrain model. 
An !llxagge:imtion of verticd dbtanciil b prelllent in 
the stereo illusion; however~ it helps to emphasize 
small but important diffet'cmces in elevation and 
separates obj,ects from their background, 
7, Upon receipt of the photographic materials the inter-
preter orients himself with respect to the photos 
and locates each photo with respect to a map of the 
study area. 
8. The photographs should be given a rapid preliminary 
examination under.the stereoscope. 
9. Objects and conditions of interest are detected in 
a systematic manner which depends on the nature of the 
problem; however, regardless of the specific nature, 
all subsequent identification results from a process 
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of classification acc.ord:tng to size, shape, shadow, 
tone, texture, location and relationship to sur-, 
rounding .objects. During eaah.of these evaluations 
it must be remembe.red .that the ability of the human 
eye to detect and identify objects ar conditions in 
an air photo ultimately depends on reflection dif-
ferences between subjects and their baakgraund9, 
which in tu·rn relates .ba,ck .to a fundame·nt:al under-
standing of both natural and photographic science. 
10, Intensive care muet be exercised in identifying 
and evaluating regional and local patterr.1s, This 
@l1m1nt: 11 of parUculAr impori:anctf tci i::ompr11hcindv1 
Analyii.111 'bt@AUH it oH@n w::tU @ornl11t@ Hv~r,iil 
'buie o'bjo~tJJ or ecm.diU@n1 of int@r~1t. R1~fon~l 
point;. c.onsequently, the1:·e may be little o:r n~ back-
ground data to aid, in the:l'..:r identification. 'rhe 
interpreter should take care ta differentiate all 
regular ,appearing .. patterns as these are V'i:rtually 
always indications ,of cultural activity. In most 
cases identification should proceed from general pat-
terns to specific features and from the known to the 
unknown. 
lL Interpretation should now extend beyond the photo 
reading stage that has just been described, and de-
termine additional information concerning facto:rs 
implied by the presence, condition or use of features 
1"7 ,_, 
identified, . It is usually basic that the interpreta.,. 
tion proceed .with an evaluation.of probable.geologic 
origin, land.form, surface drainage, and erolion fea ... 
tures, soil type and vegetation. This analysis should 
be transferred to :mosaics of the study area (if avail-
able) or maps and studied for evidence of large scale 
regional trends, SubHquent to theH ev11luations come 
specialized evaluations peculiar t© th~ problem under 
study. The application of speaiali~ed interpretation 
techniquH t:a probl~m91 in ur:ban 11nd r~gi<mal pbnning 
b covtt~·ed ~xt~i:uJivdy in the main body of thb p~pi!r. 
Appli@AUO!Ul rdaUn~ to othit fi@ldii!i U'@ 1H,1!1@U1!11Hd 
in d~t~il in th, r1f@r,n@@i for th1~ ipp§ndix. 
12. At any point within thie i~quinc~, th~ int~rpr~ter 
may find it desirable ar neces!ary to conduct a phota-
planned field ,check or ,sampling survey tor pu·rpose® 
of secu·r::tng more reliable inform& Uon or verifying and 
expanding the results of the interpretation. 'rhe 
amount of field work which will be necessary varies with 
the accuracy and intensiveness requirements of the 
study, the complexity of the area, the quality of the 
photos and the ability of ~he interpreter. 
l3o The detection, identification and interpretation 
stages each.benefit greatly from the use of compara-
tive ,analysis~ Specifically, whenever possible the 
interpreter should compare: 
--- ----------------
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(1) What is seen in the,photos with the 
.information contained on related maps. 
(2) Photos obtained at different times in 
order .to assess changes. 
(3) Photos exposed at ,different portions,-0f 
spectrum f.or more comprehensive under-
standing of the area, 
(4) Black and white photos with color photos 
of the area in order to take advant,se of 
the incr1a1ed capability of the human eyo 
to diffe~entiate between colors, 
(5) . Photos .of one ana wito those of other areas. 
It ii of Un ,tH>Hible to use one photo iui Ii 
"key" for another, 
14, In summing up, the indicative weight of each element is 
compared with all others in such a way that a conclusion 
can be formed on the .basis of convergence of evidence. 
The princ:iple of convergence of evidence assumes that 
the interpreter has been able to recognize basic fea-
tures and consider their arrangement in an areal context 
so that the most probable interpretations suggest them-
selves. F1,.1rther intensive examination of the evidence 
should show a convergence towards but one of the prob-
.able interpretations. 
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After all conclusions have been correlated an analysis is presented 
in a report format which.usually .relies heavily on annotated photo 
mosaics and stereo-grams. 
1. Strandberg,. ,Carl .H, ... Aerial "D:Lscov.er;y .Manual, John Wiley, 
New Yark (1967). 
2. Moore, Eric G. and Barry .s .. Wellax-, Urban Data Coilection by· 
Airborne Sensor,, .. American Institute ·of Planners Journal, 
XXXV, January 1969, pps. 35 ... 37, 
3, American Soc~iety . of Photogrammetry ,. ·Manual of Photographic 
Interpretation, American Society of Photogrammetry, 
Washington (1960) , · 
4, Lueder, D, R. Aerial Photographic' Interpretations, McGraw-Hill, 
New York (1959). 
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APPENDIX B 
GEOLOGY OF GRAYSON COUNTY, TEXAS1 
Grayson County is situated in north-central Texas between 
0 0 0 O latitudes 33 25' and 33 55' North, and lo~gitudes 96 25' and 96 55' 
West and contains an area measuring approximately 927 square miles. 
The Red River and Lake Texoma (a 143,000 acre general purpose reservoir 
impounded by the Denison Dam on the Red River) form the north boundary 
of the county and the border between the ~tatelil of, Oklahoma and T~xa~. 
'l'he county :f.1 'bounded on the east: by Fannin County and on the west by 
Cooke County. Denton and Collin counties bord1n· the county on the 
south, Sherman, the county seat, and Denbon are the principle· u:rbim 
centers in the county. 
Physiography 
Grayson County,. due to its pos.ition in the extreme northern reach 
of the Weat Gulf Coastal;Plain, is a generally dissected region whose 
topography is largely.determined by the character of .its rock outcropso 
Based on the regional character of these outcrops, north-central Texas 
has been subdivided into four physiographic regions or belts which 
generally coincide with basic geologic units of the area. These geo-
logic units will be described in detail in subsequent sections. 
Figure 31 illustrates the general position of the four physiographic 
1:>elts. 
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The Western Cross Timbers, occupying the outcrop areas of the 
. Trinity group, is found only briefly in a narrow belt along the ex-
treme northern reaches of the county. The belt intermittantly par-
allels the south shore of Lake Texoma and is characterized by a very 
r4gged topography marked, by deep, steep-walled ravines. The sandy 
s9il typical of the formation supports a mod.erate growth of post oak 
and blackjack oak. 
The Grand Prairie, occupying the narrow outcrop areas of the 
Wii,shita and Fred:ricksburg groups in the northern part of the county, 
c~aracteristically is a rolling upland formed by.underlying limestone 
and marl, The resistant limestone forms a nearly flat surface or 
prairie, while the softer marl, exposed· in slopes, creates significant 
erosion features .by \lndercutting overlying limestone, 
The Eastern Cross Timbers, generally coinciding with the outcrop 
area of the Woodbine formation, is a gently rolling sandy belt, The 
be!\:, averaging abcnit 2 miles in width, extends from the southwest 
corner of the county northward ,through the county to the vicinity of 
the Big Mineral Arm of Lake.Texoma, where :Lt swings. sharply eastward 
between Denison and.,Sherman ,to .Bells near the Fannin County border. 
The western pa:rt of this.belt is devoted to farming, while the 
northern part .supports a moderate growth of post oak and blackjack oak, 
The Blacl<: (or Blackland) Prairie, occupying the outcrop areas of 
the Eagle l<'ord shale and the Austin chalk, is characteristically a 
gently undulating to moderately rolling topography which covers 




Grayson County's position astride the transition zone between the 
North Central Plains and the West Gulf Coastal Plains creates a wide 
variety of unique geological and surface features which give evide·nce 
o~ the geologic history of this region. Figure 32, a Geologic Time 
Chart2 describes the characteristics of the basic geologic eras· .and is 
offered as an aid to the following narrative. 
During most of the Paleozoic era the area now occupied by Grayson 
County was part of a large sedimentary basin which received thick ac-
cumulations of marine deposits. Near the end of the Mississippian 
period and during the early part of the Pennsylvanian period, structural 
deformation created troughs and arches within the basin, Parts of the 
basin subsequently were deepened and faulted, and the basin continued 
to receive several thousand feet of sediments. 
By Middle Pennsylvanian time the deeper parts of the basin were 
filled with sediments, in part, causing the seas to expand. A major 
crustal disturbance or orogeny during Middle Pennsylvanian time ca.used 
a general westward tilting of the.land, causing the seas to move 
westward, 
Uplift and erosion during the Mesozoic era tended to reduce the 
area to a flat surface or peneplain. Because of subsidence in the Gulf 
Coast geosyncline (a major depression in the earth's crust) during 
Middle and Late Mesozoic time, Cretaceous seas were able to subm~rge 
the area frem the seutheast. Sedimentation accompanying this 
;1 . : '' 
· 30,000,009 ' ; ' 
', .' . '.,,, 
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submergence resulted in the deposit o~ roughly 3600 feet of Cretaceous 
sand, shale, marl, chalk; and limestone of the Gulf and Comanche series. 
The seas withdrew at the close of the Cretaceous era and later struc-
tural deformation precipitated the Preston anticline (an arching fold), 
the Sherman syncline (a dipping fold or trough), and, several associated 
crustal flexures now evident on the surface, Erosion of the emergent 
sea beds has been apparently continuous through the Quaternary and 
Tertiary periods of the Cenozoic era. Subsidence in the Gulf Coast 
geosyncline during Q1:1aternary and Tertiary periods ci,.used tilting 
toward the southeast, and accounts for the ex:Lating regional dip of the 
Cretaceous strata. 
Many of tlu1 prH111nt topa;rAphiei featur~§ gf Gr3y@(}fi (lgunty, in ... 
eluding l!ltt'@tam tiarra~&Uil (ntJw h1ah ~t,gve the v,dley flt;jt;id plaiiis) were 
fot1m@d dur1n; Pl@!e1t1;1@11ni@ Hme. C©nHrn.1ous ef'Gl§ian dudng the ReGeHt 
lilpQeh ha.Iii forttuad @~Undvii! alluvial tlii!pt:Hlits along most clt1aifiirig;e 
e.h~ru1.@b in th~ @t;lUnty. Figur~ ;33-1 is et sicUem through Gtaysofi 
County whie.h illutstratlius th~ cl12posies gf thi3 :fo:tEam@ntionecl gtaalbgie 
. . 
condst of sand, clay, marl, chalk and limeste:m~ formed from deposits 
of the Cretaceous era. Within the county these formations have an 
estimated maximum thickness of about 3600 feet. Pleistocene and Recent 
Alluvium, consisting of sand, gravel, clay, and silt, is found along 
main drainage features, such as the Red River, Choctaw Creek, and the 
Big Mineral watershed. 
; 
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:~trueture.section across the Preston· Anticline fr-0m a point on Red River, one ·mile northeast of Preston, 
southward through. Pottsboro. · 





The Cretaceous system of rocks is represented in Grayson County 
by formations of the Comanche series, which outcrop. only in the 
norther"Q. part of the county, .and formations of the Gulf series, which 
outcrop in meet of the remainder of the county. The Comanche series 
includes the Trinity.group ·and some·rocks of the Washita and 
F~edricksburg groups. The Gulf series in Grayson County includes the 
Woodbine formation, the .Eagle Ford shale, and the Austin chalk, The 
Cretaceous formations were apparently deposited on an unevenly eroded 
surface of Pennsylvanian rocks and have a regio~al southeasternly dip 
averaging approximately 33 feet per mile.· This general dip in the 
Cretaceous strata is interrupted by two prominent folds in the county: 
the Pr11ton anticline and the Sherman 1ynclin1, The11 fold1, 11· 
lu1t:1:1t:ed on Figure 31, hive I major influence on the pattern of out-
crops of the Cretaceous strata, causing the strata to be deflected to 
the southeast from·their original northward and eastward strikes, The 
Preston anticline, an upwarp of about 1000 feet, begins in Southern 
Oklahoma and· crpsses into Texas in the vicinity of Preston Peint on 
Lake Texoi:na and continues to the southeast past Denison until it be-
comes indistinct in Fannin County. The position of the axis of the 
anticline is evid~nced in the Presten Point·area by an outcrop of the 
rrinity group between outcrops of the Washita and Fredricksburg groups. 
Th,e Sherman syncline lies immediately to the south of, and rough,ly 
parallel to, the Preston anticline. The axis of the syncline trends 
southeastward through Gordonville and Sherman. The syncline is a wide, 
shallow, asymmetrical fold having a steep slope on the north and a 
gently dipping slope on the south. No major faults are observed at the 
surface in Grayson County, though a narrow outcrop of the E:~~le Ford 
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shale between Sherman and Denison is a suspected fault in view of the 
fact that no steep dips of strata are noted at the surface in that area, 
Faults having small displacements are noted in areas of outcrop of the 
Austin chalk, In the following description of roc,k units the symbols 
in parenthesis refer to the map symbols found on the geologic map il-
lust:rated in Figure 34.l'. 
Pennsylvanian Rocks, Undifferentiated 
Rocks of the Pennsylvanian period do not outcrop in Grayson County; 
however, they are generally formed directly below the Trinity group in 
the county and consequently influence the overlying strata. Pennsyl-
vanian formations are found at depths ranging from about 600 feet in 
the northwestern part of the co\lnty to about 3600 feet in the south-
western part, These formations are characteristically sandy shale, 
limestone and sandstone, reach a maximum thickneu of about 15,000 feet, 
and have a regional westward dip, which contrasts with the overlying 
Cretaceous beds which dip regionally to the so4th, (The Trinity sand is 
referred to by some geologists as Antlers sand,) 
Cretaceous System 
Comanche Seties 
The Comanche series, which. includes the Trinity group, is the 
basal division of the CretaceQus system and was created by sediments 
deposited by an encroaching sea on an erodible land surface. The over-
lying Washita and Fredricksburg are distinguished hy their cyclical 
type of deposition, evidenced by alternating beds of limestone, clay 
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Figure 34, Geologic Chart 
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and marl. This sequence of deposition reflects cyclic transgression 
and regression of seas over the·area. In Grayson County .the Comanche 
s~ries ranges in thickness from 500 to 800 feet. 
Trinity Group, Undi:Eferentiatecl. · (l<a) ,.· 
Throughout the Trinity period the Grayson County area apparently 
was near the edge of a sea which encroached upon the land from the 
southeast, Deposits laid down during this period consist chiefly of 
~and and minor amQunts of clay and gravel. The Trinity group .outcrops 
~tl massive beds in a narrow belt in the extreme northern parts of the 
county. The Trinity group erodes readily and, where overlain by Walnut 
clay and Goodland limestone, forms steep bluffs and deep ravines. Most 
of the outcrop of the Trinity in Grayson County is covered by a loose 
mantle of Red lUvar alluvium or ia submerged under the waters behind 
Denison Dam, The Trinity group characteristically begins with a baHl 
conglomerate and transit::Lons upward into a fine white to gray poorly 
consolidated sand in massive beds. '!'he Trinity becomes deep.ly buried 
immediately to the southeast of its outcrop. At Sherman it is lo~ated 
approximately 1500 feet below the surface. 
Fredricksburg Group·· (Kgw, Kki). 
The Fredricksburg group overlies the Trinity group in Grayson 
County and includes, in ascending order, the Walnut clay, the Goodland 
limestone, and the Kiamichi formation. The thickness of the group 
.ranges from O to 100 feet, increasing to the east and south. The strata 
of this group dip regionally to the southeast. 
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Wplnut Clay (Kgw) 
The Walnut clay overlies the Trinity group in an unconforming 
manner and outcrops in a narrow belt along the south shore of Lake 
Texoma, It consists of a black shale containing layers. of shell 
b;-eccia. The tl:11ckness of the .formation ranges from abt.mt 8 feet near 
its outcrop.to .. about.22 feet in southwe.etern·Grayson County. 
Goodland ·Limestone,. (l<.gw) 
The Goodland l:Lnieatona o-verlies.the Walnut clay confo:mably and 
outcrops in a nu•row, north-facing Hcarpmant axt@ndinm abn1 the south 
shore of Lake Texoma. The Goodland rat'lges in. thicknHs ftt>m about 12 
feet where it outc.rops to about 40 feet in the southwestern part of the 
county. At its ou'l;:crop, the upper 8 feet of the formation is an ex-
tremely hat'd crystalline limestone, which weathers into thin fragments; 
the lower 4 feet is a chalky limes~one. 
Kiamichi Formation (Kki) 
The Kiamichi overlies the Goodland limestone in a conformable 
manner. It outcrops in benches and terraces between the resistant 
Goodland lime$tone and the overlying Duck Creek for~ation. It averages 
30 to 35 feet in thickness and consists predominantly of greenish clay, 
though the,upper surface may coni;ist of thin ledges of hard limestone 
containing an abundance of fossils. 
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Was hi ta G·roup (Kdc 2 Kfw ,. · Kd.,, Kwe, Kpp, Kms, . Kgy) · 
The Washita group overlies the Fredricksburg group with apparent 
, conformity, Included in this group, in ascending order, are the Duck 
Creek fotmation, Fort Worth limestone, Denton clay, W,eno clay limestone, 
P1wpaw formation, Main Street limestone, and Grayson marl. The Washita 
group ranges in thickness from about 435 feet to about SSO feet, thick-
ening in direction of dip but thinning southward along the strike. The 
group consists largely of alternating beds of limestone and.marl but 
contains some sand near the top, 
Duck Creek Formation . (Kdc) 
The Duck Creek formation overlies the Kiamichi with an apparent 
conformity; its outcrop extends across most of the northern part of the 
county. The formation x-anges in thickness from about 90 to 130 feet; 
its thickness ... is generally uniform in the direction of dip to the south-
east but decreases along the strike to the south. The Duck Creek con-
sists chiefly of interbedded modular limestone and marl with the lime-
stone weatherin,g ta form prominent ledges. In the lower 40 to 50 feet, 
the limestone and marl alternate in thin beds, with the thicker lime,,-
stone beds predominatingr In the upper 60 to 70 feet, the limestone 
beds become thinner and are separated by increasingly thicker beds of 
marl. The contact with the overlying Fort Worth limestone is g.rada-
tional from marl to li~estone. The lower parts of the Duck Creek con-
tain an abundance of fossils. 
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Fort Worth ,Limestone , (Kfw). , . 
The Fort Worth limestone ove1:1lies the Duck Creek formation with 
apparent conformity and outcrops in northern Grayson County on t:he 
sputh slope of the Preston anticline. The area of outcrop is charac-
terized by ridges and hills (cuestas) with a steep escarpment on the 
north and a long gentle slope to the south, The Fort Worth b about 
60 feet thick near the outcrop and thickens in direction of dip ta 
about 70 feet in the southeastern part of the county, The formaticm 
thins southward along the strike and is about 50 feet thick in the 
southwestern part ,of the county. The Fort Worth ccmi.dmit1 of l:i:mHtc:m.~ 
and marl in BlternaUn1 b@d1 whi(l,h may b@ Hparat1d intc, thr1@ dhtinet 
units. The ,lower unit consists of about 15 to 20 fe~t of HmMtcrn.® 
and minor beds of marl. The middle unit, about 20 :h~t "thic:k, h p:t(ii-
dom:Lnantly marl, The upper unit, about 15 to 20 feet thfok, bi 
chiefly limestone. 
Denton Clay (Kd) 
The Denton clay overlies the Fort Worth limestone ,with apparent 
conformity and outcrops in a.narrow belt across the northern part of 
Grayson County, Near its outcrop the formation is abou.t 60 feet thick, 
but thins in direction of dip to about 40 feet in the southeastern part 
of the county. The Denton consists largely of brownish-yellow clay and 
thick beds of hard light~colored sandstone. A bed of sandy shell ag-
glomerate is characteristically found on its upper surface. 
Weno Clay (Kwe) 
The Weno clay (designated limestone by some geologists) overlies 
the Denton clay with apparent conformity. Its outcrop extends in a 
narrow belt across the .northern part of the county. The formation 
r~nges in thickness from about 110 to 135 feet and consists of dark 
gray to tan shaly clay, thin beds .of sand, clay-ironstone concretions, 
ahd, in its upper levels, some hard sandstone and limestone beds. 
Pawpaw Formation ,(K~p) · 
The Pawpaw fo?l!mat:f.on,conformably overlies the Weno clay; its out-
crop lies in a narrow-·'belt in the northern part of. the county, 
Locally, the Pawpaw,forms a topography very lilimilar to that of the 
Eastern Cross Timbers and .may be mistaken for Woodbine formation. The 
Pawpaw is about 60 feet .thick near its outcrop and thickens in the 
direction of dip.to about 80 feet .in the southeastern part of the 
county. The Pawpaw consists of reddish-brown clay in the lower levels 
and poorly cemented yellowish-brown sand in the upper levels, The sand 
at the top of the formation is typically in a massive bed 20 to 30 feet 
thick. 
Main Street Limestone (Kms) 
The Main Street limestone overlies the Pawpaw formation with ap-
parent confoonity and outcrops in conspicuous ledges of hard limestone 
in the northern-part of the county. The thickness of the Maip. Street 
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ranges from 11 to 15 feet in the outcrop area; however, unlike most of 
the other formations of this. gtoup, the Main Street thickens along the 
strike towards .the south, reaching a thickness of about 25 feet in the 
southwestern part of the county. The Main Street consists of 1 or 2 
foot beds of hard white or brownish-white crystalline.limestone al-
ternating with !l to 6 inch beds of marl. Generally, the limestone is 
massive at the ,base of the Main Street.formation, but becomes thinner 
near the top where marl beds predominate, oxidation of pyrite in the 
limestone causes an iron-stained appearance. 
Grayson Marl (Kgy) 
The Grayson marl is the uppermost member of the Washita series 
and the Comanche group and outcrops in a narrow belt extending across 
the northern part of the county. The thickneaa of the formation aver-
ages, about.is to 20 faet·naar the outcrop and thickens to about 25 feet 
along the strike at the southern boundary of the county, though the 
formation thickens to about 50 feet in direction of dip to the south-· 
east. Marl is derived from soft, calcareous deposits that are mixed 
with clays, silts and sands, often containing shells and organic re.;.. 
mains. The Grayson marl typically consists of yellowish-brown fossili-
ferous, calcareous clay, bluish~gray marl containing many nodules of 
limestone, and thin beds of grayish limestone. The more prominent · 
limestone beds near the .base of the formation represent the gradation 
from the underlying Main Street limestone. 
Gulf. Series 
Rocks of the Gulf series overlie ro.cks of the Comanche series in 
an unconformable manner and are represented in Gra~son County by the 
Woodbine formation, the Eagle Ford shale and the Austin chalk. These 
sedimentary rocks dip to the southeast and reach a maximum thickness of 
about 1500 feet in Grayson County. The Gulf series outcrops in the 
southeastern three-fourths of the county and its rocks .form the physio-
graphy for the Eastern Cross Timbers and the Black Prairie belts, 
Woodbine Formation (Kwt 2 Kwl 2 Kwr, Kwd) 
The Woodbine formation is the basal formation of the Gulf series 
in north-central Texas. The exact relationship of the Woodbine to the 
underlying roC1ks of the Comanahe lilU'iH hH not bHn determined; 
however, the Woodbine apparently rests unconformably.on the underlying 
Grayson marl, though the .contact is obscure, It is poslilible that 
erosion may have removed late deposits of the Washita group in thi!:i 
area before deposit;l.on of the Woodbine, The Woodbine outcrop averages 
6 miles in width in west~rn Grayson County (where it forms the Eastern 
Cross Timbers belt) but narrows to less than 3 miles after it turns 
eastward near Pottsboro. The Woodbine formation thickens from about 
410 feet near its outcrop to about 500 feet in the southeastern part of 
the county. The formation.consists of medium to coarse crossbedded 
sand, much of which is unconsolidated, and laminated shaly clay, Beds 
of hard siliceous sandstone are scattered throughout the formation; 
locally, the outcrop is often covered with residual boulders of 
siliceous sandstone. Massive reddish sand beds are found in some 
places; however, the individual beds are highly lenticular and grade 
into clay within short lateral distances. In most parts of Grayson 
County the thickest sand beds are found at or near the base or in the 
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upper third of the .fortnation.., The .presence of -aluni.te .:nodules may 
serve to identify the con.tact posit!ion between the Woodbine and the 
oyerlying Eagle Ford shale. 
Eagle Ford Shale (Kef!) 
The Eagle Ford sp.ale overlies the Woodbine in a conformable 
manner. Its outcrop pattern appro:ximates that of the Woodbine, though 
the formation has two .distinctly different directions. ,of strike. An 
8 mile-wide north-south outcrop turns sharply eastward near Pottsboro, 
continues in a narrow belt, 1/2 to 3 miles in width, and leaves the 
cpunty neat:' Bells, The.outcrop of the Eagle Ford shale forms part of 
the Black Prairie and typically is a treeless prairie, though near Bells 
sandy layers in the upper part of the shale beco~e prominent enough to 
support a wooded, sandhill topography, The Eagle Ford ,ranges in thick-
ness tram 440 to 480 feet in the uneroded parts of Grayson County. The 
formatiqn consists largely of bluish-black shale and intermittent thin 
lenses and bands of hard limestone. Near the surface of the Eagle Ford 
· are found sand layers and hard fossiliferous sandstone totalling about 
15 to 20 feet in thickness, 
Austin Chalk (Kau~ Kg, Kee., .Kbo) 
I 
The Austin chalk, overlying the Eagle Ford shale in an unconform-
able manner, is the latest Cretaceous formation in Grayson County, The 
formation underlies about one-third of the county; it forms a westward 
facing white.escarpment which overlooks the broad plains formed by the 
Eagle Ford shale, The outcrop, mainly in the central and southeastern 
parts of the e,ounty, weathers to a black residual soil forming part of 
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the Blacl(. · Pra±ti~. be! t •. The maximum thickness of. the .. formation in 
G;-ayson Count;y is abaut 550 .fe.et. The formation consists ... of chalk and 
liinestci)ne interbedded with layers of marl. The deeply buried rocks 
are·bluish-gray, while those near the .surface·inthe zone of weathering 
are·chalky white. The base 0 of ,the Austin chalk is -typil.cally marked by 
the presence of a con$1omer.ate of .fossils called "fish-bed. 11 
Quaternary System 
Pleistoaeneand Reaent .. Ser:Les, Und:lffetent:Lated 
. . . . . I 
Alluvium (gt, 91:1, 91:2, gt3, Ot4, · Oal) 
Alluvial deposits 9f Pleistocene and Recent time form flood plains 
and terraces :l.n several parts of·the county. Generally, .the older 
alluvial deposits, which are typically represent•d by terraces located 
high above the present stream beds, are·dissected and show the effects 
of varying degrees of. e-i::osion~ In some areas the high-level terraces 
coalesce near junctions of streams and cap interstream divides, As-
sociated with the high-level terraces are younger, lower J,.y~ng depos-its 
which form benches .. ot,:. b;toad ·terraces adjacent to existing streams. The 
lowest surfaces.are flood .. plains stream bed of present.streams. The 
Alluvium along ,.each stream .consists of sediments deriv.ed from roc'k,s 
that outcrop within the drainage area.of the stream. Streams draining 
shaly areas deposit Alluvium that consists chiefly of tight, impermeable 
material (Qtl, Qal); while streams draining sandy areas deposit Alluvium 
that consists chiefly of permeable materials (Qt2, Qt3, Qt4), Exten-
sive deposits .of .. sand and gravel ar~ found near the mouth of Choctaw 
1.50 
Creek on the Red River. The thicknes~ of the Alluvium in the county 
range from Oto 60 feet~ 
FOOTNOTES 
1 
Th1s appendix 1s based on the following referenoess 
~ GrQ•OSZ st Gra.yson County, Texas b;v Fred. M. Bullard . 
ffi.'.31 r Gr9Y:nd ... W1ter Geology ,2t Grayson County, Texas, u. s. 
Geolog1oal .surve;y ( 196:3) r and lb! Geology and Geopnysios. ~ 
~ S fru:son Coy.nttes, ';J1e3!i@,S, The Dallas Geological and 
Gi~~$1Qa So~iet!~s ( 957), 
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APPENDIX C 
GENERAL SOIL.DAT.A, SHERMAN-DENISON, TEXAS 
Soil :Ls the product.of .climate, living organisms, parent materials, 
topography, and ·Ume •.. If· the-.interaction of these f:Lve maj·or elements 
hae been :Ldent1ca1·1n.two s:Lven areas, the nature and.characteristics 
Of the soil :Ln, those two , areas .are .. identical. If, however, the inter-
action of these ·five elements has .,not -be'en identic•l in the two areas, 
tl',e soils in ,the two ar.eas differ, Within very short distances the 
., 
resu.lt:Lns soil differences may be ext:eme. 
Soil Classification 
A very aomprehens~ve nationwide system of soil classification is 
followed in the United States. According to this ,ytem soils are 
placed in the following categories, in descending order: order, sub-
order, great soil group, family, ser;i.es, type and phase. Classes of 
the highest category are the zonal, intrazonal and azonal orders. The 
zonal order consists of soils with evident,. genetically related hori-
zons that .r-eflect in their .fo:r:mation predominant; influences of climat_e 
and livip.g organisms. The.;Lntrazopal order consists of soils with evi-
dent, .genetically related.horizons that reflect the dominant influence 
of a local factor of -.relief er parent material over the effects of 
climate and living organisms. The a.Ee>nal order is made up of soils 
that lack genetically related horizons,. commonly b,cause they are 
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young, very steep, or have resistant parent material. 
Persons requiring soil information for specific land use problems 
are primarily interested in data concerning soil series, type and phase, 
In the classification procedure soils that have profiles closely alike 
comprise a soil series. Except ·for different texture in the surface 
layer, all soils of one series have major horizons that are similar in 
thickness, arrangement, and other significant characteristics. (Each 
sQil series is named for the locale where a soil of that series was 
first identified and mapped.) Many soil series contain soils that 
differ in texture of their surface layer and are accordingly divided 
into subgroups, called soil types, .reflecting these differences in sur-
face text1.,1.re. Thus, within a series, all soils having a surface h.yer 
of the same texture belong to one soil type. However, some soil types 
vary so much in slope, degree of erosion, number and size of stones, 
or some other feature significantly affecting their use, that they at"e 
further subdivided into phases. The name of the soil phase indicates 
a feature that affects its management, 
Development of a General Soil Map 
The U, S, Department of Agriculture, primarily through the Soil 
Conservation Service, has for several years been engaged in an effort 
to map all soi;Ls in the United States, A primary goal in this effort 
is the general soil map. This document is used to illustrate soil 
patterns and associations that areuseful to those persons who want a 
general idea of a region's soil patterns or who want to locate large 
<1."::1 
areas suitable for some particular type of land use. 
Soil scientists prepare general soil maps primarily through the 
1.54 
use of air photo interpretation,anc;l field survey techniques. By study 
of changes in pattern, association, tone or color~·texture and topo-
graphic structure the soil scientist is able to delineate the bounda-
r~es of maj~r sail greups. 'I'hese groups usual+Y consist of soils ef 
!.' 
t10 or three soil series of clo~e relationship. On the general soil 
~JP, even soil areas tha~ are comparatively small reflect differences 
wpich are impQ'rt:ant.in determining their use with respect to sur-
rpunding·soil, 
I , ' .. j 
Figure. 35· · is ia general soil map for the Sherman-Denison 
area. Figure 36;'. is its soil legend. 
The Soil Conse'l:lvation Service ha~ developed several guides :for 
making comprehensive soil interpretation. Fig.ure 3f presents cr:I. ... 
teria for interpreting: 
l, l4ater T~ble (Supplement A) 
2. Flood Hazard (Supplement B) 
3. Productivity (Supplement C) 
4. Depth to Hard Rock (Supplement D) 
5. Traffic Supporting Capability (Supplement~) 
6. Available Water Capacity (Supplement F) 
7. Inherent Erodibility by Water (Supplement G) 
8. Wind Erodibility (Supplement H) 
9. Land Use Limitatien Ratings (Supplement I). 
10. Light Industry and Commercial Buildings (Supplement J) 
ll. Dwellings with Septic Tank Filter Fields (Supplement K) 
12. Dwellings with Public or Community Sewage·Systems (Supplement 
L) 
13. 'Roadf ill (Supplement :M) 
14. '.p~psoil (Supplement N) 
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15. 'l'rafficways (Supplement O) 
Figure 38.':. is a guide .. used .£.at' inte·rpretdng soils .for recreational 
~ . .·. . .. 
uses. Figure .39· consists ef guides using soil corrosivity, percola-
tion rate, permeability and shrink .. swell characteristics as criteria in 
making soil.interpretation13 .for non-agricultural uses. 
The Sherman office of the Soil Conservation Service is presently 
engaged in preparing·a comprehensive soil survey which will result in 
s9il interpretations for all la~p in Grayson C~uQ.tf, The estimated 
completion date for this project; h 1973. 
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Figure 35. General Soil Map 
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. SOILS LEGEND±/ 
A'O'S'l'lN..;,EPDY· S0I'LS . (AEd) ·· 
. r . 
Austin.,.. d~rk $ray:l.sh brown to grayish brown friable calcareous 
s:Uty clay to clay surface, 10-14 inches thick, over brown to pale 
brown friable strongly.granular highly calcareous silty clay to clay. 
Chalky marl or cbalk at depths of about 15-30 inches. Gently sloping 
te mederatJly rolling (1 ... 8% slopes), 
.Eddy • 1:1.Sht brownish gray tc:, gray very friable calcareous· silty 
clay or clay contain:t.na many small f:i:asmanta ot chalky U.mest:one; 3-1.5 
inches thick, over aoft chalky marl. interbadded with white chalk. or 
chalk frapents, Moderately sloping to undulatins (4 ... 8% slopee1). 
Approximate 1.crease1/ - 50,000 (60% Austin; 30% Eddy; 10% other). 
1/ 
S~il series s~own are the dominant series in each delineation but 
smaller areas of other soils occur. Acreages and percentages shown are 
appro:dmate. Percentages for the major series include similar soils. 
The scale of the map and the detail shown are not adequate for iden-
tifying the soils on a specific farm, The map is an advanced compila-
tion subject to change as additional information is developed. 
Figure 36. Soils Legend 
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Nea·rest 1, 000, 
BOWIE ... SAWYER SOILS ·· (BoS) 
Bowie - very pale brown acid sandy loam or loamy sand s1,.n:face, 
12-20 inches thick, over yellow or brownish yellow friable porous acid 
sandy clay loam, mottled with red and yellow in lower part. Nearly 
level to rolling (l-10% slopes). 
Sawyer - 1rayiah brown to pale brown acid fine sandy loam to 
loamy sand surface, 10-15 inches thick, over faintly mottled browniih 
yellow friable porous sandy ,clay loam grading into mottled pale yellow, 
red and light gray firm weakly blocky clay at depths .of 25-35 inches 
beneath the surface, Nearly level to gently sloping (1-5% slopes). 
Approximate acreage - 80,000 (35% Bowie; 25% Sawyer; 40% other), 
CROCKET'l'-WILSON FI;NE SANDY LOAM (CrW) 
Crockett - dark brown to yellowish brown friable acid sandy loam 
to clay loam surface, 7-12 inches thick, over yellowish brown and red 
mottled very firm and very plastic blocky acid clay. Surface soil 
very tight and crusty when dry. Calcium carbonate concretions below 
50 inches. Nearly level to gently sloping (1-5% slopes). 
Wilson:... very dark gray to gray or grayish brown acid sandy loam 
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to clay loam surface, 4-12 inches thick, over dark gray very firm 
blocky to massive neutral clay; alkaline to calcareous below about 
3() inches. Surface soil very tight and hard when dry, Nearly level 
t, gently sloping (0-4% slopes). 
Approximate acreage - 45,000 (55% Crockett; 25% Wilson; 20% other), 
ELLIS-CROCKETT SOILS .(ECr) 
Ellis - dark grayish brown to olive weakly granular to blocky 
firm neutral to alkaline clay surface, 4-12· inches thick, over olive 
very firm neutral to alkaline clay gradin, into pale olive or mottled 
ydlow and light gray clay containing Cacp3 concretions and s't,.ale 
fragments at 10-25 inches beneath the surface; surface crusty when . 
dry, Gently to strongly sloping (3-12% dopes). 
Crockett - dark brown to yellowish brown friable acid Hndy loam 
to clay loam surface, 7·12 inches thick, over yellowish brown and red 
mottled very firm and very plastic blocky acid clay. Surface soil 
very tight ancl crusty when dry. Calcium carbonate concretions below 
50 inches~ Nearly level to gently sloping (1-5% slopes). 
Approximateacreage - 63,000 (30% Ellis; 25% Crockett; 45% other), 
EDGE-KIRVIN STONY. F.INE SANDY LOAM (EK) 
Edge - grayish brown to pale brown acid fine sandy loam surface, 
4-12 inches thick, over mottled red very firm compact blocky acid clay 
grading with depth through a mottled reddish brown to a brownish gray 
clay or sandy clay. Surface so:U crusty and tight when dry. Nearly 
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leyel to gently sloping (1-5% slopes). 
Kirvin - light brownish gray to pale brown acid sandy loam surface, 
9-14 inches thick, over .red friable porous subangular blocky- acid 
sandy clay becoming mottled with yellow at lower depths. Nearly level 
tp undulating (1-8% slopes)~ 
Approximate acreage - 23,000 (30% Edge; 30% Kirvin; 40% other). 
GOWEN SOILS (G) 
Gowen - dark grayish brown to grayish brown friable slightly acid 
to neutral sandy loam to clay loam surface, 8-16 inches thick, over 
dark gray friable porous massive acid to neutral clay loam stratified 
with fine sandy loam in places. Moderately well drained; nearly level 
floodplains. 
Approximate acreage - 2,000 (80% Gowen; 20% other), 
HOUSTON BLACK-AUSTIN CLAYS (HBA) 
Houston Black - very dark gray to black crumbly and friable cal-
careous clay surface, 10-25 inches thick, over dark gray or olive gray 
firm weak subangular blocky calcarMuiii clay, strongly calcareous mot-
tled yellow and gray clay at 30-60 inchli\ls. Nearly level to gently 
sloping (1-4% slopes). 
Austin - da:r;k grayish brown to grayish brown friable calcareous 
silty clay to clay surface, 10-14 inches thick, over brown to pale 
brown friable strongly granular highly calcareous silty clay to clay. 
Chalky marl or chalk at depths of about 15-30 inches. Gently sloping 
to moderately rolling (1-8% slopes). 
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Approximate acreage - 144,000 (40% Houston Black; 40% Austin; 
20% other). 
HOUSTON BLACK-HOUSTON-AUSTIN SOILS (HBHA) .· 
Houston Black .. ~ery dark ··gray to black crumbly and friable 
calcareous clay surface, 10-25 inches thick, over dark gray or olive 
gray firm weak subangular.blocky calcareous clay, strongly calcareous 
mpttled yellow and gray clay at 30-60 inches, Nearly level to gently 
sloping (1-4% slopes). 
Houston - dark olive gray to dark grayi-sh brown crumbly cal-
careous clay surface, 6-15 inches thick, over dark yellowish brown 
subangular 9locky highly calcareous clay with yellow mottling in lower. 
part - highly calcareous mottled yellow and gray clay (marl) at 20-
36 inch~s •. Gently sloping to undulating (4-8% 'slopes). 
Austin - dark grayish brown to grayish brown friable calcareous 
silty clay to clay surface, 10-14 inches thick, over brown to pale 
brown friable strongly granular highly calcareous silty clay to clay. 
Chalky marl or chalk at depths of about 15-30 inches. Gently sloping 
to moderately rolling (1-8% slop,s). 
Approximate acreage - 2-3- 9000 (35% Houston Black; 20% Houston; 
20% Austin; 25% other) •. 1 
, .. 
MINCO-WILSON SOILS (MW) 
Minco - brown to dark brown friable slightly acid silt loam sur-
face, 12-20 inches thick, over reddish brown friable porous neutral to 
alkaline silt loam or_ very fine sandy loam. · Nearly· level· to gently 
sloping (1-5% slopes5:~· 
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Wilsen - very dark g?iay .ta gray or grayish brown. acid sandy laom 
to clay loam surface, 4-l.2 inches thick, over dark gray very firm 
bloeky ta massive neutral clay; alkaline to c,lcareous.below about 
30 inches. Surface soil "O'ery tight at'l,d hard when dry. Nearly level 
tq gentle sloping (0-4% slopes), 
Approximate acreage-· 14,000 (30% Minco; 20% Wils~n; 50%· other). 
Tarrant - dark brown t:o dark grayish brown.friable highly cal-
careous clay surface, 4-8 inches thick, over broken or partly weathered 
limest.one e;,r lifflHtone bedrock at bu than U · iniiihH beneath thi sut= 
face; many limestone 1 frasments on surfae~. Gently sloping to hilly 
(2-20% slopes). 
Denton - very dark brown to da~k grayish brown crumbly granular· 
calcareous clay surface, 8-12·:tnches thick, over brown crumbly plasU~ 
atrongly calcareous clay containing a feW·$mall ha.rd CaCQ-§ over sub-
strata of limestone interbedded with soft marl, or oroken fragments of 
limestone mixed with marl at depths of about 12-36 inches beneath the 
surface, Gently sleping (2-6% slopes). 
Approximate acreage - 32,000 (35% Tarrant; 35% Denton; 30% other). 
TRINITY-CATALPA SOILS ·(TC) 
Trinity - very dark gray crumbly calcareous ciay surface, 20-40 
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:t,nches thick, over dark g.ray ·firm. c::alcareous clay. Moderately well 
drained, nearly level floodplains. 
Catalpa ... dark grayish brown to dark brown friable calcareous 
' . 
clay O'!:' clay loam !!Urface, 10-30.:1,.nches thick, over.grayish b,;own fri-
ab.le granular calcareous s;t.lty clay or clay loam, Well drained; nearly 
lfve1' floodplains. 
I· \,,I 
Approximate acrease - 11,000 (65~ Trinity; 30" Catalpa;' s,, other), 
WILSON-CROCKETT C:&6Y·;OAMS (WCr) 
··, --- . . . .. . .. I . . . . . 
"Wil,on • very dark arayt;o sra, or·arayi1h brownac:Ld sandy loam 
to clay loam 11,n:face, 4-12 inch•• thick, over d.rk aray very firm 
' . 
blocky t:o ma11ive neutzia1 clay; alkaUn• to calciar101a belc;,w abput 
30 inch••• Sur!ao• 10:l.1 very t:iaht: and hatd ~hen dry, Nearly level 
t:o gentl)" sloping (0·4% slopes), 
Crockett: - dark brown t:oyelbwi9h brown friable acid sandy loam 
to clay loam su.rfaqe, 7•12 :Lnche, thick, over yellowish br~wn and red 
mottled very fii:m and very p.lastio blocky acid clay, Surf ace soil very 
t:l,.ght and crusty when dry. CalC!.ium carbonate concretions be!Qw 50 
. . 
inches,. Netrly level to gen Uy sloping (l-5% slopes), 
Approx:t.m,te acreage - 106,ooo· (35% Wilson; 35% Crockett; 30% other). 
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Supplel!lnt A' 
. WAT~· TABLE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
Definition:· The 1.1pper 1urface of: fr•e water .in • 1011 or under11i,na .-.terial, In 1ome placea an upper or 
perched water teble i1 1ep1rated from a lower one by • dry zone, U water 11 · 1l>ove the 1urface it ii 








J>,eeper than 120 inche1 
60 to. 120 f.ncbea 
30 to 60 f.nchea 
U to 30 f.ncbea 







Shorter than 1 month per year 
1 to 2 monthl par year 
J ~o 6 month• per year 
6 'to 12 110nth1 per year 
Nore thin 12 ilOnth• · 
*Duration of hf.&h ~e~~~ ti.bl& ii molt Hyerf wl\e~ f.t OCCUrl d1.1rin1 tht heavy uie HIIOn, DuratiOft .. y 
1>e more u1efuUy expre11ed 11 • percente1e of the .u1e period. For e:ica111ple, a 10U to 1'e u .. d. for golf 
fairway mtaht have i durati,on of 20 percent of .th• 1.11e per.f.od of 6 1110nth1. · 
' " ' •,, .' 
HHIU'Z'tllllnt: ObHr.v•Uon 'of ·the level' at 'fl!i!:h' ,,.:ater 1t1nd1 (•~•q111t• tf.iie allowed for 1dju1i:.ent) in Ill 
unlined bore hole, A perch•cl w,atar l•v•l 1e ob1erved wllen !:he cle,penf.na of the. bole ceuiu th• wat:.•r level 
.tn the. hole .~9 111b1til•, The ob1erv1tion1 iho11111 be. "d• •t the U1111 of' !:he year .w,hen t.he 10U U wetteat, 
Nol'IIIIUy tn: the ilouthe11t thie ii 11t1 winter or 11rb 1prtn1, · · · 
. ' . ' " 
• ' ', ' . , · , .' ,·'. ·., . I I , ,' ,·.·. ' 
l1timat11 Without 1cleq1.11te v1ter table obi1rv1tion•• "'· au1t r1l7 on 11ti .. t11, The but 11tiut11 are 
blHd on the drlin111 011111 tempered with the jud11ment of experienced 1of.1 1eienttlt1,. • · , 
;I ,:'
1 
I ' , , ' ' 






· IC11Hvhat poor1)'. 
~oorly" .. 
VII')' poor ty 
· Jpproxt .. 1:11 
" 1pproxl•t11 
approxt.1111: .. 
WOitr table. 11110,, 72 inoh11 for mor1 ,than 
10 110nth1 per )'Ill 
Wa~er tabl1 below :so in11h11 for "°'' th111. 
I •nth1 per ,ear . 
.wuer table below 15 inoh11 for more then 
I 'month• per ,ear 
Wat•r t1bl1 below 15 inoh11 for 1111 than 
11 •onthe per )'tar · 
\fate, table liltlov U inoh111 for 1111 than 
1 month per JIH 
!fCit!l'IS•t Prooeedh*• of Nation11 Ttohn~~al· Work•Plennti, Conference of th1 Coop~r1tive loll Survey, 
c tcaao, UUnoh, Much 25·~9, 1963, . . •· .. 
Pl.OOD HAZARD 







X..11 often.than once in 
50 yetrl . 
Once in 20 to SO ye41r1 
Once .tn 5 t9 20 ya1r1 
Once h 1 to 5 year, , 




YerJ long Lonaer 
Figure .37, soils Interpretation Criteria 
1Jilf¥Ell9151 'Mouuro~nt~, 1hou1d ~· 11o'1111ul1t1d. 11oordin1 to 10'11 Memorandum 1~1·40, ·,,.,,i 17., ~··~··. 
115&,tll HJdr.oloai011 1ilrv1:,1 _from Ot!t10lf.H1 IUl:'Yt:,, Corpl of lqf.UIH 1 T\IA 1 11111 other 111nof.11 . . . 
''" recaueno:, and f1ow.f.nforutJon on man:, ur11m1, Thi• f.nforu'tf.on oan bl u11d f.n •kf.ns th• 11U•t11, , ,, ', ., . ' ' . . 
*Th• tf.M of ,...,. ., •. thi flood• ooour 1hou1d bl noted. r1oodins oaaurrf.111 lit ltht tf.•• ""'" UII ii 
' MIYJ ,, ... , ' . " , \,,, f.n tho11 p11'iod1 when ..... ii U1ht, . \'• . 
I~· I ii 
lupp11111111t C · 
PRODUC'll'ltVITY 
P,finltiont Produotf.Yf.tJ II Ulld htrl r1f1r1 to thl 1bl1itJ.of the IOf.1 to product 1d1pt1d ao.mon crop1 
:und1r •· r111onab1J ht.ah 11v11 of ma11111m1nt, 'l'hf.1 level of ma1U11 ... nt f.na1ud11 1aonllld;o111J fe11f.b11 
· fartf.li11tio1, ·proper 111d 1e11111:ton1 cultural Pf10tie11, and harv11ttn1 practta11, but aot trriptioli, 
A 10U 111:, ~ ,producttv•, .,van thouah low in natural fertUf.t:,, provtdtns it i• cap1bl1 of n1po11df.111 
to 1ood 111111111111nt, . · • , 1• • 
Pror:rtt.11 f.mport1nt in d1t1rmi.nlna. 1of.l pro~uativity 1r11 
I cation IXChlftll 01p1cf.ty, • 
· 2, lf~•c.tf.ve root depth~ · · · 
.3, Av1U1bl1 nter aapacilty of the rtot 1ona (Bff1ctlY1 root depth (f.n inch11) tl1111 av1U1bl1 water 
. holcliq aapacilty (in, /inch)), 
St1n,Jagd1 for uktna 1v1.1uatf.on1 of produattvhy1 
Hf.1h1 
,, 
1, Cation exah1n11 c1p1cf.ty 
· Z, IUeotf.YI root d1pth 
3, Avaf.11\11 w1t1r oapaof.ty of the 
root 10n1 
. · 1, . Catt.Oil IICOMftll oapaot.t:, 
· Z, lfleoUv1 root depth . , 
3, Avaf.1111,11 'Ntl'II' Hpaof.tJ of th• 
· root 10111 •. 
l..ot1 .. 
1,· Catton. 1xc1hlnae a1paof.t:, 
2, lfftct:lYI root depth · 
3; AvaU1bl1 woer oapaof.tJ of th, 
· root·1one 
Mor• thin 10..,/100 1r1m1 of 1of.1 
De1par than 38 f.noh11 
Or11t1r than 3,5 f.nch11 
,Mora than 3111,/lDD 1r1m1 of 1of.l 
Dttpar than' 10 lnoh11· 
Oro1t1r than Z,5 tnoho1 
L111 than 3 ma,/100 1r1m1 of 1ol1 
Sha11ow.r than 10 f.noh•• 
i..11 thin Z,5 lnoh11 
.. n«tpth to Ward llock 
Supplement D 
· pdtpttipf1 The depth of 100111.111111:er:ltl t:o. "rock which re4u:l.rH dr:1.11:1.1111 and bla~Un,i for iu 
. ' ecoilolif.OI l'tllOVd, H l.l . ' ' .. , . . . . 
c1.,,,. . inch., 
",( 
· · ,.,,. 1hl11ow!' i..eH thttil 10 VI 
I,. Shallow 10 to 20 
llld Modarttely deep · 20 to 36 
cl . Deep 36 to 5~ 
vd Very Deep SO inches to 20 feet 
... · . . rf Ro~k free More than 20 feet . . 
.!/ ft~oe.!~1198& Geoli;,gy and .Rel~.ted Scienc1&, Heon~ edition, The American Geological Institute, Washington, 
'!/ BIM~'8§!~457~inolpgy b,11sea on· effective_ root 'depth classes (see 'Guide for ca.1servation Surveya, 
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Suppleaent B 
TRAFFIC SUPPORTING CAPACITY 
. '. / . . 
Definition:. Trdfic ·,upportins ce;i.c!ty 1.• the. abUHy of l:he unclhturbed •c,U to eupport 110vin1 lo1d1 
and indicate, the dt1ir1bUf.ty.of 1011 •• 1ubar1de D1terf.al, It 11 comaonly atveii 11 • arc;,up index of 
the AASHO cl111ificctf.on 1y1ta11. and 11 u11d for determf.nlna thf.ckne11 of flexible pavement;. The 1011 c1n 
1110 b• evalU1ted i?or 1ubarade .,ccordini to the Unified Cla11Uic1t1on 1y1t1m, ·Althouah the evllultf.on ii 
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1/ Hou1h~ 1, It, ,11110 !0!!1 lql1111rln1, the londd. Pr111 Ce>,. lie., York, 1957, rl'• 390 end 3811 1110 
· JOA loU Prt•r • IP• 37 ,· 411 'Ind 43, 
. ' 
1/ PIIA 373, ln1!1111rtr,s SoO Cl11dflHtton for aeitdentid .hv1111,-nt1e ltv, U/151, co~uan 41 table 3,. · 
,. 37, . ' .. ' ·. ' 
. . . . . . 
D•H!\&5'9DI ·Thi·· clUferlllH betvHft the IMOUl\t of watH ln I IOU It Udcl CIPHU1 11\11 thl IIIOUlllt II.ii ~h• . 
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Leu than .o, 
He11urement1 Field capacity 11 1pproxt•ted in th• lal!oratory by the l/3•atll, mot.ature ,e11:·centage for 
very fine 1andy loau and finer textured 10111 11nd. by 1/10 atm. for ftne 11ndy loam• and c1l>ar1111r· tex• 
'turH, "nae peir•nent vt.1ttn1 point l• approxtmtdy by th• 15-ata, parcentaae, AvaUeble w111te1i 
cepacU:y in. l~hea per inch .can be, calcu11ted frOIII th, laboHtory dat• 11 follow11 . . . 
• . . ..1 .... ·. : · .. 
ti~ (or 1/10) etll, minul .15 atm. (expre'•aed 11 ciecf.111&li.l) X bulk den11ty •. 
lf&lpte1 tn the abaenoe··of •11ured data• ·ea, Htimate of 1v1Uable water capacity la uaefuL 'li'ilie 





Very .. ~cn, 
Iil~he1/t9ch ' 
· . More then • 20 
,15•,,20 · 
.10 ... 15 
.os-.10 
~ii than .os 
Family te~tural sroupinge 
fine 11lty 
Coar1e 1Uty 
Coaree 1011171 fine loamy, 
.· fine clayey 
.Sandy . 
· Skeletal, fr1pental 
167 
'Re9ear~h: 
i. De.ta from.Guy Smith at the National -Tec~nical Work Plaanin1 Confttrence, Ch:lca10, Ill., 1963, 
Available water'capacit:le1 were. determined by the Balt1v:llle 1oil 1urvey laboratory on 222 1ample1.· 
The aamp.es 1111re ~trat:lfied by the textural classes used in faad.ly groupings. _ 
Available water capacity 
Pe't'.cent 
Coar-se loamy.,,,.- ••••••..• ,•.• •• ,•,·,,, ••• ,....... 8 
. F:lne loamy. , • ·i : ••.•••• , • ~ • , ••• ~ • , • , , , , , , •• , •••• , , 8. 6 
'J::<,,arae 1::tlty· ...... ~ ••• o,,, ............ · ••••••••••••• 13 
.rt~ a:llt,Yt,, I •••• I.· •• a I ••• 0 I .... ~ •••• - • I •••••• •, .14 
,1 ••• , •.•••••.••..•••. ,,,11,,, •••••••••••.•••••••• ' 9 
Very fine" I II ••••••••• 0 m ••• "0 ••• I I I Ill • I. II •• I •• I. I 11· 
It: In the le.f~ ha!ld colllllll'IS .of table 1 are meaaurementa of 414 aamplea from TennHHe; The dete1111:lnat:lona 
· were qlde by T, J. Longwell, So:ll Sc:lent:l1t, scs. The texture wa1 ut:lmated, ·The mohture •aaur.e .. 
mantl wete'determ:lned on 1:lev.ed,aampl'•• .according to the procedure de1cribed ln USDl Handbook 0Ho, 60, 
Bulk den.atty was dei:erD1:!.ned -GD 3 x 311 Uhland cores. · 
Ult, In the right hand coll.umn of table l are meaaurementll made. by the Lincoln SoU Survey Laboratory of 
437 aamp~e~ ~~om oentra; -nd 1outhea1t.ern 1tat-1, The texture wa1 determined by the pipette method, 
The· 1110i1ture meHurementa were made on 10U piece, acoord:l.ng to the procedure deaorption by 
~; 'K." Yi:iuraa, "A Method of Making Moi1tur1 DHcription Me111:1rement1 on Undilturbed SoO Sample1," 
... Soil Science Society' of Amertca Proo11ding1 261301, 1962, Bulk dendtt.H wua obtained from the 
· natural 'clod Ml:hod on. dcd1 that were mo:l.Cened by 11b1orptiol\ to 30•cm, tanlion; the bulk den1ity 
value, are oon.idered to be IIAl!ar whlt the material would·have bean at field c1pacity, .. ' . . 
Tabla 1,••4vailabla water cap,city 11111aaur1ment1 for v1rioU1 10:ll textures, 
,1 
Texture C1H.• Un:l.ver1:Lty of Tenn; · SoU Surve:, tab, 
.. ' lanchr '~. , 
-. : IMaJ' ... net, 
S,ancly loam .. . 
, rt.• !Hndy •'108111 ' 
',\itry f:l.na ·1andy 1@11111 
Loa111 
Si.'lt loam · •' 
Silt . 
eta, loam 
Sandy c1o1')' 1011111 
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Thu uanclard, deviaUon, for HtiUlltH, of avaUab1@ Wltill' eapaoU:y IJAHd on t@ltura1 01111 AYll'llge 
.101111what ovor· 30 p111•oent of 'th•. iBOID, · · · . . . . , . . .. . . 
Suppt@11111nt ·G ·: , 
' 
'ttml!iltBH'i' IIOO:i:IU.'.!:TY (IY WA.Tli\) 
P9'f;P~ieg, . lnh@Hllt orodU,t.lHJ (by Wfilt@. r) ti that PHPH'l:J Bf· th@ IOU tliU Hlltribut@il to th@ @Ill@ · .. · 
wit . io 10:U matll'id t• cl@tath@d and 1:ra111po,111d by w1tH, lilroclUd.lilly !aator (lC vdu@) U II uadu1 .. · 
11111a111r1 of thtl propll'ty,l/ Slopo, v1pt.1U.v11 oovor, and 11dd@t.l plant n11trf.Ht1 1 doni wU:h th@ pH• . · 
cipit1U.on aharactar:l1ti1:;' ,IH :l.mport1nt datormtftlntll of tho Ht@ of 110U 10111 ill! • pArt:lciular lit@,1 bu.ll 
1r1 not aon1ld1r1d .11 ~eterminant1 of, tho tnheront •rod:l.bi1lty propor~y. 
· sou aualitt11 :l.mpo,tant tn determtn~na inh1r1nt •rodibiUty are, 
" ' ' , . . . 
l, Pe,r111Hbi\i'ty of the IOU and uriderlyina llllterial 
2. Inf:ll tra tlon 
.·3! Water holding capaett'y 
4. Dat,chabUity. 
5, Ea1e with which particle• are moved · . ' . 
See ,.,SoU Loas Eatf.mat:lon in the Southeast" or/ 11SoU Loll Prad0iction' for Arkan1a1, Louiaial!U!, 





. ~·, ' ~'. 
'-oil1. wt.th I K value of 20 or 1111 
· $0U1 with • K value b1 tween 20 and 30 
· SoU1 .~ith • K ,value between 30 end 40 
Soih with • ic: value abov, 40 • 
Suppl••nt a 
WlNl>lltQDlll:LITY solL,QJ.OUPS l~ '1,'111 SOUT~IH GtW.T Pl.AINI 
POI U81 IN PUDICTING SOIL LOSSIS BY WINI) 
· Pudomf.nant SoU Cla1111 
J 68 
Wind.lrodibility 











Very fine t fine• and •dium land Ind dune 'Hild, 
Loa•J very fin,. fine, and medium 1and1, 
Very fin,, fin•, ·a1dt.W11 and eQar11 11ndy 1Hu, 
Cl1yp, 1Uty ala:,• (111bj1et .. to 1r1nul1U.,..), 
Loam•, 1andy eli:, lo1m1, 11ndy e l1y1, 
s n t 1011111 • c:11 y 1011111 • 
Silty elay loiia1 11 1Ut, 
· Sof.11 111bj1at to wetn111. 1tont.n111. eta,, ·•nd not aubJ•et to 
.wind erolion, 
Group 1, Mo1t1y:duu 1and1 1iqlt arlin 1tr11ature1 'v11ttatf.on difficult to t1tablhh1 not 1111.tablt 
fcir oro)1and, l, · 
. Group 2, Mo1tly .toamy 11nd11 dry clod 1truot11rt (II f.ndf.c:1t1d by per1:111it111 of drJ 1off agnpttl 
,... 0,84·:.m, in dt.••t•r) t.1 nek; r1qub11 • combination of f.nt11ii'11 praotf.011 t• co11trol 
wind 1rolion, • · · 'i 
I 
Group 3, · "°1t1y''·11ndy loam11 dry clod atruot\lrt modiratllJ 1tabl11 requittl at ltllt two u11urt1 




.. ;croup ·6, 
Mo1t1y ~l111 and 1ilty olay11 dry alod atruaturt 111t\.111111y vart.1bl1 d111 to oontraotf.on 
and anlUna b7 frtt1ina and thawt.lill and ntl:t.111 and ,ryt.na1 nud a oombinatton of 1t lttit 
.two 1111iur1,..t.n reaf.ona wt.th ht.ah ind t.nttrm1dilt1 aU.1111:f.a .faotor, 
Moatly loau 111d aindy clay lotilll I dry clod atruatuft' quf.tt' 1tibl11 1 c0111bf.natt.011 of at 
· lt1it. two 11111ur11 t.1 n11d1d in , rest.on with hf.ah oUmatt.c factor, · 
Mo~t1,'.,t1t 101~1 and clay 10111111 dry c1lod.'1tructur1 1tabl11 require a combination of at' 
1111t two m111lir11 t.n I reaion with hf.ah cUmat.t.c. factor, . , , '· 
GT'OUP 7, Moatiy 1Uty a1•y loam,,; dty c;lod ,tru~ture extremely 1t1bl1; 111uaUy ii lf.n111 practice 
ii 1uffiai1nt to aontro1 wind eroaion, 
.. Group 8, Soila not auitablti f" ~rop• 1>1a1u11 of ~.th••~· ,tont.n111. •~c. 
Supp11•nt I , 
VALUES FOil,RA.TING D.GREB OF LIMITi.TtON or sott.s ,cm SP!CIPiED USES 
:N~ne to Sltaht , .The aoil hll no lim,tt1tion or no more th•• ·- ltmit•l:ton. ,' Thi 
. tlon U not 1ertou1 and ii ea,f i:o c:iverc, .. , , 
Moderate 
.. · .•, 
"~ ':. :· 
Ver:, aevere 
. . 
The 10U hat modera.te Umttatioq t~ uee. The Umtt•tion neecia to be · . 
reaoanbed. but it can be overcC!mt or cor~ected bJ meani thit: tn pnerd . 
are praaticaL , '\,_,, 
,The IOU. hu 'aevere U.•tt,tt.on. Q11 of the eon '1,' que1ttonible. 
because the limitation it difficult to overcome, 
The limitation o·f the 1011' ,ii ac, reatricttve th1't it, use ii impraaticll, 
Supplement J 
LIGHT INDUSTR.Y AND.C<MMERCUL BUILDINGS 
Definition: Thi• inalude~ butliltns• other then relidencea that ere UHd for 1tore1. officee, and ,malt 
induatrt.e1, none of which.ere more than three etorie1 high or require, 1 preaumptive be1rJng value,of 11e1re 
, .then 6,000 paunda, It ii ,usuiled they have public cir c:0111111unt~y 1ewage diapoHl factlitiet.. . . 
! ' 
{ .. 
··. l'[Opt[l:f.f8 i•portH.t ill 8VdU8.U.n& th8 Hib for thll UHi . ,.,._,. .. . .. 
, l, Slop• . 
2, Depth to harcl. rock 
3; W•ter, tabl• · 
4; Flood haaarcl .' . 
. 5, l'rH\diptiva bearin& Vdua 
6. 8hrink•1vell behavior 
1, Corrodoll potHtid' · 
i ~ for maltt,na evd111ti~n1 of ··-~-~ of aotl, 1i.ttat~on11 ' . 
·.. ('1'11• 11C11t U.mttlna property cl1t&ntne1 the. de1rH of U.ldtaUoa for the uae,) 
'· 
IU&ht 
1, 8lop1 le•• than Oto 5 percent 
2, Depth to hard rock, deeper then 36 inch•• . 
3, W1tar·table b1low 30 iacha1 for 110rt than 6 aonth1 incl 1lv111 llllov lS in1ha1, 
tma~ely with wall and a1d1r1t1l7. wall clr1in1cl 10111, . 
4, rlood h111rd 1 none · • , ' · · · 
5, h11111111Civ1 ·1a11rt111 vllu1 1 IIOrt thin 61000 pd, · 
,. lhrtu • IVIU bah1vtor, ,va !HI Chin 4 01' 1h1t111t111 , ..... lHI th11 I 
7, Corrolf.on. _potenUd, !"' low CII' low 
.... ,,1.t1 
. i, 810111 1 S to 12 p1ra1n, 
2, Depth to hll'cl rook, 20 to 36 tnoh11 ·t 
ConellCH 1pprn• 
. f,· 
I, Wata.r t1bl1 below 30 inah11 1111 thin 6 MOnthl incl llllov 11 tnahH Nri Chan 10 ••the, 
Corr1l1ta1 1pproxl1111t1ly wt.th 110d1r1t1ly ¥1111nd IOlllwhlt poorlJ dr1ined iolll, 
4, Ploocl hasercl I none to tnfnquant : · · . , 
,5, Prnumptivo b11rt.111 volu1, 21000 to 61000 plf 
6, lhrtnk•awall b1h•vlor 1 ,va.4·ca 6 or 1hrlnkl1• ind••~- to 7 
7, Corro1,ion potont111l 1 110d111t1 
ltvtN 
1, l1op11,li0rt thH 11 pera1nt' . 
I, D1pth .. to hll'cl rook, 1111 thin 10 inoh11 
3, ,· Watn ,1bh below 15 lnah11 1111 t!llft 10 monthl, Oont11tll 1pp,11i•011, nt:ll 1-llhll poorlJ 
,dr1Ln,.d.1oll1, . · 1 • 
4,. P1ood ~uiril-, fH~uont 1nd ver, fnq111nt 
' I, , hHWlpU.YI burin1 ,Ydlll 1111 than 2,oao pd 
' 'I, lhrink•1wol1 b1h1vior 1 l'YO more thtn 6 or 1hlinkl11 lnd11·•r1 lhH 10 
1,· Corro1i&1n,potontill, lllah · 
l11ppl1•nt I 
DWILL:NGII WH'H, 11:,na TANIC PZL'l'III PllloDI ' . ' 
i' · . t . . ' 11 
!fC!nUtant ""9Uiq1 of 3 _atoli11 ·or 1111 'thlt n1111lr1 11pt:h uni& 11U•tbHrpHon ,,.,.., ·~ 1 Mt:Md ; 
. I hpod_na or 11wa1•., . . . · . . . , , . 
. I 
.lllilU lot 1111kt.q 1v1.lu1~ion11 (!ho ••It U•t.ct.111 prop1.rt1 c1,c1ni11H th• d11r11 or H•Uat&on for tM 1111,) 
.ro .. •• 11,aht 
1, Ptirool1tion l'i!ltl f1&t1r thH 50 llf.11,/tll, 
i, lhrt.11k•~"'9U ti1h1vlior. 1'YC li11 th111 4 or 1hrlnkl11 t.11dl1 1111 1:hln 7. 
3, Wetn tabla. bllw 60 inoh11 .for 1lmonth1 of tht 7111 ,.._ 111wr a)loft 30 inalllt, Cornl1ti1 
· 1ppro1Cl11W1tdy with wel-l~cl.rll.111d 1aU1, · · • · 
, 4, Flood h•11ilrd, noM · · 
5, Slope, 0 to 12.percent 
Ai: Depth to hard rock claepor than SO lnch11 • 
• • ' • I 
. · lfodlratt 
·l, Piircol1don 'nte f11tar than 50 •ln,/ln, . . . 
· 2, Pr11uaptlva beulna vdua, ·2,000- to· 4,000 plf 
3. · 8hrtllk••lfl!ll·beh1vlor, PVC 4 to.6 or 1hrlnkl1• lncl•x 7 to 10 
4. W•t•r · t1bla below 60 lnchH more than , 110nth1 of the JHr tncl 11-,,. llalow 12 lnahH, Corr1l1t11 
1pproxlm1tll1 vith modor1tol7 well drdnacl 11U11, · · 
5, 11ood h.u1rd, none. · 
6, Slope, ·12 to 25 percent · · 







Percolation rua, 50 to 90 af.n./f.n, 
'1-e11111ptf.ve bearf.na value l••• than 2,000 paf 
Shrink·•w•ll potentf.el, l'VC aor• than 6 or 1hrf.nlul1• index 110re thin 10 
W1ter t1bl1 ·.deeper thin lS f.ncha, throughout 'the year, CorrllltH 1pproxf.utelJ with 10Mllh1t 
poorly dr1f.n1d 10111, ' 
S, Plood huard, none or ver, .infrequent 
6, Slope, 12 to ZS percent . 
7, Depth to hard rock, \0 to 50 f.n~he1, , 
, .. i, 
Ver1 lever, , 
l, Percollltion r1t1 llowu tlula 90 ain,/ f.n, 
2, Water-table b•low lS f.nche1 for 1111 than 12 ao~th1, Corr1l1t111pproilf. .. telJ with 11111t 
IOflllwb&t poorly dr1f.ned 10111 1 ind vith poorlJ·dr1f.n14 11114 ,,.,, poorlJ draf.n1d 1of.l1, 
:S., flood· h114rd, f.nfrequnt to very frequcll.t · 
4, Slope 1111re thin 2S percent 
· S, Depth to -hard rook le•• than 10 inches, 
. 
DWILLIKO lfZ'ftl ML'IIJ OI CCIIMIITI IIIWJI IYITN 
·p9Unhf.on1 'Dvdlf.1111 of J 1torf.11 or 1111 that art Hnf.o .. 11, a .._11u1 or aomunu:, IIVIII IJII .. , . . 
treR!ES&•• f.aport1nt tn 1v1lU1tf.na 1of.l1 for thf.1 u111 
l, lhrf.nk•1well·b1havf.or 
I, Weter t1bl1 · 
3, flood h111rd 
4, 11opo 
9, Dlpth 110 bid roak 
I 
~ for -.kf.na 1v1l~it111111 (Tilt ao111 liaittn1 propert, .. 1,ratna1 th1 411rt1 of liatt1tion for th1 
~ ... , ' .. 
IOU to 1H1ht , . . 
1, lhdnk•1wll ti1h1vior, tVa 1111 thtn 4 or 1hrf.nkl11 ind•• 1111 thH 7 · 
a, W1t1r· t1bl1 below 10 inah1i for• aonth,.alid n1var above ll'ln1h11, Corralat111ppro11t .. t1IJ 
·vith s.od1r1t1ly ,,11 4r1tn1d eof.11, 
I, rtaod t1aaerd 1 110111, 
4, Slope, a to 11 p•ra111t, 
I, D1pth-to h1rd rook,.d11p1r than 36 f.n1h11, 
NodHICI 
l, lhrlnk•1ttdl \14havf.or, PVC 4 to 6-or 1hrl.llikl1• index 7 tolO, 
2, V1ter t1ble beloV 30 tnah11 for l••• thin 6 110nth1, 1nd b1lov 15 tnoh•• for 110rt·thaa 10 110nth1, 
Corr1l1te1 1pproxl1111t1ly with moderet•ly vell.dr1tn14 ind 10 ... wh1t poorl1 dr1tn1d 1of.l1, 
3, Plood kHlil11'11 1 ncn11, · · 
·4, llop1 1 12 to 25 peraent, 
.5, D1pth to herd rock, 20 to 36 tnch11, 
IIVIH . 
· l, lhrlnlt•1\lell b•hevior, PVC IIOl'I thlft 6 or 1hrf.nkl11 lndex IIOH than 10, 
I, Water tabl• 1111011 U inche1 for 1110re · thitn II untha, Corrll1t11 1pproxlut11, with 1ouvhlt · 
poorly 4rllned 1ol b, . . 
• 3, rlood h1urd, non• or v•ry lnh1qu1nt, 
: ,. Slop•, mort than 25 p1rcent, . 
S, Dtpth to hard rook, lu• than 20 tnoh••· 
YIIJ IIYHI 
-.l,· V1t11 t1bl1 4Hper thlft 15 f.nohH for 1111 than I ao11th1, OorrdltH app_r01Clutllf with poorlp 
, .and very poorly drained toUI, . 
'.), Ploo4 he1erd, i~freque11t to VlrY fraquent, 
ltOA.DrtLt 




Guidea for making _ev4l~tio'\1: (The mo1t·limt.ting property determine• degree of limitation for the UH,)· 
Good 
1 .. Shrink-1.well behavior, PVC less than 2 or shrf.n~ge f.nde~ le11 than 5 
2. Traffic supporting capacity, good or excellen.t · · 
3·, Inherent erodibU1ty, ie11 thin aevere . · .. · 
4. Thickness of material at 1ource, thicker than 6 feet 
Fair 
1, Shriok•1weli b'ehavf.or, PVC r,eadf.ng of·Z to 6 or 1hrinkage 1,ndex S to 7, 
2, Traffic 1upporting capacity, fair 
3, lnher1nt·1rodibillty,'11ver1 or very severe 
4, ThlcknHI of material at 1ource 1 2 to 6 feet 
-foor •... '. ' 
1, Shtt.11k-1wel1 beh1vior, PVC IIOrt. t~an 6 or 1hrlnkts1 lndax more thin 7 
.2, Tr.lff:i.c 1upporU111 capacity,. poor 11nd very poor 
3, Thlckn111 ofmateriat, 1 to 2 f1Ht · 
t1111Uited 
1, Traf.f:l.o- iupporttna c11pac:l.ty 1 un1uit1d 
2, 'Th:lcikne11 of uterf.11 1t 1ourc•, 1111 thin l foot· 
'lrOIPSOIL 
' . 
Deff.pf.tf.ori: Soll matlllrf.11 uaeful for re1urflc:l.n& H'HI whtrt v11et1tion ii to be e1tabU1h1d Ind 
u:l.ntaf.ned, 
Pgoperti.ep f.mporttnt i" evaluating 10U material for thh use I 
. 1, Productivity 
2, Coar•• fr1ament1 
3, · Th~cknu1 of th• mat•rt.al 1t ,the 111~11.rca 
. ' 





1. · Productiv!ty, hi&h 
2, Coarle frapen.tl, none 






Coar1e fragment,, none 
Thtckne•• of the material at· the _source, more than 6 inches 
2. 
Productivity, low _ , 
Coar1e. fragments, more than 20 percent.coarse fragment•, ai grivel~y; chanrtery 1 
flaggy pha1e1 1 or 1tonine11 or rockiness. 
Thickness of the material at the source, less than 6 inches 3, 
Supplement O 
TiW'FICWAYS 
Definition: Thi• use iii for low-co•t roads and reaidentii1 streeti, The coniltruet:l.ort involves limhed · 
. ~ut and fill and limited. preparation of 11ubgrade •. 
· Properties. important in evaiual:i~g the· soils for thb use: 
1. Slope 
2. Ilepth to hard rock 
·3. Water table 
4. Flood hazard 
S. Inherent .erodibt H ty 
6, Traffic-supporting capacity 
. Guidea for. ~king eva lua tfone of degree of limitations: 
--(The 1110et limiting property determines the degree of .limitation for the u1e.) 
172 
SUaht· 
1, Slope, O to 12 pe~cent . .·, .. 
2. Depth to hard rock, 4eeper than)6 tnchee 
3; Water table 'below 3.0 :!.nch11 for more then 9 month• .ind alwey1 .below 15 tnch11, Ci>rr1!1t11 
approximatel,1 with lf1!,ll·~r1in1d ind •od1r1t1ly wen drained 10U1, . . 
4, · Hood h1&1rd,. none to:infrequ•nt for 1111 thin 7 d1y1 
S, Inherent .erodibility, 11:!.ght o, mod1r1t1 . • 
6, Trl'ffic •1upportiq cip1cf. t.Y, good ·qi: IXCl lllftt 
No4erite . 
J. ,, Slope , 12 to 25 percel\t 
2, · Depth to hard rc:,~k 1 10 to 36 f.nch11 .. 
3, Water tallla below' 15 inch11 for more then 8 month1, Correlate, 1p~roxiut1ly •th IOMWU 
poorly dr1i111d 10111, 
4, Plood ha11rd, 1111 fr1quont than one• avery ;ear for 1111 than 7 d1J1 
5, Inherent erodibiUty, 11v,re 






Slo,., more than 25 perc1nt 
Depth to hard rock, 1ha11over than 10 inch11 
W11:1r tabla below 15 inch11 for !111 th111. 8 110flth1, 
YHY poor.ly drd111d IOUI, • ' . . ' 
4, Plood h111rdi more .frequent thlft oncu, tv1ry y11r or 
.,.S., X~11rtnt 1vodibUUy1 YHY Hvera 
6, · Trdfic .. 1upporttn1 capaott:,. poor or poorer 
Corr1lat11 approxt .. t11y vi.th poorly and ,,· . ,, 
lonaH thi"° 7 day• 
' 
:1,73 
' SOILS MEMORANDUM -
Re: SOIL SURVEYS· Guides for Recreational Interpretations 
Thia memorandum outlines Service procedur.es for developing l!Qil interpret1tion1 for recreational u•••. tt 
ii not 111nticip1ted that 111 of the,11 (nte'rpret:1tion1 will be needed :l.n all work uniti, Other interpreta• 
tionsmay be developed H needed locally. S_of.1 interpretation, for recreatio111l u111 are prepared locally 
by soil 1cientilt1 and other 1peciaU.at1 familiar with the aoib and condition• in the area. Th11e 
inter pre ta tion1 are to b111 included in "oil handbooks, technical guides, soil 1urvey report manuacr:l.ptl, 1nd 
in other reports and pubUcati'ona as needed. · .. 
The a.ttached guides are fo;:- : Picnic areas, i11tenaive play areas, buildings in recreational 1rea1, 
inten1tve camp areas, and for paths and traqs. 
T heae guides are to be used in ev!lluating eaeh. soil taxonomic unit to be grouped into 10U limit1tion 
cla .. 11 for the liifferent recre11tf.onal uaes. It is recognized that interaetion1 among 1011e of the. items 
U1ted in these ·guidH uy be of sufficient magnitude to change the ioil limitation rating by one clue. 
Soils, however, ·having the same soil name and occurring in the eame land reaource area normally ehould 
have the eame rs.ting. 
The guide~ attached only provide for three 10U grouping• • 1Ught, aoderat1, 1nd Hvere, For 1om1 kinda 
of u1e1 the 1oill may h•Y• a very 11v1re Umitatf.on and 1hould be 10 clu1ified, For ex1mpl1 1 aoU1 
. IAHF.h. 11 tidal and fre1h water marehH, peat bog1, 1w1111p1, and th• like are conlidered II h1vh1 a ve,:y 
,HUi aoU limitation for rHidentill or 11rvic1 bu11dins Ii.tu and ilhould not be .. 1rouped with 1oill 
cluaUied II nver~ •. TheH 1.0111 1hould be lieted u a tep1rate gr,:,1,1ping, U1ually onl:, a few 10U 
11111pping uni ta in a survey area will' need to be c.1a111ifled II having;• very aevere. 10U limitation for a 
part.icular uae •• In •OM in•t•ncea there mar alao be need for five. or l!lore •oil limitation cl11111. In 
theae f.n1tancea I di!ferent range in the criteria .uaed. would be need~d. 
So:l.l Lf.mf.t1tion1 for auilding in Recreational At111 1/ 
'Thaae 1oil rat:l:nga apply to 1e11on"l end yen-round .cottagu, w11hroo111 ind b1th•hou1H, pf.cnic 1hllt1ra 
and iervice building,, . Suf.tabiU.ty of the 10:ll for iupporting vegetation f.i a 11p1rate itea .to 'be 
conaidered· in the final evaluation of aelecting af,tea for these uses. 
. . . . . 
Ratings are on the buiS of three claasea of soil li111itation - alight, moderate, and 9evere. These 
ratings provide preliminary information. on sol! suHabf.lity for thf.e use. Det1Ued on-11te inveatigationa 
are u111uaUy required for the selectf.on of a. spec:Lfic building af.te. S.oila auch as. tidal and fresh water 
· marsh, swamps, peat bogs, .and the like are cons.tdered a, having a very 1everelimitationand should not 
be grouped with 10111 cla,aifi!i!d as severe. These soils should be listed. teparately • 
. Degree of Soil I.imitation 
It:ema 
Af'iecting Use 
· .. ·Wetness hazard 
None to Slight 
! ; Well and moderatdy well 
l draip.ed soils not subject to 
! ponding. Over 4 fee.t to 






'1ooding hazard i Soila ·not 111ub)ect to Uooding! 
Slope 1 0·6'Z 
.Ro.ckirien !J./. ! O 
Depth to hard bedrockJ 
s1:onine1~ !J./ f . o, 1 
1> 6 feet 
For footnote, see next page. 
Moderate Severe 1/ 
Well and moderai:,ly welJ Somewhat poorly drained IOU 
drained soil subject tof subject to' ponding. foorly 
occaai~ilal ponding. . l and very poorly drained. 
Somewhat.poorly d~ainedf· Sea1onal water table le11 
not· subject t;o ponding l t:han 2 feet. 
Seasonal wate"t table 2-j 
4 feet. J/ l 
Soi.ta· .aubject to. flooding 
6·15'?.. 15'?. .+ 
1 . 2,3,4, .or 5 
2 3,4,5 
3 • 6 feet }] <13 feet 
Figure 38, Soils Crtteria, Recreational Use 
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J/ Por toil 1uitabil1tJ for aeptic tank ftlter ·ff.e1dt and for 1hr!nk•1wll potential 1e1 National Guide 
(Soi11 Memorandum 53), Hilllide 11ippa11, boat 'h11v1, pipina, 10011 Hnd, and law bear!na capaci~J 
when vet are additional ite~ not included in thi1 ra~ing that 11111t be coneidered, · 
. . 
!I Soil• ·rated· a, having. a 11vere 10U U.•it1t1on for individual cottage ·lit•• uy be b11t from 1111 
ae1thet:l.c or u11 1tandpoint. but they do require more preparation or malRtenanca for 1uch u11, · 
1.1 Th•le iteu are limitation• only whera bue•ntl a.nd underaround ut1liti11 are planned, 
• f • • 
!ii Ba1ed 'OR ddiRition• in SoO Sui-vey Manual, ·pp. 217•2.U,. 
Soil Limitation, for Path• and Traill 
Thi• 10:ll rating applh1 to areu that are to be 1JHd for tra:l.11, cro11•country hikiq, bridle path,, and 
noninten1ivlli IJIIIJ .which allow for :random 1110ve1111nt. of p1ople, It ii a11U1111d that th111 1r111 are to be 
used a1 they occur in nature and 1:1.ttle 10:ll moved (excavated) for the planned recreational uH, Soih. 
such aa BW81!1PS, msra'tlea, peat bogs, and the like are considered 81 h1ViRg a very HVH'e liaitat:lon 1nd 
are not f;ncluded in this grouping, 
Soila are rated on the basii of three 0 c0lauea for degree of ·,oil 1:lmitatlon • llight, moderate, or 
severe. Ratings ne ))aaed on 10U featur11 only and do not incl.ude ot'ller ite.m1 that may be important 
in the· !l•lect:l.on of a lite for thh un. Soill rated 81 hlVing Hvere 10U limitation, m11 be b11t from 
an aesthetic or IJH 1tandpoint but they do require .more preparation or maintenance for 1uch ult, 
Item• 
Affectin• Uae 
Wetne11 h11ard !/ 
Ploodin~ ~11rd l/ 
H • ·Z 
Sud1c1·. texture ,J/ 
Surface 1tonin111 or 
1.'.0ckin•u !/ 
Dear•• of Soil Limitation 
SUght ; Mode;ate 
Well, moderately well 
drained aoill subject 
ponding and somewhat 
_.. ee2rly dra:lned 10:1.la. 
Not 1ub.j1ct to noodina I hbject to occuional 
• f din 
I 1 111 Vftl,, 1 I 
Cravelly and non1rave1ly1 
I moderately fine, moder• t 
• telY co1r11 1 ind co1r111 
ClUHI 0, 11 and 2 Cl111 3 
I IC1 I 
Severa 
Poorly drained and very poorlJ 
to: dr1ined 1oil1, 
I Frequent noo dins 
1:1.c 1 c, 0011 11nd 
All very 1r1v1lly 10:1.11, 
ci,1111 4 1nd, 
'' 1/ S~Hon of UH 1hould be con1:Ld1red in 1v~lu1t1n1 th111 1it11111, . 
!I So:1.1 erod:Lb:1.U.ty :la 1n import1nt. ltam to evaluate in r1t:Ln1 th:la item, Soaie 1dju1tment1 :Ln elope due 
to. cl:Liaate m1y be warranted, 
JI Xn arid and eubhumid climat11 1om1 of the finer text1Jr1d 10:1.11 m1y bt reduced one 1oil lim:Ltat:Lon cl111. 
!J.I B11ed cin definition, in So:1.1 Survey Manual, pp; 217·221, 
So:1.1 Llmit1tion1 f~r Int1n1:Lv1 '11y Ar1111 
ThHe IOU rating,. apply to ar111 to ba 'developed for. playground• and or11ni11d gam11 1 11 bueball, 
football, badminton, and the 1:1.ke, They are 1ubject to :Lntenl:lve foot traffic, Arau 11lected for th:la u11 
1ener~lly require a nearly level 1urface; good drainage, and 1 10:1.l texture and con1:latence that 1:Lv11 a 
ff.rm •urface, The moat. d11:Lrabl1 1oill are 1110 free or rock outcrop, and co1r11 frapent.1, It :la 111umed 
that good v•i•tative cover can be 11tiblbhed and 1111:1.ntl:lned on areu where needed, 
bte ~ .. on the'bu:l.1.of threeclHIH for d18r11 of IOU limitation• 11:l&ht, moderttl 1 I.Rd HVtr~', 
Ratings are bued: on 10:l.1 f11t11r11 end do not include other :ltem1 thit may be important in the 11l1ct:1.on 
of an area, So:l.11 111ch 11 1111r1h, 1wa111p1 1 rock. outcrop,, and the like ara con1ider1d u havina • very • · 
severfl·· itm:Ltatton and 1hould not be group.ad with 10:l.11 clul:lfied ai HYtrt, · 




ii.ire• of Soti Ll.;itation . 
, _: )fone to _SU&ht · Moderate Severe. 
Weh and liOclerately well 
driliied i!)t 11 with no · 
po .. dtn •• _. 
. : Well nci moderately well . Somewhat poorly 111bject t~ 
ilratned sous 111bject to 1. ponding and poorly, a.nd We tnelia _tuuliai-d 
occatlo!\81 ponding of ahori:: very poorly drained 10U1, 




. . . . . 
: Very rapl4 to.110derate, 
': di-atned aol11. toda of 1 week or ~r· •. 
. i '· .... 
Moci1rately alow and alow. : Ver:, 11•. 
I. 6'& + 
I Surface IOU 
tl!xture 
I 111 i11,· Vf91'.1 1, l,nd b cl, Sal, If.cl, ail, 11 1 Ind I 
I wt.th text, I hort1on free 1 1and ·: 
. I of COlrll fr&Pll~C:S, 
1.c·, lie, a, 0111pnla 10U11 
and 1and.1ubjeat to 
blowtq, 
.Depth i:o·har~ 
·· · 11,4gck 
si:onlne11 J/ 
.1 5feet+ 
I C~H () 
... ,. 
COll'H fr1pent1: , ' J · . · 
'. 
I Lall thl~ 2 feet 
I 
ClHIH land 2· I ClHHI 3 and 4 
None 1 · 11 2 
' I 15'& + 
lL. :1n arid l'lll~III tha dlll'H of aoU U.mitatlon :Lmp011d .b:,, IOU per,uabU:Lt:,, 111:,, ba r1dua1d by ona ol111, 
V. 'rhJ• 1eU hi• • 11v,ra U.mitat;:Lon H llop1 :La 1r11t1r thaa 2 '&~ · .· . . . 
l/ . A1. pn aftnttion1 ~n. 10,.1 8ur¥1:,, MIIIUl1• pp, 2i1-221. · · · · · · 
,,, 
!' ... 
'' ,' So:1.-1 Limit1tto111 fri. Pbn:l.a Ar1i1 lubj'aat t:o· lnten~:I.VI_ U11 
', , ' 
1
1 >' , , ',,I I, Iii • l I •, I • • 
.... lo:U.,r,t:l.q1 are .,on thl ba1~1 of thra, ol11H1 for d11r11 · of 10~1 1:l.m:l.tati.011 • 11:Lpt, mod1r1t1 1 or 1tv1r1, 
· ·. ";l°hlH r1t:Lq1 are .lil111d on ,IOU f11turH onl:,, alld ~o not include other f11tur11 111 pr111na1 of tree• or 
11ik11 wbl:ah .. , a.ff1a'$: .the d1dr1b:U:Lt:,, of • .!1:Lt1. lultab.:1.1:1.t:,, of 10:l.1 for 1upp0rtin1 ve1et1tion ii I 
1epar1t1 it1m to be aon1idlr1d in the ft111l 1v1l11ftion of 11lecti1111tt11 !or th••• u111, 
ltlU 
1g1,st&• u., 1ov te s11a, 
,, 
D11ra1 _of IOil Limitation 
.. • w 
'· . Modp[ttf . .,,,.re 
I Well encl modlratel:,, wall 
.1 'drdmd 10U1 a,.o!: aubject: 
. : to' pondtna, 
.I. . . 
I W.1~ drelud, moderatd:,, 1 Poorl:,, drlf.ned end ,,.r, 
·: well dratud 10U 1ubjaat tot poorl:,, d-rllaed 10:Lli, IOIII• 
I OCCHlond pondlq, IOlill• 1· 'whet poorly drlined IOUe . 
t' what ,oorl:,, drained not 1ub•1 1ub.t1at to pondlq, Too 
I ·I ject ·to pondln&, I nt for UH fol' period1 of . 
t . f 1 Wik S!t !9t• 1 .. 
.... •,: 
I Jlolll durf.q IIHOli of UH I Na:,, flood l 01' 2 tiU8 for. I Nay flood mori then tw:1.CI 
' · I 1hott pll'iOd durtn1 HIIOn I' 1furf.n1 IHion Of UH, 
Ploodtna hl••rcl 
. f . ·;.-· ------...... --.1...--------....... ---. ................. ______ ,.... __ ~-----------
illope 15'& + \·,.,,, 
· : 11, fll, vfll, ·1 and 11 · cl, 1al 1 1:Lal, Ill, 11·, end 1 '°• 1.lc, o, oraanio end 
Surfei:e 10:l.1 I ·with texturd I, Not lub• Hnd other thin looH I llnd IU~'ject to IOU 
·: ,. , t1xtuH t i1Ct: to bloy\g1 '. · · · .. 1 Hnd, 1/ blowin1 1 
.... BtonlMII 11 :. C1111HI O, ~. •n4' 2 .1 ClaH 3 . I C:lllil!I 4 end ' 
_1o_c_k_t,_ne_•,..• ______ ,.,_ .. _c_1a .. • .. 1 ... ••_i_o_;_· _1 _a_itd .... _2_·_· ___ i_c_i_• ... ••_3_. _______ .....,. __ , _c_i•_•_i.,..·4 _______ ._."!'". : :\/, 
!I 
!l 
. . . . ·. ·. . .· . '. 
In ertd and iu~umld aU.ut11 fine textured 10l11 ma:,, be da11lfled II havlna • .mod1rete · 




Soil Ll•it•tlon, for Inte111ive C••P Areu !/ 
Th•"-' 10U r11t!D1• apply. to 0are11 ,uitlib.le for tent ind u-, trail•:: litH aa.t th- 1c,.,....,..11r1 .. acthtt'iu 
for outdoor Unq. 'ftle'y are UHd frequently durin1 ·ti!• uapina HHon. TII ... uu• , ··.-h• little ,tu 
preper11tio~ and ,hould be multable for un,usfaced p•rkina for cara and c•mp tratlere 111<1 lie•~· foot trefftc 
by h11911u or horHI or yehicul1r trlffic. Th• tof.b 1hould be free of coarH fra .. •t• "4 1. • our• 
cropptn11, Suitability of •oil for ,upportlng vegetation l• • aepar•t• tt•• to be coD1t1M>red · th• ftnal 
evlllluattOD of 11el1ctiq •it•~ for thHe IIIH. 
l.aUaa 11111!•1 Soila iuc!il •• 1vaape, unh, rock outcrop,, end the Uu are conaida1rtd H havtn11 , .,.., 
••v•r• Utdtatioa and 1ho11ld not be' cta111Uied u Hvere. Th111 toil• 1hould be lilttd in I HP•• •t• 
1ro11fl 111. · · · 
it ... 
i\H,stty VP! 




Dear•• of Soil Lillitation 
!en, to S\i.,.t Modorpte 
I Well 1"4 Nderauly nU I Moderately well drlineil 
I drli•• aoila with no pond•! 110111 with nter 'table leu 
I l111 •• with wtar table I thin 3 fHt Ind ICIMIIMt 
I llelov 3 feet, 1 poorlJ drained 10111 with 
I 1' 110 pondiq, 
I lo• 
ver, r1pld to mod1,111 I Nodtra tely 11ow .'Ind I lov 
lfDI! 
1111 drained, IIOderetely 
w 11 drli•d end 1omllha t 
peor lJ, vi th occuiou 1 
pondtna of 1hort dur1ti9ft 
enll ,oorlJ, 111d ver7 poorly 
.,., ... !9il1. 
I 911')' llW 
151 + 
11 1 f1l, Vfl1 1 11 Ind LI 
with te~t. I horl10n,. lot 
1 11, ICl; Ii.Cl, ,u, 11, Ind r Ora••le, ... lie, e, end 
1 ,. .. othll' than 10011 •••• t Hnd 111IIJHl to 10U 
I Hn:&Hr , fMb!••S St ••&1 b11!1,g• 
LIH thH 15'& 15•50\ I C,.,.r 50'l 
I' 
I Cla11u 1 end 2 I Cl&HH 3 tad 4 
aa .. d 011 1oll ltldt1tlo111 dlll'illl 111• ••••on. 
la low r,tafall ,se11 1otl 1taitatl0119 t-.o••• 11, permeabtltty ... , be reduced 01111 cl111. 
ror •fluu ... 111 sou sune, llllllllll, Pp. 217·221. 
SOIL CORROSIVI'l'Y 
. . 
Soil corrosivit7corre1-&tea closely with ph)"81cal, chem.cal, and biological 
characteristics and qualit:l.es ot ao11. ·structural u.te:rie.la . , 1uch as metal 
or.concrete pipe., cori'acle vhen 'b~:l.~d :l.n so:LlJ an4·a.oven ..,..te:r1a1·w111 
corracle. :Ln s•e soil1. aore· ·rapidly. than in other,. Con-01ion · dittere with 
·i· the general character ot· the· soil.· To 'be meaningtu.l corrolivit:, -.uet be 
g:l.ven in relation to II' 1pecit1c etructural •ten.al. 
: · Untreated steel Pipe 
. '
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Oorroa:Lon.ot untreated steel p:Lpe ii a phya:l.cal-b:l.ochelll:l.cal·proceH conv•rt· 
ing iron· into its :I.one. · Soil moisture :ta needed to tol'II 1olut1ons 11:Lth 
soluble salts in an enviromnent having d:l.tterent:l.al concentrations before the 
·procea9 can operate. · Tb.ii oonatit.utea a oorrod·on cell. Any factors in .. 
tluencing the soil solution or the oxidation·r~uot:l.on.reactions 1.aking place 
in the ao:l.l v:1.ll :I.Dtluence the operation ot the corrosion cell, Some ot 
these factors are ,o11 11oi1ture content, concluot:l.'Yity .ot 1011 eolution., . 
h11Srogen :I.on. acUv:Lt1 ot soil, 1olut~P9t JaJJ), OX11•n c~C1e'1tr&tiC>D .(aeration), 
an4 aot:I.V1t7 ot orpm.1u ca»able ot· ciL'li1in1 ox:Ld•t,-on-re4uct.:1.on reaction,,· . 
Di• con01:l.v:Lt1 ot 10:l.l for unt:reate.4 ateel p:Lpe. :L~. c0111110nl1 determined by. · · 
(1) electrical :re,:1.1. t:LY:Ltf or rH:l.11.tance to flow. ot o~ent, (a) total ac141t:,,. 
(3) ao:1.1 clra:Lnaae, an4 (4J 1011 te~ure, · . · .. ·· 
,,I " 
On the ba1:t1 ot aata prOY14e4 :Ln the Pl4.-!41i:l.oa:, "UD4e:rgroun4 Co:rro1:l.on," 
· table 99, "" 167, 0:1.:rcular 5T9, u.s. l>epa.:rt•at or Oomme:rc•, •t:1.onal :ave,u ·· 
·ot Stamard1, 'tbe Sen:Lce w:t.ll uae tiv• 1011 corro1:Lv:l.t1 claaaea in ma.kins 
· ·· . aQ:11 ioterpretatione ,· 'lheae claase1 are •• follow•: 
_ veg; low •. Somewhat ·excessive··· to. excessively' drained coarae-te.xtured soils · 
.. vi very little clay :in the control aect:l.on ot tlte 1011. Water and air move . 
, · tb:rous}1 the 11c,il rapidly to ver7 rapidly-, The t~l acidity :I.a below 4.o meq, 
' · · per 100 S• ot soil and re1:l.ltivit1 at 111qiatui-e equ:Lvalent. (t:Leld capacity) :l8 . 
· 10,000 otim, per ca, or greater (noncorrosive). . 
Low, Well ~n.ed soil.a with aoderatel.y coarse an4 aediµm-textured control 
sectiODS, Iapertectl.y or somewb-.t pOQrl.Y drained so:J,la with coarse-textund 
... subsoils, Die ~oil.a are aoderatei, to ta,pidlf'~"bi,. 'Die total.~1~1-ty 
ranges :f'raa 4 .• o to 8.o 111.eq. per 100 s, o ... t aoi.l or el,e1tctnc. a. l :resistivitf at 
· ·aoisture equivalent is 5,000 to 10,000 ohms per cm •. (al:1ghtly corrosive), · 
·Moderate. Well drained soils w:f.th.111.acleratel;y t:f.n9 .. textµ.red control sections; 
111.aclere.tely well drained soils with~UID-te.xturect con'!irol sections. Also 
included~ impertectly or souiewbat poorly drained sc,il,a with 111oderatel1 
·. · coarse-textured subsoils. Where the water table relitains at the surface 
... , .. throughout the year, very poorlY drained soils, incl~dins peats and mucks, 
are included.:· Permeability 1, 'Qloclerately ,1~ to ,ale,,,• llbe total acid:l.ty 
.. :::r:r:~~~::t 3f;02~odo :r ;!:,s~: =~\:~ t=:~::tyr:~~~!!r!!~. at . 
· Figure 
... / .. ~ .. 178 . 
. . . 
~~ · Weµ a'1d·. mcde:rate.J.y •ll drained tine-textured soils, moderately ·. · ·· 
iiU drained m.oder.,tely tine-textured soils, "imperfectly or •.Olllewhat poorly . 
drained 10111 with medium anct.~erately tine-textured Qontrol aectiona, or· 
poorl.Y,' drained aoila 1fitli covae·1:;o·mod,ra.tely tine-textured c()i'ltrol sec-
tions.· Very poorly drained soils are included where the water table 
tluctuatea within one toot ot the surface sometime dunnsthe year. The 
total acidity ranges trom. 12,0 to 16 meq. per 100 I• ot soil orelectr:l.c•l 
resistivity at aoiature equivalent :La l,QOO • 2,000 ohu per cm. (aeverel1 
corroa1 ve) • · • . · ,-
• , I I I, 
. . . . . . 
Very higb. Imperfectly or somewhat poorly t.o very poorly drained tine• 
textured soils. Muck.a and peats with fluctuating water tables e.re included. 
!otal acid1ty·ia g:r'eater than 16111eq, per lOOg. ot a'bil or electrical · 
·res:l.stivityatmoisture equivalent :la below l,000 ohms per c,a. ·(ve:r;yseverely 
· corrosive). . . . · . · · 
Single soil property or soil quality determinations tempered by the knowledge 
of other soil properties and qualities that· .attect corrosion are useful in 
placing soils in ·relative corrosiv:Lty cle.sses. A study of soil properties 
in :relation to loce.l experiences w:l.th soil corros:l.vity will help the so:1.l 
scient;Lat and eng:tneer in making: soil interpretations tor soil corrosivity. ·. 
Spec:l.e.l a.ttent:l.oh should be' g:L ven to those soil properties that affect the · 
accesa of oxygen and moisture to the metal, the electrolyte, the chemical 
reacrbion in tho eletrolyte, and the ;:f'low ot current through the electrolyte. 
':t:t predictions are to be· ma.de ot the soil corrosi vi.ty on steel pipe, 1 t will 
• be necessary- ·to dete:rrn:Lne the corrosivity ot ea.ch ma.J.or soil horizon to a 
depth where the conduits are to be placed. 
Concrete Conduits - . 
Concrete conduits placed in soil materials deteriorate to varying·degrees 
depending on (1) soil texture and soil acidity, (2) amount ot sodium or -
m.a.gne13ium sulfate p:resel'l.t in the soil singly or in combination y, and 
(3) amount of sodium chloride in the soil. Three ~oil corrosivity cl.asses 
v:i.11 be used by the Service in making soil :tnte:rpretations. 'lliese clp.sses 
a:re described as follows: 
· Low. (l) Sandy- and organic soils· with pH >6.5 or medium and tine-teJ;tured 
soils with pH.> 6.o. (2) Soils with-=:1,000 parts per million ot Na snd/or 
Mg s\lli'a.te. (3) Soils withC::-2,000 parts per million ot sodium chloride. 
Mode~te. (l)· Sandy ~d organic soils with pH 5.5 to 6.5 and medium and · · 
fine~textured soils with pH 5.0 to 6.o. (2) Soils with l,000 to 7,000 parts 
per million of Na ~nd/or Mg sulfate. ·(3) Soils with 21000 to l0,000 parts 
per million of sodium chloride. · 
"}) Adaptation of NaS04. and MgSc:>4 ranges shown in .engl.nf:lering standards •. 
SCS :National Engineering Handbook, Cb.apter 5, table 5.2. , . . · ... ·· 
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!!£• · (1). Sandy·~nd organic soils .with pB 5.5 or less and medium and tine-
textured. soils with pB'5.o or less. (2) Soils with 111.ore thal'l 7,000 parts 
per million of Na and/or Mg sulfate. (3) Soils with more than 10,000 pa:r:-ts 
per million of .sodium chloride •. · 
·.· :· . . . ,,,, ·' 
Related Problems 
·• · Corro1:Lon pro'ba'bil:Lty :LI greater tor ext.111:1.ve :l.n1tal1at:Lon1 that :Lnte:nect 
· 10:Ll 'boundar:Le1 or 10:1.l ho:r:Lzona than tor. :l.utallat:Lon1 that rema:l.n :Ln one 
k:L.114 c,t 10:l.l or .10:1.l bor:l.zon,,. · .. 
Con1t:ruct:Lon ot 'buil.d:Lnga, pav:Lng, till aad compaction, 1urtace add:l.t:Lona, 
etc., .that alter. the •o:1.1. peneabilitr '.can :LncreaH corro1:Lon p:robab:Llity by 
providing a ditterent:Lal oxidation cell\that accele:r,tea cor:ro1:Lon :Ln the 
1811 pe:rm,a'b~e portion ot the 10:Ll or tl~t portion receiving 1111 oxygen, 
. Mechanical •.s:L tation o:r excavation that::re1ult1 in nonuniform 111:1.x:Lng ot ao:Ll 
horizons 111&:Y al10 accelerate the corro1~,;on probabil:Lt;y~ . 
. ) 
'l'he UH ot.ao:Ll co:rro1:l.v:l.t;y interp:retat:Lon1 without oon1ider:l.ng the 1ize ot 
. the metall:La •~nature or the 4itterentii~ etteot1 :Lnvolvt4 through ·u1e ot 
different M.tal1 111&1 lead to th.e Wl"ons · oonclul:l.on1. . 
.. SOXL SRJU:fflC•swmt.L DIIAV?Olt CIASSllS 
. ~ . : \ 
Shr:Lnk•awell 'behavior :Ls that quality ot .the 10:1.1 that determines its volume 
change with cha~ge in moisture content, Much damage to 'building foundations, 
roads, and other structures :ls due to sh:r:Lnk:lng and awelliras ot soils a.s a 
.result of drying and wett:Lns, 'l'he volume change 'behavior 1:if soils 1s "in-
:f'luenced by the amount ot mo:Lsture cha:nge and amount and k'ind of' clay present 
in the so:Ll, Thus, knowledge ot the kind and distribution ot clay helps 
predict the behavior of the soil, 
Methods in use tor determining the· shrink-swell behavior of soils a~ both 
qua.nti tative and qua.li tative. · The quanti ta.ti ve methods are the coefficient 
of maximum potential soil movement used by so:L l scientists,' and the Shrink.age 
Index used by soil engineers 1/ .. ·. The Shrinkage Index is defined as .. the . 
difference between the Plastic Li'lll:lt and the Shri~ase Lim:Lt. The qualitative 
method is related to the classes :Ln the Ullit;ied Soi.l Classification System 
developed by the Corps ot.Eng:Lneers g/. The tollowing classes a.re used to 
help interpret s·oil maps for shrink-swell behavior JI: 
1/. "PC.A Soil Primer," Portland Cement Association. 1962. 
g/ "iJ:he Unified Soil Classifica.tion·System, 11 Technical Memorandum No. 3-357, 
Vol.· 1, Waterways Experiment Sta:tion, u.s~ Corps ot Engineers, Ma.1·ch 1963. 
'J.I Soil shrink-sw~ll olasses .ar.e based on the B horizon or control section. 
These interpret.at:i.ons apply to light structures three stories or less in 
height, roads, and to other si'lll:lla.J;' types of structures. 
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~· Generally ;Lncludea ao:qa with silt lO&lll., · 1oa:ai, iandy .loa.m, 108.llf sand, 
ancl ••· textures w:Lth, uy k:1.114 ot clay 111:lne:rala ana aanl!f clay loam with · 
pnct•nan~ly kaol:l.D:I. t:lc clayt. · Diese 10111 have a CMPM ( coetticient ot · . 
-.x:Lmum potential 1m,1· movement)· ·1•11 .than· ~010 and Shrinte.p lndexea o~ 
le11··than 5• Um.tied n.tinp an uauallr ML or SM 'but a tew 10111 have CL 
an4 SO n.tiqa. !'48' tollowin1 a:re npreaentative 'benchmark 1oil11 · 
I • I , 
. ' ' ' 
:!no;oo::te~ .. :'.1:1 · y ·. =r:r~.lcl 1:1* . 
Hiawatha . . SP * · . 1• • • Ti voii .. SM *· 
Iakeland SP'·SM) · . Valentine . SM·SP.) 
Moaerate. Generally includes aOila. wt th. silty clay loam., clay lea•, . silty 
clay., sandy clay., and clay textures with predominantly kaolinitic clayaJ or 
· heavy silt l0$1ll, Ught sandy clay~ and eilty clay loams with mixed clay . 
minerals. 1 !these soils .have a CMPM between .010 and .040 and Shrinkage . 
Indexes ot 5 to 7,. Usually the soile in this grouping are those with kao-
l1n1tic clays vith a .CH rating or •oils vi.th mi:X:ed clay minerals with CL or 
ML rat:l.np. !lhe::f'ollowing are representative benchlllB.rk soils: . ' . . 
Aiken t> .Hagerstown CH Cecil 1ii:~) Roldre~ QL Dalhart Josephine ML Dunmore Mardin CL Fayette Miami CL 
Frederick Muscatine CL 
Fullerton 
Guernsey (MH; or CH)* 
!!sh.· Generally includes so:q.s with clay loam., silty ,clay loam, silty clay,_ 
and clay textures with mixed clay minerals or montmorillinitic clays. These 
soils have a CMPM of .040 or.greater and Shrinkage Indexes o:t more than 7. 
Usually these are soils with mixed or montmorillinitic clay minerals with 









Hoytville . !CH! Iredell CH 
Sharkey CH 
Springerville (CB 
Wabash (CH . 
Y Uni:f'ied Soil Classi:f'ication of the :f'inest textured horizon - tests made 
by the Bureau of Public Roads.· . · · · 
* · Estimates made by engineers and soil scientists and included in published . 
soil surveys. · · · 
H31. 
, S!lP'l'IC TAmc . ll'II4'ER r~ 
ii,ie septic ta.nlt t,ilter tieid.isa part ot the septic tank 101iaosorption 
· syste111 tor sewage disposal.. It is a subsu:rtace tile system laid in such a 
.way that etnuen~ trom'the eeptic tank 11 distributed with :reasonable uniform· 
1ty into the natural soil. C1•i·teria .. and etandarde used tor rating soils are 
made on the basis of.the eo:1.l l:L1!11tat1ons. Three groupings are ma.de: Slight, 
moderate;· and severe. 
Some factors i111portant in determining the sw.ta't>ility ot a soil for a tilter 
tield are (l) local experience and. :recorcls ot pe:rtol"lllance of existing tilter 
fields, (2) permeability ot the so:ll, '(3) depth. to consolidated rock or other 
:1.m.perviouo layers, (4) flooding, (5) gr~ water level, and (6) slope. 
Perfoma.nce of. Existing Systems. . . 
Records or observations of corr~ctly designed and installed septic tank 
syatemJJ that failed 'Within a tew years atter installation are indicators ot 
e.n unsuitable f!Oil. Clues to watch. tor besides inf<>rlll&.tion trQDl the homeowner, 
are rank vegetational growth, seepage, or odor in the vicill1ty ot the absorp-
tion system. 
Soil Permeability , . 
Soils with moderate to very rap1.d pe%'111e,..bil1ty -.re :re1.ted as having a "slight" 
soil limitation. Soils with a ~rm.eab:l,lity at the slower end ot the moderate 
::•r:,.~·~:c (a.bout l,O to 0~63 inches per hour) are rat,ed as having a "moderate" 
u.:.>J.l lintl:ta.tion unlesa uasured results. or experience show a "slisl)t" li'lllita-
'.tion. Soils vith a pe:meability rate ot less than 0.63 inch.es per hour are 
rated a.a having a "severe" soil l1'aditat1onit used for a filter field. 
Althoug..}). soil.a with rapid perm.eab:Uity have slight soil lindtation;;; 1 it shmild 
b::: noted that a contam:f.nation hazard exists if water supplies, streams, ponds, 
lalws, or water coux-ses a~ nevby (see coarse-textured soils). Very coarse-. 
t:,2xtu:red so:tls with very rapid pe:nneab:l.lity have moderate or severe limita-
tiona, · · 
Soil Percolation Rate . 
111.'tpe:rience has. shown that soils iul.vins percolation rates (l) faste,,. ·than. h5 
minutes per inch tunction 1eabisf1:1.ctorily, (2) between 45 and 75 minutea per 
inch ha.ve moderate li'lllitationa, and (3) slower than 75 111.1.nutea per inch have 
severe limitations when -used as tilter fields tor septic tm:1ks. 
. Field percolation tests lllade by local health departments are usually (:on-
d,ucted under ~ wide range ot soil moisture conditions and, the:refox·e, the 
:results sho\l.ld. be interpreted with caution. :Results are reliable only if 
the soil moisture is at or near field. capacity when the test is run. In 
fact, nearly impe1"111eable soils on·which filter fields have failed cs.n give 
high percolation test res\l.lts attar. periQds ot drought. In addition to so:U .. 
properties that influence perc~lation rate,, the biological activity in tho 
soil may also influence the tunctioning ot th~ filter tield a:f'ter it is in 
operation. In the ab1en,ce ot reliable data on percolatio11 rates,estimates 
can be •de trom.data on JOil permeability. Because the methods ot measur .. 
ing percolat10Jl and pe~eability are'ditterent, the correlation between·the 
two values is imperfect. Us.e the following rough correlation cautiously: 
· General ·Relationship ot Soil Limitations 
· to Permeability qla,sse~ and Percolation Bates 
: Soil Ra.tings in Te:z:ms ot Limitations . 
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Soil Properties ·~~~~,.....,..--~~--~,.....,..~--~~~--...,,,.~ ............ -Slight Moderate Severe 
: Rapid, moderately: Lower end of 
: rapid, and.upper: moderate. 
: end ot moder~:te ~ 
Hydraulic conductivity : MQre than 1.0 
rate . : . inch/hr. 
(Uhland core procedure) . : 
. . 
: 1.0 to 0.63 
; inch/hr. 
. . . . 
.. 
• 
: Moderately slow 
· and slow. gJ 
: 
Less than 0.63 
inch/hr. 
Percolation rate : Faster than 45.0 i 45 to 75 ; Slower than 75 
(PQSt he>.le .;pre>cedure) ':, lllira./~-,.eb :· m:r.~./i~ch . : m:Ln,/inch 
I I . I 
'}) 91aa,.U11d.t1 ""the aame a, th.ose auggeet,4.by the National Soil $urvey 
WOllt Planning Con.t,;re,:ice ot the Cooi,era:ti ve Soil Survey. 
· a/ In ~d or se111ia.r1d · vea11 1oila with lll~eratelf slow perme•biU ty -.y hav~. 
. . · a 111:Qd.ere.te U:iid,tat!o11, . · . · .· .. · · . · · ·. · ... · · 
Gro'Q.Jld Wa:ter Level · · · · . . . . .· · . · · · : · · .· •· · 
A seasonal water level sboul4 be at leaat4 teet below the soil surface tor 
.. sqils ;rated as ha vine; a. alight litn:L ~tioq 'JI• . Soil!I with water levels. at 1 .. 4 . 
teet below ,the ,;,oil S\U'fac:ie should be rated as having lllode:rate or eevere • · 
· ttl!d.tatiQns., depending \lJ)OD the trequency or dura.tiOQ ot wetting, ?n the .. 
hu.=,d a;rea ot the United st,tea, soil d:raina.se clas•e• provtde ol'llea to soil 
. lim:1:~ations ~ Well, dra.:1.ned ~d. most moderately well dra:l,ned soils .that are. 
ree.<lily pe:rnneff.ble have slight lim:l:t$t:l.Qtia.. SQlllewhat poo:rly <itained and · 
some •oderately well drained eoilahave modtratelirllitationa, Poorly a.Qd 
very ·poo:rly ~eJ.ned soils have seve;re··uui;1tationa.. · 
Impe:rv:lo'IUI :r.aiens ·, . . .· . · · .. .· · .•. · . ·. . , .. · .•·· . . . . . · . ·. ' .. · . · 
Illlperv:Lou.s layers i~eludins roek fol'll)&tiC>J\8 1h.0'1ld be •01.•e than 4 fet:tt below · 
the bottom ot the t1).e trench tloor. · · · 
~ 
V J!an,ae.l QtSepti~ ~ Pr1;1,cUee., U.S~ :P.p~ment ot Hee.1th, Educat1on,1 and 
Welta:re., Pu.blie JJealtl'J. Servic:e, . . .. · ... 
1B'.3 
Creviced 02' Practured Rgck .. . . . . . . . 
Crevice4 or tn.ctwed rock without an adeq'll&te aoil cover permits unfiltered 
. eewage to travel long distances. .A'ti least tour teet ot 11caere.tely coe.rae ,or 
t:Lur textured soil material should occur between the bottOlll ot the t:Lle 
''trenches Ucl such: rc;,ck. . . . . . . . 
1., , . I . 
Coa.r1e-rezture4 Soil• 
Coarae.text\lred ao:1.ll (1QA¥ •J.D«, 1ancl, and gravel) are relatively poor 
tiltering'111&ter:l.ala. Sbeae 10:Ll1 permit unt:l.ltere4 aewage to travel long 
distances, !at:l.lip on t~e 'bu:La ot permeab:ll:I. ty alone ah0\\14 be a.uppleme·nted 
by • state•m;· f.'bout the hazard ot conta,m,.m,.t:l.ng nearby water supplies. 
Soil.1 :l.n J>raina~1 ;am on 1lood Plaine . . .. . . . · 
So:Lle that tlood.:Ve severe 1:1.m:S.tat:lone even it the Mraaeab:11:1.ty rate :La high 
·. and the srouad water level ii· 'below tour teet. r1ooc1wate:r1 interfere with the 
functioning ot the tilter· tielcl and cvry away ,mfiltered 1ewage. In e.dcUt:Lon, 
areas &\&bJect to flooding are not suitable tor home 1:Ltee. · 
Related Problems . . . 
Sl<>l'>91 ot leis than 10 percent are t~e met deeirable a:l.te1 trQlll the stand· 
point ot const"1Ct1on and 1ucc•1etul open.t:Lon of.the tilter tiel.4. Mechan• 
:I.cal problems ot 1-,out &ind.conatruct:l.on :l.ncreaae with ateepnesa of elope. 
· IAteral aeep or flow down-slope ~· a problem on eloping 10:1.ls eepecially where 
· bands ot :l.'lllpei,ntable matert•l occur :Ln the 0""4 toot depth. · IArge rocks, . 
bould.ers, •nd rock·· outcrope increa1e con.,twctiori co1ta. On sloping 10111 
· the'gracle ot the trench ay1te11 c•nrlot be maintained it the obetacle cannot be 
·removed. Trench l:Lmte ·can be in1talled and grade maintained. arou.n4 theee 
obstacles on nearly level soila. ' · 
·netergenta·1n solut1on are rea4ily transmtted through s01ll9 soils and .~Y' 
contam:l.nate SfOU.Dd water eupplies, Sodium 1alt1 from water softeners and 
.other sourcee tend to dispe:rae the clay in tne soil and reduce the e:tf'ective· 
ness of' the tilter field. · · · 
SWAGE LAG001' IOlQtJXREM!lNTS AND 'lD CRI'l'EBIA USED D' EVALUATING SOIIS 
!'QR DEVELOPING LAGOONS 
.A sewage lagoon is a shallow lake used to hold sewasa tor the time required 
tor bacterial decompos:Lt:Lon. Sewage lasoo8' require.cone14eration ot the 
1011 tor two tunctiona, (l) &I a tloor tor the :1.'lllpounded area and (a) a,· 
· 1111.terial tor the clam. !\be JNtquirements tor the dam are the 11.1111 as tor other 
embankment, dea:Lsned to impound. water. 'lbere 111Uetbe adequate 10:Ll material 
· available that· is suitable tor tile 1t:ru.cture, e.nd when properly· constructed 
. the lagoon must be capable of holding water w1 th m.nimwa ,e.epage. !be 
material should.be n-ee ot coarse· 1tone .. s1ze t'J'agmeQtB (mQre than six inches 
iln diameter) 1:,b.a.t :Lr,.te:r:tere with co1npac:tion processes. 
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Material ot. tl)e Unified Soil Classification groupiJ ac, so, and SM are 111ost 
1ati1tactory y . . 1be coarse groups with tew of .the tines (aw, OP, sw, and 
'SP) have bigh ,limitatioD:B and are .poorly .suited. 'lhe groups cona1stins ot 
. ao1;La .. h1eti in organic, matter (ot.,,. OH., and Pt) also have severe limitat:Lons. 
'1md are poorly aw. ted·. · So~l ma~e:rial ot the other Un:Lt:Led Olaasiticat:Lon 
groups (OM, CL, CH, ML, and ~). are suitable when. properl1 compacte~ or it 
u1e4. :l.n c~inat:l.on with.10111 cli.saitied ae aa, so, and SM. 
So:1.1 requi;re•nt1 to~ 'ba~:l.n tlO(?re, of. lagoon, ares (1) Ettective:. ae~l:l.ns 
apinat Htpage, (2) even a,u,tace ot low gradient and low relief, and 
(3) little or.no o'rpm.c matter. Spec:l.t:l.cat:l.0111 tor lagoon, state that 
. the liq.u:1.4 de.ptll 1hould. bt ,,ii.ot less th~ tw~ teet an4 generally not more 
· than . ti ve feet, that the floor should be as level as pa111ble, an4 tba t the 
material, tor the bae:l.n floor should be sutti.ci•ntly impe:ry:Lous to preclude 
exceee~~e ~:I.quid. 101~ y. ~· :Lmpery1ous .10:1.l ll!'Lterial ahould be at least ·. 
one· toot thick. Thi• i1 eapec:1.ally important where the water aupply :La trom 
~hallow wells a:1.nce. the well water may be cor1taminated. Ul:l.ng table l 
'(attached) ·a• a: Su14e, the tollow:Lns items a,,~·e to be 'cons:Lde:re4· in evaluo.t:Lns 
· the degree ot 1:1.'lllitat:Lons tor 10111.tQ:rmins the lasoon :Lmpoundment a:Lter 
Soil Pe~ab:Ll:Lty 
4 
· · Soil Material at Reservoir Site · . .. 
· , Soila cia11Uied in the Un:Lt:Led So:1.1 Olau:Lt:Lcat:Lon 1y1tem are sr•oupecl · 
1' • · :Lnto three cla1ae1 acco:r4:l.ns to their "4e;ree ot Umi tation" tor· a so·wo.~ ,, J, : . 
l&gqon 8:f.. te, ~· 111:J,.iQbt 11 l:Lmi tat:Lon C,l&H .:LncJ,.\.1481 BOUI etteat:L Ve iJ:i,' , ". , 
·. tunat~on:l.ns· ••· vell H~le4 'ba1:L~ tlo~r11 an4, .are. low .:Ln· ofpq~c · mi&ttor •. f;O'I'.!~ 
~D the "~~orate''. Um:l.ta1':l.on ala11 a.re tho11 that Nq,u:Lre 1pec:L~l irtrc4,J.ce• · ,· , 
. or trea.t)Nnt to mod:Lty 1oS.l l:Lm:l.tat:Lou 10 they q,ual:Lty to, 'WI• aa !'tlit'''J.le, 
, 
0l,.aso'on1. ,80111 ,placed. :I.D the 11aive:t 11 1:1.~tat:l.on cl.a-I' VI· tho1,e •bi·• 1•": t:\r~.· · 
1:l.thor ver;'po:roua or high :1.n or.-n:Lc matt~r and. he.v" 1ev1re 1011 ~N:cl'ti·!t·'f.J'~~.f ·, .' 
· that noZ'lllallY1 preve~t tht:l..:r .u•e tor aewap · lago,ana. , '· , , ·: ' · · · · 
' · 1 : ·: : I' :: .' • ; I ' ; .r ·I I ,,,;I·; ;,·i I 
1§5 
. tlMt Wck"'9• cit,;oitaltle •1 -~ ... ~ ...... ~ ... .,.-e tllaD 36 
to. 6o inch••· Surtace ~tt wter 11U1t 'N kept .rro. ,ntenps the lagOOll. 
'l'bi•, 1• e>n•• ditt$.~ult • to. avo14 . oo •tee,er 1lopea. · · · 
Ora.n:Lc Matter · : . . · · 
ll&tei;G. to liiflb .... ~ ot ·orpn1c 11atter u-e ~vOnlll• j,D -..• 1-in tlQOJ' 
· . even tb~ :tt 11 .ierlain 'bY 1µtq'ble •oil •tenal,. -., proiaote aq.uatic · 
plap.t &rClllf• vhicb :la 4etrt•nta:L to pioc,per ~t1on1111 ot the lagoon. 
' ,. . .. · ·,·_ .. "· . . ' .. ·. ' 
·... . . . . . . . . . 
Ooarae !!"!e!nta· . · · '· · . ·. .·.·. . ·.· . \ . · . · · 
l'iiiiint• llOre ti.n aix inch•• in diameter :tnte~ere .· Vi tb -.niPlJ.lation and 
ccapaction ot the 1o11 •ten.al 111 the FOQ••• ot smoothing the baa:l.n floor 




n&l)l'a I - Criteria for evaluating d~gree or aoU. liml:tation ~or sewage lagoons. ~, -· 
A. --Soil in place under embankment and 1mpoundlllent. 
Items to evaluate 
Permeability-
Depth to hard rock 
Slope and relief 
Organic Matte,; 
Coarse fragments 
-less than 6 inches 
in diameter · 
Coarse fragments _ 
inore than 6 inches 
in diameter 
Soil material at·!f_ 
• . 
: .. . 
• . . 
; Less than .63 inch per 
: bour--SLIGHT . . • • 
Class deftn:ltim amt ctegree :or 
limitation '~or lagoon basin t'loora 
. -: . . . . • 63 to 2.0-inchea per hour--JIDDUAB 
·-• 
• . 
: More than 2;0 inches per . 
: hour--SEVBRB . -
: 
: MQre than 6o inches : 36 to 6o inches : 20 to -·36 inches : Lesa than 20 inches 
: SLIGHT _ _·_ __ _ : ~ MODERATE : 51,"Vl!.Bfo . 
: '· 
: Less than 2 percent 
: SLIGHT 
• . . 
: Less-than 2 percent 
: ,SLIGRT . -· 
: . 2 to T percent • 









: . VER?' 81iV.l!iRl5 
More than T percent 
·Slr,ZL: ~. :~_ 
More than 15 percent 
: Less than 50 percent 
: by_ volume--SLIGRT to MO~TE 
: ·11ore than 50 percent 
: by Vo1'Ullle--8EVERE .-. 
! ~SS than 3 percent '!I 
: ot surf'ace area 
: SLIGHT. . . 
. . 
! .3 to 15 percent '!/ 
: _ of surface area 
: MODERAB 
: 
: GC,sc,CL,CH~--SLIGRT : GH,ML,SM,MH---Jl>DEBAB 
. : More than 15 -percent !/ . 




reservoir Site ! : : 
1Z See Soil Survey Manual , page 211, tor stoniness classes. 
y Undisturbed so.il. underly1.ng the embankment and i~. 
















HYDROLOGY OF GllAYSON COUN'l'Y~ 'l'EXAS 
The hydrologic .cycle is an e'Q.dless process of water circulation 
going oQ throughout the world, Almost al,l watet·:Ls concentrated in 
the oceans. Energy from . the· ·sun convetts some of · this liquid water to 
gaseous water vapor. Add:l.t:Lonal warming causes the moisture-laden air 
to r:l.se until· cool::Lns .causes clouds to. form. The clouds also co:ntai_~ 
f:l:ne dust~ particles of sea salt~· and other. fo'Zieign. matter. When clouds. 
cool, rain drops form around these bits of foreign matter and fall ·to 
the eart;h. 4s they fall. they pick up c:arbon dioxide and other matter. 
Rain that falls on a land .surface soaks in, runs off, or is picked up 
immediately by plants. Eventually, most wate:i:- that falls on the 
earth's surfac:.e·:Ls convertedito water vapot and returned to the hydro-
,, 
. \l;; 





Grayson County has a moi•t subhu111,id climate that is typically 
hot in summer and mild in winter. The mean annual temperature is 64°F. 
The mean July and Jimuary tempe;ra'j:~res ,re about 84°F and 43°F, t:e-
. ·. 
spectively. · Free21:Ln.g weatqer and s.now ~1;e infrequent: ,,:nd g~~erally of 
short duJ;"ation. Precipitat:ion averages approximately 4:0 :in~hes an ... 
nuall;y and is fairly well distributed over the year.· R~infall is 
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greatest during AprU th~ough June and is'least from November through 
I 
February. Heavy rains measuring 4 inches or more are. not .... ,unconunon. 
Droughts sometimes occur 1in late summer, but are not of excessive dura-
tion. The average annual evaporation is about 74 inches, or roughly 
twice the annual average precipitation. Evaporation is greatest in 
l.ate summer, the t:.ime when wate:r demand is also greatest. 
Topography 
The altitude of Grayson County ranges from approximately 900 feet 
above sea level in an atea about 5 miles west of Denison to approxi-
)llately 500 feet along the Red Rivet at: the Fannin County line in the 
northeast; thus, maximum relief is about 400 feet •. The area of great-
est relief is in the vicinity of Lake Texoma, where erosion of Trinity 
sands has undercut overlying strata cons:l.st:Lng of more resistant lime-
stone and marl th.us creating a very rugged topography. 
The northern two-third.a d Grayson County slopes north and east 
to the Red River, while the southern third of the county ··Glrains south 
into the Trinity River watershed, The divide separating these two 
drainage systems :Ls defined by a line passing -q.ear.the towns of Whites-
boro, Howe, Tom Bean, and Whitewright. Figure 41 illustrates the pr:L-
mary drainage features in Grayson County. Both Sherman and Denison 
lie north of the divide line and are consquently removed from the 
problems of·the Trinity watershed as related to the Dallas-Fort Worth 
metropolitart complex. 
Choi=,taw Creek, which heads about 6 miles southwest of Sherman, 
drains the northeastern part of the county, joining the Red River near 
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tributaries of the Red River drain the northwestern part of the county 
and empty into Lake Te,i:oma. The southwestern area is drained by Range, 
Bush, and Little Elm Creeks, which empty into Lake Dallas in Denton 
County. Pilot Grove Creek,. Sister qrove'Creek and the East Fork of the 
Trinity River drain.the southeastern area into Lake Lavon in Collin 
C9unty. 
Drainage in the Sherman area is governed by a ridge runnitig 
nQrthwest to south,~ast through the u:tban center. Areas to the west 
of this·ridge drain south and southeast via Sand and Post Oak Creeks 
to Choctaw Creek. Surface drainage to the northeast of the ridge is 
generally to the Blue, Calf and, Iron Ore Creek branches of the Choctaw. 
Figure 42 illustrates the primary drainage features in the Shermatl 
area. 
Surface Water 
The primary source of surface water in Grayson County is Lake 
Te,coma, a 141,000 acre multi~purpose reservoir impounded on the Red 
River by Denison Dam. 46,000 acres of this lake are included within 
the boundaries ot' Grayson Cou~ty. Two small mult;ipurpose reservoirs, 
Randell Lake and Waterloo Lake, are loc.ated in the Denison area. 
Numerous small erosion control dams are located throughout the county. 
Only Lake Texoma and Randell Lake ate used for water supply, (Denison 
· is permitted to draw '!5,400 acre-.feet annually from Randell Lake.) 
The mineral content of Lake Te:icoma water contains.excessive 
amounts of ·chloride, sulfates, and dissolved solids (salts) based on 
public health agency criteria far chemical quality of drinking water. 
Though it is possible to correct Lake Texoma's pollution problem 
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through compi.ehep.sive pQllution control actions, both Sheman and 
Denison are seeking additional sources ef water suitabl.e ·for drinking, 
industrial, and agricultural use.. Currently \,eing considered is a 
prc,ject to dam across Big Mineral Arm of Lake Texoma in an effort to 
create 94,000 acre-feet of fresh water supply. 
The critical importance of Lake Te·xema to the future of North 
Texas (and southern Oklahoma) is indicated in recent proposals by the 
'l'exas Wate:r Development Board. that consideration ·.be given· to: (1) 
~he diversion of surplus water i.n La~e Texoma to· the Dallas-Fort Worth 
area; and (2). the development of a system which would be capable of 
transporting surplus· water from the ~ississil)Pi River.up the Red River 
into ·Lake ·Texoma where it could be staged on into the Texas Panhandle, 
Ground Wateri 
Water Bearing Forma!ions· 
In Grayson County, grC;>un!i water.is found principally in strata 
of the Woodbine formation and the Trinity group. ·. The Woodbine and 
Trinity sandei supply ro1,1;ghly-two-..thirds and one-third, respectively, 
of the county's ground water demand. These _strata outci.o,p in northern 
Grayson County and underlie most of the eastern part of the county. 
Alluvial. deposits northeast of Denison on the Red River.yield smali' 
to moderate amounts of water, chiefly to domestic wells. 
Occurrence and .Movement , 
Rocks contain .. open spaces, called voids or interstices, which 
4fl!t~t"tit1i_ie·.< i;hti ·itydf att.i:t"t~~'.~fiiffiii;fi!!rf st:tc,~1cjf, ·'. the ;_;jtta t§.: '.:'tfuile ltlie 
capac;Lty of a roc;?k t;~ hold water is determined by its porosity, its 
,, 
capacity t<l> y;lil,d wat,:r is d,atemv.:lned by it$ permeability, Below a 
certa;Ln level thepet1neable rpek.!? are siaturated w;,l.th water under hy-
drostatic pressure, Th~ 4pper surface of the zone of saturation is 
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cal;l,ed the ~e/,te1r t;able, We:l.ls dug 9+' drilled into the zone of satura-
Uon become f:Uled with iround wat;e;r to the level of the water table. 
Artesian qon,4it:t.q:p.s ex;lst; where pe;t;"tneabl.e strata ,pass between 
len pel;'1.t1e<11ble strata. Water enters the aquifer at its outcrop and 
pe:rcolate(il dowly dow1it to the wate;i:- table ani;i then laterally down the 
dip of the water b•~r;(:og strat:a be"eath tl,,$ overlying confining strata. 
a weU. is drilled through the confining stiata the preE;lsu:re is released 
and water rises abQv, the level at; which it is found, Artesian condi-
tions p:reva:i.l in Wo11:>d.btlle an4 'J;'dti;!,ty stratas whe!l:'e 1;:hey are overlain 
The ratfi! pi moveme:n.t; of water tqrough Jn aquifer depends upon 
its P!n:rosit;y, perm~al>U:1,ty, and hydraulic grad:i.e-n,t, Ground water 
moves frPm a:1;;eae1 of rec,hEl.:r;,ge t9 ateaE! 1;>f discharge under the influence 
of gr~vity; however, the mc;:,y~:roent; b getieral;Ly very slow. The time 
necessa?.'y fQr 1ate:ir t;o mpve f:rom th~ apeA~ of rechatige of the Trinity 
and Wooc:l'bine s~n4s to Shftfman WQUld 1:>e measured . :J.n centuries. However, 
in local areas of heev1 pump;l,ng, wa~et' moves from the surround:i.ng areas 
towarcl the c:!,i1u:1hatge pe;lnt; thus, much Qf the pres en ti water movement 
:in th.e WC?odb;Lnean~ 'l';';l,;\;ty sand.111 Js proba~'.l.y aacelerating toward 
She~an~ where heavy pµmp~ng h~s brougJ:\t·about a large dec;:;l.ine in the 
wa texi ;Level,s •. 
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Recharge 
I ., , 
Rechat"ge of grQu.nd water i:ieservoirs resµlts from the infiltration 
qf water from p~~Q:lp:lt:!Jitian Qn ~he 9utcrop of the formation, by seepage 
from l,akes,or otl:ier bc;,d:leJ 9f surface water, or by vertical or lateral 
movement of waterr; hom <:>ne unde:irgtound t"eservQir to another. (This 
lattet' prc:ice,s is npt; a prim,u·y so1,rrc:~a of· recfiarge but only incidental 
ta und111:rgfe>µncl w:,-tet: movemen1h) 
.Groundwaier.in Grayson Oou:nty :La derived chiefly from.precipi-
tat;Lon on th, o\lt<;rop of ;tu~ wat:e,:- bearing strata. (Tlie soil mantle 
and out<:,opp:l,i,.g :','Pc;ka of ~he 'J;'i"initf and Woodb;Lne strata provide an 
excellent fac:l.U~y t.or recharge 11>f ground water,) Recharge is most 
ett'ecUve dutig.gpet:l.ods.of long, heavy t'ainfall when the requirements 
of evaporat:1.on and l:'1,'ani;pi.rat:1.on are quickly satisfied' thus allowing 
the $Ufp1µs wati,r to run off prpe11,etrate to the water table, 
Wat~r may errter the ,E!;q\lif'er · by :;J.nf:Utration from lakes impounded 
o,;,. it;s out;eJrtl) 1:>r by sti~anu:1 flow;l.!lg ov~r the o"LJtC'rOP (making· pollution 
contrei of surh.ce w,tei vitz,:l) ~· 'rhe Trinity strata receives some re-
charge frqm Lake,. Te~oml!I. wht11e its outcrop is covered by lake waters 
(iake 'J.'ell'OIDt!:', however, ::la a dt,ch.a:rge aX"ea.for Woodbine which outcrops 
abqve the lake sudace,) 
Gtoul'\d wate; discharge te both natural and artificial. Water i.n 
· underJrou~~ ,esel:'v():l,:r;s ts diseh-.rgec:J ,;,.atura:t.ly th~ough springs and 
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seeps, evap()t1tiqn, tt'ansp:$.r1,~ion by J;)lants, underflow out of the 
county, and, in the artH:lan part$ of the resex-voirs, by upward move-
ment of weter .throygh less permeable, confining strata. Ground water 
:f..s discharged through springs and seepe wherever the land surface in-
t,rseots the water table, Ground water is discharged by evapo-transpi-
ration Ptinc:Lpally fre>m ~he outcrop of.the Woodbine and Trinity strata. 
MP•t of the· wate; tranepired is diseharsed by plants which obtain their 
w•ter J1,1pply f,:oom the.zo-ne of saturation. and by cultivated plants. 
T'1e dischal.'ge 1$ 1r••t•1t in i11rea.• of dense vegetation where the wate:r 
table :Ls close to the surface. 
Befo\"e art:Lc:lficiial c;levelc:,pment of ground water takes place, 
aqu:l,f·era are vit1tually in a state of equilibrium. with the amount of 
;ec;haige equalltns the amount of discharge. ArUficial discharge im-
po11es new cond:$.tions c,n the stable $ystem. ·and the discharge must be 
balaoced by atil :lncreJse in the amount of. recharge, a decrease in the 
i 
natural discharge, ,loss of water f;om storage in the aquifer$, or by 
a CQmbiniaU.on of .. these methods. 
'.('l':Ln:«,ty and Woodb:lne water supplies the municipal . an.d nearly all 
the inctu,trial, domest:lc an4 agrioultural needs of Grayson County; 
however, Penbcin, as mentioned previously, obtains its municipal sup-
pl,ies fl;'Qm Lakes,~an4ell and 'l'exoma. 
Tl:).e ground water rese:>urcee of. the county are only partly devel-
oped. The amoui,.t of fresh watel' in transient storage in the Woodbine 
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formation and the Trinity group is estimated to be about 25 million 
and 60 million acre-feet, respectively. Most of the water is not 
economically recoverable at present because of the great depth at 
which it occurs. However, relatively high artesian heads and large 
available drawdowns are favorable factors for future development. A 
factor limiting any large scale well development, however, is the 
volume of saturated fresh-water sand available in the area. The amount 
of fresh-water sa~d in the Trinity strata decreases northward, prin-
cipally as a result of an increase in the salinity of the ground water 
near Lake Texoma. Consquently, in much of northern Grayson County, 
large developments of fresh ground water from the Trinity are not 
feasible. Large to mod~rate amounts of fresh water may be obtained 
from the Woodbine in areas where the amounts of saturated sand are 
greatest. The Woodbine has been developed near its maximum potential 
in the Sherman area due to heavy pumping over the past few decades; 
however, at a greater depth there are abundant fresh ground water re-
sources in the Trinity strata. 
Quality 
The ground water in Grayson County is suitable for most purposes. 
The Trinity group generally yields soft water that has high bi carbonate 
a~d sodium contents. Water from the Woodbine is generally soft but 
may have a high iron content. The alluvial formations yield water 
which is suitable for most purposes. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 
Th1s d1souss1on on ground water is derived from 
Ground~Water GeQlogy of Grayson County, u. s. Geological 
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